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CHAPEES 1.
” IH IRQ-DUG TORY MATTERS”. 
Queensland Takes the Initiative
"The sentences of punishment by death shall no longs# 
be pronounced or recorded, and the punishment of death shall 
no longer be inflicted", so reads Section 2 of the Criminal 
Code Amendment Act of 1922. When, on August 1st of that year, 
the assent of the Governor was announced in Parliament, Queen#~ 
land became the first part of the British Empire to have 
abolished capital punishment. New Zealand took this course in 
1941, but in 1950 it was considered necessary by the Government 
of the day to reintroduce the death penalty*
In the Australian states other than Queensland, capital 
punishment still exists but has fallen into disuse in Tasmania
iand New South Vales. The present position in South Australia 
is that both capital and corporal punishment are in abeyance* 
Following the report of the Stuart Royal Commission in that 
Stats, all death sentences were commuted by the Playford 
Government until the case of the murderer and rapist Valance, 
who was hanged for murder in 1964# In practice the actual 
carrying out of the death penalty in all Australian State# has 
been limited to cases of murder and treason (the latter only 
during war time) for a good many years* Of the 24 executions
1* There has been no execution in Tasmania since 1946,
although there has been no official announcement by any 
of the several Tasmanian Governments since then of the 
death penalty being in abeyance. No Hew South Wale# 
Government has considered it necessary to carry out an 
execution since 1939, and in 1955 the death penalty wa# 
limited to piracy with violence and treason*
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that have taken place in Victoria since 1901» only tiro 
vere for crimes other than murder, 1 although the number of 
capital offences was not limited to the "traditional" ones of 
murder, treason, and piracy until 1949* Prior to that» included 
in the long list of capital offences were rape» setting fire to 
a dwelling house people therein being put in fear» poisoning 
or wounding with intent to kill, and robbery with wounding*
Only two of the 52 persons convicted of these offences sines 
1901 were, however» hanged* There have been but four hangings 
in Victoria since the Second World War * three in 1951 for ths 
same murder» and one in 1967*
Despite the publicity created by the decisions of the 
Bolte Government in regard to the Tait and Ryan cases» if say 
Australian State is to be called the "hanging State", it would 
seem that Western Australia, and not Victoria, is by far the 
more deserving of the title* Although there hare been only 12 
executions in that State since 1922, the year capital punishment 
was abolished in Queensland, the tendency has been for the 
frequency of executions to increase in recent years* Sinos 
June, 1960, four men have been hanged in Western Australia* 
Private Member's Bills seeking an abolition of capital 
punishment have been introduced in Victoria and Western Australia 
in 1961 and 1964 respectively, but have failed to pass thsir
1* C. Burns, The Tait Case* Melbourne University Press, 1962»
p.12.
Second Reading stciges«1 Government Bills to the same end 
have been Introduced into the South Australian and Tasmanian 
Parliaments, but have also failed to secure a successful 
passage* The various Tasmanian attempts were rejected by that 
State's Legislative Council, while the 1965 South Australian 
Bill was introduced too late in the session to enable the 
debate on it to be completed before the close of session«
In contrast to the other States, the last execution in
2Queensland was in 1913; the last for an offence other than 
murder had been in 1892; the Criminal Code of 1899 had reduced 
the number of capital offences to four (murder» wilful murder» 
piracy with violence, and treason), and the Offences Against 
the Person Act of 1865 had removed all other offences, except 
rape and robbery under arms with wounding, from the "capital1* 
list« Tet, it should not be assumed that hangings were in any 
way rarities in Queensland before 1915* Prom December 1859 to 
September 1913 there were 81 executions in Queensland, 65 being 
for murder« The total number of executions in the various 
colonies has not proved to be accurately ascertainable* From 
the average numbers, during certain periods, given in the
1« A further attempt at introducing such a bill is to be mads 
in Victoria this year - 1967«
2« Although abolition was in the Labor platform at the 1913 
election and a Bill to this effect was introduced (and 
defeated in the Legislative Council) in 1916, there seems 
to have been no official administrative announcement as
to the death penalty being in abeyance«
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Courier’s editorial of the 13th July,1922, however, the
following comparisons
T
can be made:-
A B LE  1*
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Tear Average for
all colonies
Approximate
Total
atemliwa Queensland Avara*. 
Total avara*. SSE
aar..y»«HT s s i s m  Mar.-x ttr
X86C-80 9 189 34 1.62 1.5
1881-1900 6 120 27 1.35 1*0
1901-10 4 40 16 1.6 0.67
1911*20 2 20 3 20.3 C.33
(to 1913)
Total (1860-1920) » 369
Average per year * 6*05
Queensland Average per year * 1.31
Average per 3tate per year * 1.01
Average Total per State (1860-1920) » 61.5
Total for Queensland (1860-1920) * 80.0
In all States since 1901 there have been 111 hangings.
Of the 60 prior to 1920, nineteen or 31-7/6 were carried out in 
Queensland* It should be remembered that at no , time was the
1. This can be but approximate since only the average for all 
colonies was given (in whole numbers) by the Courier.
I have also assumed that these averages were based on the 
existence of 6 colonies at all relevant dates*
2. The average to 1913 would be 1*0; but, as executions were 
still practical possibilities until Labor’s victory at the 
polls 1915} a better figure might be 0.6 (i.e. 1911*15)*
population of Queensland comparable in size to those of Vietoris
or Sew South Wales, thus making comparisons of columns 6 and 7
in Table 1 less favourable to this State. Obviously a better
comparison could be made if executions were related to convictions
for capital offences in the various States, but this has
proven impossible because of the absence of reliable statistics*
More shall be said on this matter shortly, but for now it is
sufficient to, regretfully, express concurrence with Mr* Justice
Barry's comment that, "In this country there are no useful
statistics relating to crime *•« compiled on a national basia«
Bach State has criminal statistics of a sort, but no competent
person would claim they are adequate« Further, the criminad
statistics of any State are not capable of any but a crude and
primitive (and often misleading) comparison with those of the 
1others«"
It would seem, however, that the crime rate was lower in
Queensland than in Hew South Wales, Victoria and West Australia,
although higher than that in South Australia, for the period 
21860*1901« Despite crimes arising from racial dashes between 
Chinese and whites on the gold fields, Kanakas and whites in 
the sugar cane growing areas, and Aboriginals and squatters in the 
Western, far northern and Gulf regions of the State, and those
1* Barry, J., "The Study of Social Pathology - Science of 
Scientology?", Adelaide Law Beview, Vol«l, Ho«2, p.121«
2. W.H. Johnston, MA Study of the Relationship between the law 
the State, and the Community in Colonial Queensland"« 
(unpublished M.A. Thesis), 1965, p«149*
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due to excessive drinking in the hot sub-tropical climate» 
the proportion of "serious crimes* (not defined) per 1,000 
of the population tended to decrease during this same period*
In 1861 there vere 0*8 serious crime® per 1,000 people, while 
In 1891 the figure was 0.59. In 1881 It had fallen to 0.43,1
thus shoving a slight increase by 1891*
BSailSH TRADITIONS«
The lav a® it existed in Queensland on separation in 185?
consisted of so much of the common lav and Statute lav of England
(a© of 1828) as va® generally applicable to New South Wales,
any Statute law passed by the hew South Wales legislature since
1828, and any Imperial Statutes passed after 1328» which were
either of specific application to the colony or of general
application to all colonies* It may thus be advisable to
briefly trace the changes which had taken place In the penal
code of England in order to more fully understand the traditions
and values which the young colony, with its many English trained
lawyer-politicians, inherited In 1859*
During the Middle Ages the death penalty was exacted for
only serious offences and, although punishment became more severe
under the Tudors and Stuarts, and several felonies were added
2to the list of capital offences, the total number of capital
-  6 -
1. ibid*
2* These included marrying a woman forcibly, arson, sodomy,
stealing by a servant fro© his master of goods to the value 
of £2» house-breaking, stabbing an unarmed person if he 
died within six months, and stealing from ships in distress 
(aimed at the *wreckers" in Cornwall) - per Pollock, during 
the second reading debate on the Criminal Code Amendment 
Bill,1916* (Q»F*P. Tol«0XX m  pp. 565-4).
7felonias» by 1700» vas no more than 50. $y 1620 the total had
grown to 220 and included many trivial offences (if Indeed
offences at all by m o dem standards)» such as stealing turnips»
consorting with Gypsies» picking a pocket» shop-lifting, and
being found disguised in a rabbit warren*^ Ât the end of the
seventeenth century England's penal laws had been substantially
the same as those existing in most European countries» but the
incredible increase in the number of capital felonies» chiefly
aimed at the protection of property» was such as to cause
Sir Samuel Homily» "the founder of the English movement for ths
2abolition of capital punishment"» to say in 1810i "There is 
no country on the face of the earth in which there (are) so 
many offences according to law to be punished with death as in
3
England".
4
It has been said that Romilly opposed capital punishment 
on the following two grounds
(1) That the chief deterrent to crime resided not in barbarous
5
punishments» but in the certainty of detection and conviction» 
and that harsh punishments tended to diminish the likelihood 
of convictions; and
n  C. Hollis. The Homicide Act. Victor Pollane» Ltd.# London» 
1964» p. 7.
2. J. Barry» "Hanged by the Heck until ... "» Sydney law 
Review. Voi. 2, Ho.3, p. 401 at 404.
3. Hansard Debates of,the House of gommone. Voi. XV (1810)»
p.366.
4. J. Barry, op. clt. p.404.
5. There being no effective police force prior to 1829*
(2) That brutal punishments acoustomed the people to brutality 
and tended to create attitudes conducive to the committal of 
crimes of violence, on the basis that violence bred violence and 
cruel punishments inevitably produced cruelity in the people* 
Although a "Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge upon 
the Punishment of Death" was formed in 1810* its members were 
not abolitionists* but were merely desirous of having the number 
of capital offences reduced. Quite substantial support for this 
was found in the House of Commons* but the Lords* particularly 
the Law Lords* were strongly opposed to any such alteration*
A bill to abolish the death penalty for shop-lifting passed 
the Commons and was rejected by the Lords in 1810* 1811* 1813* 
1816* 1818* and 1820. It was finally accepted by the House of 
Lorde in 1823*
The chief reason expressed by the Judges in the Upper
House for opposing any relaxation of the penal eodewas that the
fear of death was all that could proteot person and property in
"the degeneracy of the present time* fruitful in the invention
of wickedness."^ Lord Bllenborough felt that the lifting of
the death penalty for shop-lifting would be "opening the gates
to revolution"* and declared: "Mr Lords* we would not know
2whether we were on our heads or our feet*" He* and other
1, Said by Lord Harwick* Lord Chancellor; quoted in Hollis* 
op, cit* at p* 7,
2. Quoted by Mullen* Q,P,D* (1922) Yol. OXXXIXUi p. 394*
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Judges, maintained that there was no suitable alternatire 
punishment, and that, in particular, transportation was simply 
"a summer's airing by immigration to a warmer olimaia«
Gardiner and Ourtis-Ealsigh, in commenting on the 
conservative influence the Judiciary has played in English 
penal reform, particularly in regard to the numerous Shop­
lifting Bills, stats that "layman seemed reluctant to put their 
views against those (the Law Lords) who put themselves forward 
as expert« and « r e  so regarded."2 [a  somewhat similar practio« 
continued in Queensland until the passage through the Legislativ« 
Assembly of the Criminal Code Bill of 1899, when the members of 
the Labor Party refused to forfeit "their right (of debate) 
because the Bill had been before a Royal Commission of Judges* 
Indeed, Fitsgerald (the only lawyer in the Labor Party at the 
time and later that same year to be the Attomey-General in 
the first, if transitory, Labor Government) thought that the 
question of punishment, capital and corporal punishment in 
particular, "was one that might be discussed very well and 
very much to the point outside the (legal) profession as wall 
as in it" and objected to the fact that "not a single laymen
1* Hansard ReportsofLLebatea of the Bouse of Lords* Yol.XVII
1810, p.200.
2* 0« Gardiner end II* Curtis~Balelgh, "The Judiciary and Penal
Reform". L.W Quart.rtv Ravtmm (Uns), tnrll lHAQ-a.l« .t 
198.
3. Q.P.D.. Voi. LXXXU(1899), p.198.
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had been asked to considor the B ill*”* J
Höherer, despite the strong opposition from the House 
of Lords, which had resulted In a reduction of only three cap ita l 
felonies from the l i s t  of 220 by 1320, changes in the penal 
code were soon to cose, fo r ju ries  became Increasingly unwilling 
to return verdict« of "guilty* la  cases of offences against 
property, they began to bring in obviously "unreal" verdicts 
In order that the sentence of death should not be passed# For 
example, where a stealing  offence was a capita l one only where 
goods above a certain  value were involved, they would find tha t 
the value of such goods was ju s t below the minimum required for 
the osp ita i charge. In cases where no such "minimus value* 
findings were available ju ries  frequently found seemingly 
obvious offenders "not guilty"« So d iff ic u lt did i t  become to 
obtain a conviction for forgery tha t a large deputation of bankers 
and merchants awaited on the Government urging that the offence 
cease to be punishable with death, in order that offenders 
might be punished and the frequency of the crime reduced#
Steadily and swiftly progress was made in the direction 
of lim iting the number of cap ita l felonies# In 1829 the la s t  
execution for forgery took place and the la s t  for sheep stealing 
in 1831# House-Breaking ceased to be punished with death in 
1333.1 23
1. w. i . p . v o i. L x m r  (ta g s ) , P.161.
2. Sa-12S M £. 5/1/1907.
3. Ibid .
—  10 -
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By 1837 the number of capital felonies v u  151 and by
1861 there were only four offences for which death wao the
punishment - high treason» murder, piracy with violence» and
destroying public dock-yards and arsenals* The latter ceased
to be a capital offence in 1955* Since 1838» however» there
have been no hangings in England for offences other than murder
and treason, and for the latter the death penalty has been
2
carried out only during wartime*
A Royal Commission of 12 to investigate capital punishment 
was appointed in Sngla&d in 1864* Its findings supported 
the contention that Juries were reluctant to convict in any 
but very serious capital oases» and recommended that the numbere 
of capital forms of homicide be reduced* It also recommended 
that hangings should no longer be held in public* Although 
the Commission as a whole did not advocate complete abolition 
four of its members (Stephen Lushing ton, John Bright» Charles 
Beate and william Swart) appended to the report their opinion 
that **capital punishment might safely» and with advantage to the 
community» be at once abolished*"^
In 1908» a Bill abolishing the infliction of capital 
punishment on infante under sixteen passed through both Hemmen
of Parliament and» in 1922» the killing by a distressed mother
■ — - -  - -  -  - .... - ........ -  —  — — ............... — ----------------------------------— .......... — ...............................—
1* Hollis, on* clt» pp* 9 - 10.
2. Hollis, op* olt* p. 10*
3* quoted by Mullin (Attorney-General), Q#P#B* Tel* ' ■CXXXSföfc 
(1922), p. 396.
12
of her newly-born child was declared to ho a non-capital
offence«3’ These changes, especially the latter» resulted
2from a "revival of abolitionist activity”» encouraged by 
the British Labor Party* In 1921 the Howard League waa founded 
and this was followed in 1925 by the National Connell for 
the Abolition of the Death Penalty. It is subaitted, 
however, that this "revival” in Britain had little or no 
influence on Queensland, since the first Legislative attempt, 
defeated in the Legislative Council, to abolish capital 
punishment had come in 1916, and abolition had been in the 
Labor Party's General Programme since the Labor-in-Politice 
Convention of May 1910*
MODE AND BAMBAR OP EXECUTIONS:
Except for the burning of witches and, heretics and the
3occasional baheadlng of traitors, the traditional method of 
execution in England since the Middle Agee waa by hanging*
The reason for this is not clear, but, bearing in mind the foots 
that hangings were originally held in public and that death 
was caused by strangulation, not, as with the mere m o d e m  
trap-door system, by dislocation of the nook, the British Boyal
1* The offence was called "infanticide” and was a category 
of manslaughter - a non-capital offense*
2* Bollis, op* clt* p*14*
3* The Act passed during the reign of George H I  which provided 
for the be-heading of traitors was, technically, s t H l  in 
force in Queensland until the proclamation of the 
Criminal Code on January 1st 1901*
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Commission on Capital Punishment (1949-33) suggested that 
•(Hanging) may be presumed to bara bean inventad «ora 
for ita advertisement value than as a mora affective way of 
taking life than aarliar methods • • Hanging inflicted a 
singular indignity on the victim in a uniquely conspicuous 
fashion* It displayed him to onlookers la the most ignominious 
and abject of postures» and would be likely to enhance the 
deterrent effeot of hie punishment on anyone who might he 
tempted to do what he had done* Hanging caused a slow 
suffocation» the victim’s last agonies would be a warning met 
eoon forgotten by the crowds that watched him***
Any deterrent effect of witnessing would net
seem» however» to have been very great* Instead of being solemn 
cocas ions» executions were treated more ns a source of free 
entertainment* There were only eleven public holidays in 
England * Christmas» Bastar» Whitsun» and the eight execution 
days at Tyburn»1 2 3 and the maesas of London took full opportunity 
of the entertainment provided* Any deterrent value of tho
hangings was apparently lost on the pick-pockets who wsro **rife
%in the watching crowds"» and who» if caught» would have provided
1 . Report o f t he Royal Com i»«iop on fopftnfl PffllflffMlBl 
(1949-53) . P.246.
2. Hollis, op. clt..p. 9
3. Oardlner and Ourtle-Releigh, op. clt«. ». 211.
14
the object of entertainment at the next execution day.
Furthermore, the Royal Commission of 1864 found that of the
167 persons lying under sentence of death at Bristol, 161 had
witnessed a public execution.
The Daily Telegraph, commenting on the execution of fir#
mutineers in 1864» objected strongly to public hangings and
evidenced a certain hostility to capital punishment itself
"In grimy, haggard thousands, the thieves and 
prostitutes of London gathered around the foot 
of the gallows, jamming and crushing each other 
for a share in the speotaole ••• Let us ask if 
such a sight was wisely furnished, since we cannot 
call in question its justice, so long as blood is 
purged with blood and a Mosaic Law governs a 
Christian Kation. nl
Pursuant to the recommendation of the Royal Commission
of 1864*3» pubiio hangings were abolished In England ln 1Õ68,
Hay 26th of that year being the day on which the last public
2hanging took place*
Ât first, hangings were public affairs in the colonies 
too, and the hanging of three bushrangers in Victoria in 
1842 was said to have been w atched by a crowd of "not less 
than 7,000." By 1850, however, "Victorian crowds had
4shrunk to mere hundreds, and women no longer predominated".
T. The Dali.y Telegraph* 25/2/1864. reportedin the Courier* 
23/4/1864i
2* Following a report on capital punishment in 1888, which
revealed a number of badly mismanaged executions, the press 
was excluded from hangings in Britain. Similar action had 
been considered in Queensland in 1879, but there had been 
considerable opposition in Parliament to any such attempt 
to carry out executions in secret*
5. Pro* Th« Chronicle of Surly M.lbourne. p.394, quoted la 
Bums, Th« T&lt C a t , p.12 4. Bum*, op. clt.. p.13 .
There Is mention by Johnston1 of public hangings being held
2near Brisbane prior to separation» but Lincoln maintains that 
there had been no public hangings in Queensland« Assuming lie 
means since separation» there need be no inconsistency between 
the two opinions. The present writer can add but little either 
way except to 8ay that the reports in the Courier of the three 
executions between I860 and 1865 made no sent ion of their being 
held In public» and» given editor Pugh's opposition to capital 
punishment, It is unlikely that he would have offered no 
words of criticise or censure to euch public displays«
it all events» the Criminal Praotlee lot of 1865 put the 
issue for the future beyond doubt by providing that hangings 
were to take place within the walls or the enolosed yard of the
% Ajail« It also provided that "the bodies of persone executed 
... shall be buried at euch places as the 0ovsmert with tbs 
advice of the Executive Council» shall direct«* This provision 
was "thought advisable for, otherwise, if friends of an executed 
nan demanded his body for the purpose of exhibiting it - as had 
been done in the past - it would be difficult to show authority
1« tf«B« Johnston, on« clt. (unpublished M.A* Thesis, 1965)*
2« Ian Lincoln, "Punishment of Crime in Queensland 1860 *
1390*» B.A. Thesis (unpublished), 1966«
3. Section 58«
4« Section 65«
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for r«fusing their demanda."1 New South Wales would seam 
to hATS abolished publio hangings at soma data prior to Nay 
15th, 1861,2 *4so both New South Wales and Queensland wart ahead 
of England as regards reform in this aspect of capital punish­
ment.
With the loss of the "advertisement valúa" of hangings 
and a growing concern for the suffering the victim endured in 
being slowly strangled to death, the need was seen for a mere 
efficient' and painless method of execution. However» the 
British practice of hanging was retained, with the viotie being 
dropped through a trap-door, causing & swift death by virtue 
of the dislocation of the neek. At times, mistakes occurred, 
with the victim1 s skin being broken and blood being shed, or, 
as happened in Queensland in 1879» * his head being torn off*
1. Hon. J. Bramston on the Second heading of the Bill in the 
legislative Council, Q.P.Dt (186$), Voi. XX, p.487.
2. See Lilley on the decond Seeding debate of hie Criminal 
Law Amendment Act, 1661, in the Courier 22/5/1861«
5. It seems that on one occasion the victim waa abla to relesas 
his arms from the bonds and release the pressure of the 
rope around his neck, - see G.R. Scott,
Capital Punishment. Torchstream Books,
4. During the debate on Griffith's Notion for the Adjournment 
of the House on the exeoution of one Nutter, Paddy 0*Sullivan 
commented that "It was obvious that there had been a bad 
tradesman at work - The Colonial Secretary should pay sane 
attention to this natter and see that when people were 
hanged, their heads did not remain up and their bedy go 
to the ground" - Q.P.D. (1879), Voi* XXIX» p. 345«
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Such spectacles caused a good deal of public horror» and wore 
used by abolitionists as the basis of attacks on capital 
punishment; but it is unlikely that such "accidents” caused 
the criminal any additional suffering. The Royal Commission 
of 1949-53 was able to report that, by virtue of improved 
hanging techniques (there had even been a Royal Commission on 
the matter in Britain in 1886):-
"A method of execution, whose special merit vas 
formerly thought to be that it was particularly degrading,
iis now defended on the ground that it is uniquely humane."
Executions were usually performed by a man employed by
the State for this purpose and, certainly by 1899» each
Australian colony had its own official hangman* Earlier in
the century, a convict was often appointed to perform this
operation, some being rewarded by the granting of a ticket of 
2leave* However, this practice was soon found to be unreliable
in Queensland, and in December 1861 no convict could be found
who was willing to act as hangman at the execution of an
aboriginal found guilty of rape. The Sheriff complained of
the practice of leaving the task to fellow convicts since they
3were apt to "turn coward at the last moment." An executioner
was finally appointed in February of the following year.
1. Burns, on. cit.. p.13*
2. Burns, op. cit., p.13»
3. I. Lincoln, on. cit.. p. 21
THB DBCI3ICN: TO BAKG OR HOT TO EAKG?
Following the abolition of public executions in ünglamd»
the practice appeared to be that a condemned man would be
executed 21 days after being sentenced,1 In Queensland»
however» such was not the case» for the judge1a sentence was
that the prisoner be hanged "on a day appointed for his
execution by the G©vernor~in~Council*" The judge would then
2forward to the Home Secretary his report on the trial» together
with any recommendation for mercy made by the jury and his own
views on the propriety of carrying out the death sentence in
the particular case* For capital offences other than treason
or murder (later treason and wilful murder after the proclamation
of the Criminal Code)» the judge had the power of refraining
from pronouncing the death sentence in open court» and of
having such a sentence merely recorded against the prisoner.
This was the practice to he followed when» is the trial judge’s
opinion» the criminal» although guilty of a capital offence»
should not» for reasons of merey» suffer the extreme penalty for
his crime* There was» however» no difference» apart from this
strong indication of the Judge's opinion» between recording or
pronouncing sentence* It should be noted too that the death
penalty was the mandatory sentemos for all capital offences in
Queensland» and the judge had no power to impose a lighter
1. KoL,an (ñ.L.k.) Q.P.D.. (1879) Yol.x m .  B.&2.""*
2* Sometimes the Attorney-General was the appropriate Minister* 
This seems to have been the position In March,1880.
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penalty ozio« the criminal had been convicted of the capital 
charge*
After receiving the judge's report the Home Secretary would 
make his recommendation to the Governor* Copies of the report 
would then usually be sent to all members of the Cabinet 
and the final decision made at a meeting of the Executive 
Council« However, the extension of mercy to a condemned man 
being a royal prerogativef it was exercisable in the colonie« 
by the Queen's representative - the Governor - who was in no 
way bound to aeeept his Minister's recommendation in such casee« 
Clause 12 of Her Majesty's Letters Patent of April 13th,1877 
clearly endorsed this position by instructing colonial Governors 
to grant a pardon or commute a sentence in capital casee 
"according to (their own) deliberate judgment" regardless of 
the view of their constitutional advisers, so long as such 
advice was at least received« Sir Anthony Musgrave found 
cause in May,1887 to exercise this power, and commuted the 
death sentence, passed on one Muller for the rape of a married 
woman, to life imprisonment* The decision was contrary to the 
wishes of the majority of the Griffith's Cabinet«
The Courier reacted unfavourably towards Musgrave's 
decision * "He has the right", Its Editorial observed, "but we 
question the expediency of retaining this right and this 
particular exercise of it «•• the retention of the prerogative 
is an anomaly« We do not blame him but we blame the system that
20
gives him the right to dispense with the advice of his 
Ministers
Griffith was almost certainly among those of the
Cabinet favouring execution in this case. In passing sentence
on Kuller» the Chief Justice» Sir Charles Lilley, had commented
that "It vas the grossest case of the kind in the annals of 
2the oolony"» and Griffith» even as late as 1899» vas a strong» 
if reluctant» supporter of rape remaining a capital offence in 
Queensland* Griffith the constitutional lawyer» however» was 
apparently stronger than Griffith the politician» for» at a 
subsequent Colonial Conference» he expressed the view that the
power given to colonial Governors in capital cases was "an
5anomaly» justified at the present time."
Colonial governors were soon to lose» in practice if not 
in theory» most of their power to act contrary to the advice 
of their Ministers. The reply sent by Lord Hutting to Governor 
Musgrave in 1888» In reference to the case of Benjamin Kitt» 
upheld the Governor's legal right to disregard hie Minister's 
advice, but urged that this should not be done unless there was 
good reason for so doing; especially should this be the case 
when purely internal mattere were involved. Mus grave's 
successor (Sir W.H. Norman) seemingly offered no resistanoe
to the release of the "Hopeful" prisoners in 1890» despite the
1. The Courier^ 24/5/1887.
2* The Courier, 28/4/1687.
3. Griffith to Sir Anthony Musgrave (5/9/1888) read in the 
Legislative Assembly by Griffith (11/9/1888) - Q.P.D.
(1888) Voi. LV» p.207.
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strenuous efforts of Chief Justice Lilley in opposing any 
further exercise of mercy on their behalf. Lilley stressed the 
fact that the men had been convicted of offences against 
Imperial Law» the crimes (murder and kidnapping of Kanakas) 
having been committed on the high seas. He argued from this 
that» unlike the Kitt case» this was not a "purely internal 
matter”» but that Imperial interests were involved. However» 
in view of the Instructions sent from Britain in 1868» the 
governors of Queensland no longer seemed to feel justified in 
opposing the advice of their Ministers on questions of extending 
mercy to criminals. The Kitt case appeared to be really in 
the nature of a "test case"» preparatory» to the Government carry- 
ing out its election promises to see that "justice" was dims to 
these condemned men.
Sven in ospitai cases» the Governor’s power would appear
to have been no longer of practical consideration* Certainly
the muoh-deputationed Governor in 1902-5 (while Patrick Keniff
lay under sentence of death) never indicated that he could do
more than summon an Executive Council meeting to re-eonsider
the decision to hang Keniff* This was done» but the decision
remained unaltered. Sir Arthur Morgan1 put his position
elearly to the deputation seeking a commutation of the death
sentence passed on Arthur Boss in 1909 when he salds*
1. Morgan was the Acting-Governor at the time» but would 
have had the same power in this respect as a Governor*
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"fhers lo a popular misconception of the Governor1e
position - I must act on the advice of my Ministers. All I 
can do is promise to lay all you have put forward before the 
Executive Council".’*'
Just when decisions in capital casea became Cabinet
decisions, with endorsement by the Executive Council following
automitic ally, le not then exactly known; but it does not
appear unreasonable to assume, in the absence of any evidence
tending to the contrary, that the change can be dated from
the 1B8B reply by Lord Hutting to Governor Musgrave. This
assumption is supported by the fact that, in 1892, Premier
Griffith advised a deputation seeking mercy for the murderer
Horrocks that it would be pointless waiting on the Governor,
2since he would only refer them back to the Executive.
THE PURPOSE OF CAPITAL i-'UffIEHHEHT
Another quite noticeable change, which may be seen taking 
place during the period studied, Is in the conception of the 
purpose of capital punishment. Briefly, for this will be 
shown in more detail at later stages, it may be said that it© 
chief purpose, in the middle of last century, was retribution, 
with deterrence being ancillary to this. Gradually the 
deterrent aspecttook on a less vindictive nature* Society 
was to be protected, but the onus shifted somewhat in favour 
of commutation. Whereas at first the carrying out of the death 
penalty had been almost automatic, unless substantial reasons
1.2. Courie£| 7/6/1909*U r. 23/9ÃB923*nsí *
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could toe shown for the exercise of mercy, soon less had to toe 
urged on the prisoner’s behalf in order to secure a commutation 
(for example that he was ignorant of English law or that
he had had no moral education - such came to be rather frequently
*
urged, often with success, when the condemned m m  was a non- 
Luropean)# Later still,^ the onus came to toe in favour of 
commutation unless the crime was a particularly brutal or 
ruthless one*
With the rise of an effective and vocal Labor Party in 
Parliament, reformation of the criminai came to be accepted 
as being of at least some importance in the consideration of 
suitable punishments# The Socialist elements in the Labor 
Movement considered crime a "social product", caused by 
environment, and carried by heredity to subsequent generations# 
Given such an outlook, it is little wonder that any notions 
of retribution or vindictiveness being ingredients of punish­
ment should have been quite repugnant to such men, and that 
they should have been such strong opponents of capital and 
corporal punishments, solitary confinement, and the use of 
"dark cells"*
1. Certainly this opinion was openly expressed by the
Courier and many of its readers in 1897 during the success-* 
ful agitation on behalf of the rapist Smith#
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QTäZR ABOLITION 3TATB3 AND T H B  PÜQBLÃH Of IHC013I3TBM 
CttfJSaiSLAIH) STATISTICS.
Two final points* Firstly, although Queensland led
the British Empire with regard to the abolition of the death
penalty, she was by no means a world-leader in this matter.
Luxemberg has been credited with being the first to take
this step in 1832^ (the year a man was hanged in ¿England for
2stealing buttons). Portugal and Holland followed in 1870,
and Italy in 1888. At the time of formal abolition in
Queensland, at least nine of the States of the United States
of America and seventeen of the twenty-one Swiss cantons
had also removed the death penalty from their penal codes.
Chile abolished capital punishment just a matter of weeks
3before Queensland. By 1962 there were some 32 Abolition 
4States.
Secondly, the matter of conflicting said completely 
irreconcilable statistics calls for comment. Originally, 
it had been hoped that reference to statistics would allow 
of some reasonably accurate decision being reached as to the 
merits of the argument, used at various times by opponents 
of capital punishment, that juries, in their abhorrence of 
condemning a man to death, perhaps even an innocent man, 
committed "pious perjury" in tending, in all but the most 
clearly proven and brutal cases, to either acquit criminals
1. Burns, op» clt.. p.ll.
2. The Worker. 5/1/19Q7.
3. Ifa. work«. 27/7/1922.
4. Burt»., op. o l t . . p . l l .
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altogether, or at least, to find them guilty of a lesser, 
non-capital, crime - for example manslaughter when the charge 
was murder, or indecent assault when the Crown was pressing 
a rape charge. Unfortunately, it has proven possible to 
offer but tentative conclusions, owing to the statistical 
inaccuracies discovered in the figures of convictions for 
various offences given in the Police Commissioner’s Reports.
It had been expected, since these returns showed the sentence 
(either death, imprisonment, fine etc.) actually passed on 
convicted men, and since the death penalty was a mandatory 
penalty, that the number charged with (for example) murder 
and sentenced to death would be the number actually convicted 
of murder, while the number charged with murder, but given 
a sentence less than death, would give the number who, although 
initially charged with murder, had been convicted of manslaughter 
only.
However, on comparing the statistics given in (a) the 
Comptroller-G-eneral of Prisons Reports, (b) the return of 
convictions sent from Queensland at the request of the British 
Royal Commission on Capital Punishment of 1949-53» and (c) 
the statistics of crime published in the yearly statistics 
of the State, there is scarcely any single year in which 
either of these returns agree with those of the Police 
Commissioner*s, nor0indeed, with each other. The Prison 
Reports are misleading because, when, as ?[&& quite usual
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with condemned men, a man was initially sent to on© prison 
and later transferred to another (the custom being to hold 
most executions in Brisbane and send "lifers” to St* Helena)» 
he would be recorded among "prisoners received" in both 
jails? thus preventing the number of condemned men for the 
year being attained by a simple addition of the numbers of 
such received in the various prisons*
An obvious example of one discrepancy between the Police,
Royal Commission, and Annual Statistics is seen in the figure» 
given by each for 1904:-
fable 2 *
Source Convicted of 
Murder
Convicted of 
Manslaughter
Total
Police 0 (i*e, none
sentenced to 
death)*
12 12
Royal Commission 4 5 9
Annual Statistics 4 12 16
Since at least two people (Mr* and Mrs* Macdonald) were 
sentenced to death that year, although not executed, considerable 
doubt Is thrown on the Police Statistics* This doubt Ì» 
reinforced by the fact that these statistics, in neither the 
preceding nor following year, indicated that a woman was so 
sentenced*
After referring to the statistics of executions taking 
place each year (found in both the Annual Criminal Statistics 
and the Government Casette» )» it would »eem that only the
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convictione given In the Annual Criminal Statistica are, 
at all relevant times, compatible with the execution»«
Whether these criminal statistics are correct it ie no 
longer even dared to suggest, but at least they appear to be 
the least inaccurate* Unfortunately, they are not as detailed 
as those given in the ¿olice Commissioner*s Report, giving 
only actual convictione for the offence charged« thus, a man 
charged with murder but convioted of manslaughter would appear 
under H acquitele for murder” and ag in under "oonviction for 
manslaughter”. This, of course, renders impossible a calculatio« 
of how many charged with murder in a given year were actually 
found guilty of manslaughter. Thus in 1914 when one was 
convicted of murder and four acquitted and five were convioted 
of manslaughter and two acquitted, it is probable that some 
of those acquitted of murder were convicted of manslaughter# 
but further than that It is impossible to say« Unless otherwise 
expressly stated, then, all statistics quoted will be based 
on these Annual Criminal Statistics, to be found, usually, in 
the "Votes and Proceedings" or " I arliamentary Papere" of the 
year following that of the statistics givsn«
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THE SMfrwFROPERTY OFFENCES AND TIMBO!
(a) mmum *
Contemporaneous with the discovery of gold, most of 
the Australian oolonies experienced an outbreak of bushranging« 
This was particularly so in Ifew South Wales and Vio tor ia» but 
bushranging in Queensland was never very closely associated 
with gold» the daring robbery of the Clermont gold escort by 
Gold Commissioner and Police Magistrate Griffin in 1968 being 
a notable exception« After accompanying the escort for part 
of their journey and failing in an attempt to poison them» 
he returned to their oamp the evening after his leaving them» 
shot and killed all three and escaped with money*1 He foolishly 
lost no time in using some of the bank notes and was hanged 
for murder later that year» the gold being recovered by 
virtue of a map the condemned man had used in an attempt 
to bribe his jailors«
The great epidemic of bushranging which struck Hew 
South Wales and Victoria in the I860fs never really spread to 
Queenaland« Admittedly an occasional mall coach was held ups 
the first such occurence was on the Barling Downs in 1864«2 
Further instances took place around Rockhampton» where 
Hartigan, Fagan» Hunter and "the Snob"** caused a certain 
degree of concern» but in the main» these culprits were
1« Some £8» 150 In gold and bank notes* See M«0*Sullivan«Cameos of Crime« Jackson and 01 Sullivan» Brisbane» 2nd edition, i§4?, p.241*2. IMd., p.251.3* Johnston» op. oit«. p. 166.
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horse-stealers rather than bushrangers * Only Alphine 
Macpherson, “the Wild Scotchman“,* and later, in 1880,
Johnny Campbell were of any real conseguono«.
However, such was the extent of the outbreak in few 
South Wales, that Herbert*» Squatter Ministry in 1865 
considered It expedient to include the following section in 
the Larceny Act of that yean
“Section 44. Whosoever shall being armed with 
any kind of loaded arms rob or assault with 
intent to rob any person and at any time of or Immediately before or immediately after such 
robbery or assault shall by discharging the 
said loaded arms wouttd any person shall be 
guilty of a felony and being convicted thereof 
shall suffer death as a felon.“
It was fully acknowledged by the Government that the
provision was not strictly necessary in Queensland, but it
was considered advantageous to pass such legislation in case
it should later become necessary “to meet the conditions which
have arisen in the other colonies and which Hew South Wales
2has not yet been able to cope with.“ “It becomes us“,
Prlng continued, “to provide for every conceivable evil and 
to provide a remedy for it, as far as we can, and not leave 
it to be amended by and by when the evil arises*“^
1. As spelt ln ftT^ opr'cl^., .~~~u'" '...1 2
2. Report of the speech of the Attorney-General, Pring, on the 
the Second Reading of the Larceny Bill - the Courier.
1/7/1865.
3* Ibid »
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Although Pugh (former «älter of the Courier end am 
opponent of capital punishment ) and Brook«« and Bdaonsteme 
(of « h m  mors «Hl be seen shortly) were in Parliament in 
1865, this extension of Capital Punishment «ent unchallenged 
in the legislative Assembly, and only I*d# Smith (who resigned 
his life appointment the next year) spoke against It in the 
Legislative Connell« Ho specific ooroaont m e  made in the 
lores« either by way of letters from readers or editoriale, 
although the Courier1 favoured an increase In ths severity 
of punishment gemsrally* The Laroeny Bill had boon one of 
the six Bills on the Consolidation of Criminal law In 
Queensland introduced by the Attorney-General that yearf and 
Chief ¿uatioo Cookie had assisted In their drafting# It 
would seem* then# that most elements within the State 
approved of, or aoquleeoed in, this rather retrogressive 
step*
WMßM.M.M.Mmmw
In December, 1069, William Brown (or Bertram « he refused 
to give his real name), a German of eoaroely 20 years, robbed 
a hotel near Toowoomba and, after firing two wnrnlng «hoto, 
wounded the owner who had tried to prevent him escaping# Bo 
was tried in Toowoomba in 2uly,l878, and sentonoed to death 
under the provisiona of ths laroeny Aot* The Kxeoutlve 
Council set Monday August 29th as the date for him execution
1. »ML Jfiä£tei.5AA865.
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is Toowoomba jail# Judging from the brief reports of 
happenings in Toowoomba that appeared almost dally in the 
Courier « there was no adverse reaction to Executive Gounail's 
decision in that town*
However, on the Thursday prior to the appointed day 
of execution, a letter from "Justice* appeared in the Courier« * 
calling attention to Brown1 s Impending fate and urging that 
in view of his youth, his ignorance and his previous good 
conduct, and the foot no life had been taken, the Geyier 
and the publio ask the Executive Council to extend the 
prerogative of meroy to him* the same Thursday, a deputation 
consisting of Hon* J.C* Haussier (W.L.C.),2 H* Jordan (M.L.A.),^
C, Bdmonstome (M.L.A.), and Messrs* Filby and Pint awaited 
on Palmer with "an influentially signed memorial addressed to 
the Governor"* praying for a coimautation of Brown fs sentence • 
Arguments identical to those of "Justice" were urged by the 
deputationlsts *
"The Colonial Secretary replied that the deputation 
was misinformed as to the facts of the ease, that the prisoner 
was a notorious offender, that he was in the *toe and cry1
*• 2 * g J 2VÖ/18T0*
2* His Interest in this particular case can no doubt be partly explained by the fact that Brown was German* it~ £he held these positions at the time but, in the mi&*»13o0*a* Haussier was the Consul for the German Empire and the Premie»! of the Deutscher Club*
3* As early as i860 ha had expressed his opposition to capi tad punishment «-see over at p* 55.
4# The Courier, 26/7/1$70.
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of New South Wales, and that both the Executive Council 
and the Judge felt that if the law did not take its course 
in this case, it would in the future be inoperative#
He stated emphatically that no petitions or efforts would
i
save him from the extreme penalty of the law,**
2Two further letters appeared in the Courier# another 
from "Justice" (who, since his letter attacked statements of 
Palmer's only reported in the Courier the same day as the 
letter appeared, was certainly either a member of the deputation 
or closely connected with it) and one from T t Pellatt of 
Moggill Creek. Both urged a commutation of sentence, since,
"as no life was taken, the prisoner's life should be spared**^ 
"Justice" brought politics into the issue by claiming that 
"Pring's Act making this a capital offence (was passed) in a 
spurious state of excitement,"^ and by drawing attention to 
"an anomaly that no person can u n d e r s t a n d , i n  that the 
Executive Council had recently commuted the death sentences 
passed on two murderers (Boweman and Herrlich) to life 
imprisonment*
The Executive, the Courier and the general public,
1# Courier. 26/7/1870 
2# Courier« 26/7/1870
3. Letter by T. Pellatt, Courier. 26/7/1870 
4* Letter by "Justice", Courier. 26/7/1870 
5. ibjyu
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however * remained «amoved b the small group* s urging«, sedi
on the appointed Monday morning* Brown was hanged* the entire
natter apparently passed without much notioe being paid to it
by anyone apart from the few already mentioned« Certainly
Dr. Izod 0fDoherty* who was campaigning at the tine for the
forthcoming# and for him successful# election for the seat
of Brisbane in the legislative Assembly* would sena to have1
remained oblivious to it.
A Chai«, in tha Attitude of foro Dweller«.
The 1870*S saw a further deollne in the never particularly 
serious frequency of bushranging in the State and with it 
the hitherto rather severe application of punishment for such 
Crimes was relaxed. By virtue of public petitions* together 
with the good conduct and failing health of the convicts them** 
selves* two armed mail robbers had their sentences (18 and 
17 years respectively) shortened by s o m  11| and 13 years 
respectively* In 1875»2 In the same year* two serving 20 
year prison terms for highway robbery wer« released after 
completing only ft years of their sentences»^
By 1880* however* there had been a revival of buohraaglng 
in the Southern colonies where the Kelly fang was at large* and 
"Johnny Campbell"* the Black Bushranger, had the Hambour «»
Gympie District in a state of alarm» He was said to have killed
1« Assumed on the basis of his remarks in i860 that foils 
would be the first to suffer death for armed robbery with
wounding*
2. Y d ?  (1875) Vol.r# p. 505 
3* Ibid» p»507
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ft blaok-traoker who had boon trailing his# and was finally 
captured and turned over to the police by fellow Aboriginal«•
He was executed f not for murder but for rape# in July 1880#
It was during this excitement that Joseph Wells was tried
iin Toowoomba before Lilley C#J# on a charge of robbery under 
arms with wounding committed at a bank in Cunnamulla#
numbered among the many unfortunate aspects of the trial« 
and on which the major arguments of those who wore later to 
seek a commutation of his sentence were based# were the facts 
that Wells had bean unaware that he faced a capital charge 
and that he was unrepresented by Counsel# which caused his both 
to plead "guilty* and to be denied the opportunity of having 
evidence tending to show that the shooting was either accidental 
or in ended only as a warning being placed before the jury# On 
the Judge#s advice his plea was changed to "not guilty*# by 
reason of hie claim that the gun had gone off aocldentallyf 
but much of the danage had by then beai done# lilley C#J# 
in "as clear and impartial a summing up as was ever delivered from 
a Bench"«® impressed upon the jury that# in order to find Wells 
guilty# they must be convinced that the firing had not been 
accidental* But# with no evidence being adduced tending to show 
this# the jury had little dlffioulty in returning a verdict of 
"guilty"» Wells was sentenced to death and it was determined that
1# 16/3/Ì880
2# This appeared in the Toowoomba Chronicle# a newspaper which 
strongly opposed the decision to execute Wells* and was 
quoted in the editorial of the Courier* 20/3/1880»
that the execution should take plaee on March 15 th* 1880*
This decision caused a great deal of pabilo discontent 
in Toowoomba# Brisbane tmdf to a lesser degree» Ipswich* The 
Toowoomba agitation was led by he Chronicle« owned by W*H* Groom» 
who represented Drayton and Toowoomba in the Legislative Assembly 
from 1883 to 1901* Unfortunately» there appear to be no copies 
of m e  Chronicle for this period in existence in Queensland but 
it would appear» from the reports appearing in the Courier» 
that a large proportion of the population of Toowoomba were 
active In the campaign and a petition praying for a commutation 
of m e  sentence was sent to the Governor* Ipswich would seem 
to have been less Involved on Well’s behalf» but George Thom» 
the local member and son of the "founder* of Ipswich» and 
Solicitor G*F* Chubb» described by Johnston ae being "exceptional 
as a leader in c o m a l ty life*1 and as having "spent a lifetime 
contributing to the civic life of the community» "2 b o m  took part 
in the Brisbane campaign*
In Brisbane» the leading comsutatiomists were Dr* Isod 
0* Doherty, M*L*C«9 who had been present at m e  trial» and 
William Brookes» who at the time was temporarily out of polities# 
but Who had been In the Legislative Assembly from 1883 to 188? 
and who was to return in 1883* The agitation in Brisbane lasted 
|ust two weeks# but during this time mo deputations awaited on
1* Johnston, op* clt», p* 353*
2m Johnston, op« olt»» p* 351*
Governor Kennedy» one on Aoroey~General Prlng «dm granted a 
weekfs postponement# a public meeting attended by some 150 
persons, was held in the Chamber of Commerce Hoorns» an appeal 
was taken before the Pull Supreme Court, and finally a deputatimi 
awaited on Acting-Governor J*P. Bell, almost on the eve of the 
execution* In addition, Brookes wrote letters to the felefrenh 
and a petition was circulated in Brisbane and was "numerously 
signed**1
In ell, seven parli amen tar i ans not including Hurray-*
Prior, Brookes and T.H* Pitagerald (who had b o m  the leader of 
the Central Squatter Bloc in 1360), and eight legal men,^ 
including some of the politicians, played an active and public 
role in the agitation, as did the jouraalista Mellifont and William 
Ocote* A small number of business men also wers involved* She 
churches remained aloof from the matter, ae did the Mayor, «ho 
refused to act as chairman at the pabilo meeting* Both the 
Courier and Telejzraph withheld their support, with the ffelesraoh 
being quite severe in its condemnation of the efforts of ’Hie 
commute tieni sta. It issued two hostile editorials and published 
four letters (two opposing and unsigned. Rid two, from Brookes 
and T* Jones of the Valley, urging a commutation on the matter^ 
while the Courier was con ent to merely report on the various
1# fhe Courier*
2* Br* O1 Doherty (h *L*o *) and 0* fhorm, A* fíutledge, P* Beattie, 
F* Swanwiok, P* 0#Sullivan and Garrick (M*M*X*«A*)*
3* Messrs* Sherri dan, Swanwick, Chubb, Hut ledge, Bunton,B uce. Gar iok and Helicar*
stages of the agitation, **nd refrained from editorial earnest
until after the appeal to the full Court had h e w  dismissed«
It then seemed torn between attacking Bring (who wee without a
seat In Parliament and who had been the subject of earlier me»
favourable editorials) for granting a etay of execution for what,
it claimed* «ao on obviously baseless appeal,1 and supporting
the previous decision to carry out the execution!
"Up te last week there was no doubt aa to what 
the fate of the convict ought to be - - But 
owing to the blame worthy weakness of the Attorney- 
General a quite unnecessary difficulty has arisen —
By his action (in granting the reprieve) he hai laid 
a painful duty on his colleagues« the unhappy nan lying under sentence has tasted the sweetness of hope «
If he dies now he dies a dauble death, the reasons for completing his sentence last Monday remain unaltered, 
and yet humanity shrinks from the idea of snatching a 
man from death for a few days, and then eonal&tlng 
his to the gallows* —  Whatever the decision (the Government) may new arrive at ««« the great 
majority of the thinking public will understand their 
difficulty and endorse their action« "2
fhelr decision was that wells should hang en Wit 22nd« 
Acting-Governor Bell, although saying that nothing would bo 
more in accord with his own personal feelings*^ declined to 
interfere, having regard to the opinions of Governor Kennedy
1 *
2.
3 *
io assumed because of the ease with which the Court had 
dismissed the appeal on the 19th March. But, «ven granting 
that this was so, it is submitted that Bring acted correctly 
in agreeing to the postponement#
Coartar. 20/3/1880.
Courier« 22/l/íBBO*
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the Government, and the trial judge (Mlley C«J«) that there 
were no reasons for extending to Welle tho prerogative of 
meroy*
"The conoem of many of the commatntioniets# particularly 
the memfcera of the legal profession, atened from Velle* not having 
had the benefit of & defense Counsel when on trial for hie life*
The practice mt the time was for the Government to eet aside 
a mm of money to pay for the defence of Aboriginals and 
Kanakas (in capital and other serious oases), but not poor idtltes* 
Butledga# M*i#*A,f based his protest against the execution solely 
on this ground# and his speech at a public neeting on Saturday,
13th iiftreh# m m  mit without political overtenes>
uHs had no sympathy with maudlin sentimentality that considered it to be ite duty to get up an agitation everytirae a criminal sue sentenced to death* (But) a blaokf allow, even when his offence ms no worse than a serious assault# m s  always provided with counsel by the Government* There was no excuse for the Government, they went to the expense of employing able counsel1 for the prosecution end yet left the criminal destitute of the assistance they would furnish a common blaokf allow*2
Brookes later promised that "when Parliament met stops 
would be taken to prevent any man being Mied för his life 
without being defended**^  But neither Brookes her Butledge took
t* Paring and S*w# Griffith had appeared for the Grown*
2* Courier, 15/3/1880*
3* Courier, 23/3/1880*
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any real step® in this matter» though they remained in 
Parliament (although not continuously) until tSf? and 1904 
respectively. Several times Rutledge was to he Attom«y~Oenaral•
Two members of the deputation( Chubb and Swanwick) were more
personally Involved than most, for» apart from their general
interest in elvle ratters and seeming injustices»1 they had
been present in court when Wells was tried and had been approached
by Hr. 0 »Doherty» who» being appalled at Wells not being defended»
had unsuccessfully solicited their assistance on his behalf*
They had refused since to have voluntarily offered their
services would have been contrary to legal ethice«
Few were prepared to publicly advocate the aboli tira
of the death penalty for robbery under arra with wounding» but
the general consensus of opinion of the citisene of Brisbane and
Toowoomba would appear to have favoured such action« The
Government and the two Brisbane daily newspapers, however,
refused to accept such so argument.
"Dwellers in a town like Brisbane or Toowoomba» * 
said the Cornier, "are not fair judges of this 
ratter. They are in no danger from buehranging 
by armed ran prepared to carry out their nefarious 
designs even at the cost of »order« They 
have always polioemen within hall *  the very 
thickness of population around them is a sufficient 
eaveguard, Wot so in tho bush where c r i m e  of the 
kind that Wells committed are comparatively easy 
(to commit) ... the very peacefulness of the
1« Swanwlok had been a school teacher before becoming a 
barrister and» in 1875» had written a bock on the need
for better secondary education for girle, Se was somewhat 
of a rebel and was disbarred in t882 for unethical conduct.
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generai population renders the® aere liable to fall victims of the darin© of a determined ruffian* They litre in peace, resting safely under ito 
protection of the law» which terrifies Intending
their emotions to over master their judgment* They forget this ene life which hangs in the balance i« weighed against the security of toe whole community and toe fate of toe unknown number of evll«»disposed 
m m  too are only retained by their fear of toe consequences from imitating fell** crime« for auto an actito as this, toe Intentional shooting of a man during the commission of a robbery* tos lam decrees death* And rightly so* Of all violent crimes* this of aimed brigandage 1« toe toe toe sparsely settled districto are meat liable to ***We are convinced the Government will met to Influenced by the local clamor, or confound It aito any general expression of feeling by the community at large*"!*
The Telegraph’s comment was to similar Unto;
"legal punishment to to effective must to certain and unalterable • «« by the outside public* toecriminal should know that toe puntshtomt provided for the infraction of the Ito which he ham violated is as certain tod inexorable to fate* toe chief aim of punishment is to deter others* *** life and property meet be proteeted and made secure* tole is a fundamental of civilised life**!
One of their correspondents went even further, stating
that "Wells has toen found guilty of one of too foulest
deeds that can to committed in any civilised oountiy. Depend
upon it, the only way In a sparsely populated country like
Queensland to save toe ruthlese transfer of eur hard earnings
1* Only 17*4$ of the State's population lived in Brisbane in ltd! * B*P* Crook, "Aspects of Brisbane Society to toe eighteenth Century" - unpublished B*A* tootle# 1958*
2. The Courier* 20/3/1080*
3. The Telegraph*. 9/3/1880
into the pocket® of lacy scamps and murderers, la to allow
the law to take its course and make short work of them, and 
thereby rid society of this foul excrescence**^
In the face of this opposition, ör* 0 #Doherty, who 
had been one of the few to publicly express his disapproval 
of Wells1 crime being a capital one, turned a complete 
somersault and told the Acting~Governor that« "He believed
that no punishment was too severe for the crime for whloh
2
wells was convicted,* but that, since he had not been defended, 
he ought not to be hanged* Barlley, he had stated publicly 
that 11 the Statute under which Wells was convicted was badly 
worded and a disgrace to the Statute Books, and that he 
promised to bring in an Act to repeal it on the first day of 
Pari lament #*^ Heedless to say he took no such action*
Only Paddy 0 1 Sull Ivan, M,L*A. was consistent in his 
opposition to this crime being a capital one, and he alone 
of the deputation - that waited on Bell made any real impression 
on that gentleman*^ 0 1 Sullivan claimed that "it was better
to err on the side of mercy, and that a long term of imprisonment
G
was as great, if not a greater, deterrent as death*' to the type
1* A letter from "Subscriber" appearing in the Telegraph* 
10/3/ 1880,
2. The Courier» 22/3/1880.
3* 3*h* Comiera 15/ 1/1880 *
4« According to Bell's reply to the deputation «* Courier»
22/ 3/ 1880*
5. The Oourler* 22/3/1880.
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of young thugs who tended to talcs up bushranging in Queensland* 
At the tine of fuller’s execution in 1879* he had expressed 
the hope that capital punishment might eventually be done «may 
with completely«*
The campaign closed, then, with the Government, the 
Brisbane press, and country people apparently still firmly 
convinced of the necessity for the retention of robbery under 
arms with wounding as a capital offence because of its alleged 
deterrent effect. However, a contrary view would seem to have 
been aroused In the minds of many Toowoomba and Brisbane 
residents* Rutledge too, despite his panile statement to the 
contrary, would seem to have been deeply affected by fells* 
execution* Although only a young barrister at the time, he
joined with Garrióle and Ghubb in talcing an appeal to the Full
2Court* As the Attorney-General in the Dickson Government, 
it was Rutledge who, in 1899, Introduced the Act (the Criminal 
Code Act) under which this offence ceased to be punishable 
with death*
ABOLIII OH
The Royal Commission on the Draft Criminal Code, in 
June, 18991 reported that it was of the unanimous opinion that
1, Q«g«D. (1379), Voi. I M E , p* 343*
2* The appeal had been on whether the person robbed had tc be 
th© one who was wounded , but the Court held that the word­
ing of the section clearly implied nothing of the kind.
Bo appeal on the facts was permissible*
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"the death penalty should no longer h* infilot*d where 
death of the wounded person does not ensue»** and the
Government accepted this recommendation when it introduced
the Criminal Code Bill in September of that year# Cleon 
the "versatility* of Queensland orinimi statistics» it 
would take a more confident person than the present writer 
to claim that Wells wm the last mm convio ted of the crime 
in Queensland t hut no mention of any such subsequent 
conviction has been found* Certainly wells was the last mm 
executed for the offence#
After reminiscing on the part he played in the Welle
case» Rutledge told the House» "That Is the state of the
law and an amendment in that respect is greatly to be
necessitated* 1 do ot thin it a law which allows an
occurence of that kind should be perpetuated* A law which
would apply to a condition of things when buohranglng pre~
2vailed should not continue in the present time."
BffEQf  AS A DBflRRM Ti~
Johnston suggests that "bushranging may have been 
kept low in Queensland by the high penal penalties*^ and 
while it would be foolish to deny the possibility of hie being
1# T H  first Session 1899» p# 2ft*
2. Q*P*P* (1899) Voi* XgáU* p. 11t*
3* Johnston» op* clt*. p* 18?.
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correct, the danger oí allowing too much emphasis being 
planed on the ’’deterrent value” of the punishment should 
not be overlooked« Both Vio tor la and Men South Wales bed 
laws similar to that applying In Queensland , the lev South 
Wales provision being even more severe« but bushranging 
continued to be fairly prevalent there until well towards 
the end of the last century* Again« the fast that only 
two men actually suffered under the provision in Queensland 
tends to weaken the view that it anted as a deterrent« for 
that which is not Known can hardly deter* In 1830« both 
üf Doherty and Garrick claimed that Wells was the first person 
indioted under Scotica 44« and nobody» except Mr* Justice 
hutwyohe«who had tried a man under it at Maryborough« the 
man having been acquitted, contradioted this» which Is 
surprising In view of William Brown1s execution in 1870*
What tills does show, however« is that few people were 
aware that Wells1 was a capital offence. Certainly he did not 
know t; is at the time of the trial and several of the jurymen, 
who later signed the petition in foowcomba, said that« until 
the Chief Justice acquainted fells with this, they toe had been 
ignorant of the faot.1 All this leads one to doubt if the
1* the Telegraph, (9/3/1380) went to the ether extreme and 
maintained that not only was fells* offence capital« but 
so was shooting with lutent to kill - one of the offences 
removed from the capital list In 13é§* It was only when 
wounding was linked with an attack on property, irrespective 
of any intention to kill, that the supreme penalty was 
inflicted*
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deterrent off »et of ieotion 44 oan be positively proved, and 
surely tu*  onus should fall on those
▼alus of ospitai punishment. Whom human Ilfs is at stato» t 
a omo t i l in g  moro s u b s t a n t i a l  than % strong hunch” would s o w  
to bo required.
(fa) .g a m
According to International law, every State has the 
right to apprehend, try, and, if convicted, punish any persons 
guilty of piracy .lure gentium "as an eneiay of mankind;11 * 
the conduct of such trial and the natu» of such punishment 
being determined by the laws of the given State. However, 
according to British Constitutional law, the Legislatures of 
"States* such as Queensland are not competent to pass legis­
lation having an extra-territorial effect, unless such can be 
shown to be clearly neoessary Tor the maintenance of public 
order and good government* There must be a sufficient link 
between the extra-territorial operation of the legislation and 
the lütercets of tha “itate” in «question* Certain Imperial 
Acts dealing with piracy, however, have or had effect in
Queensland. The only one of interest here, however, is the
2¿ iraoy Act of 1837, of which iaction 2 provides that, when 
piracy is accompanied by attempted murder, wording, or violence 
dangerous to life, the punishment shall be death«
But t erwor tha
2. 7 Wm IV and X Vic. o 88.
* Bote that piracy as defined by various Statutes is not 
necessarily identical with piracy jure ¿gestii^ *
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filia Act has continued in force in Queensland» but 
the only case in which it scemo to hare been applied was in 
1875» chen diaay, an Aboriginal* was tried before Sheppard G* 
at Townsville on the charge of piracy and wounding with intent 
to murder upon the high seas» Es was convicted» but 
successfully appealed to the Full Court* fhs offence tod 
actually been committed "within m  imaginary limi dream fro» one 
headland to another on the coast» ato between the mainland and 
an island annexed by proclamation to Queensland**»* It was 
held that "the scone of the alleged piracy was within the 
body of the colony (and) the offence being a felony triable
at common law» ..* the prisoner is Innocent at all events
2of piracy»" The attorney-Genaral» Griffith» sought leave 
to appeal to the rivy Council» there being obits in support 
of auch m  action in the case of the Magellan ¿‘iratea»** 
but no order was made and the appeal does not see» to have 
been »ade«
icetlcns 31 and 32 of the Queensland Criminal Code 
provided that death should be the puniahment for piracy» and 
attempted piracy, with personal violence» committed within the 
territorial jurisdiction of Queensland, This left unaltered the
1. Qia. Original ¿aporta (1360-1907) j a t Jim», p. 93.
2. Qld, Cjlalaal '-8 --orta (1360-1907), pp. 94-95.
3* ( 1833) 1 ikinks 3t, in L*0, Green, "International ly»
Through the Caseari dtsvens d Sons» Ltd* London* "Si---
edltioúT’ ai p* 407*
ths Imperisi Ststuteo d®alIng «itti piraoy on tbs high 
asas. IHM» th« bill reaobsd tfes comb! Its* stags, Hardsess, 
sot hissslf m  abolltirmlat, »ttaaksd thaa« prorisi«»,
Gl.iiaing tha oris« was "«Oy a orla» against psopsrtr ob 
ti» high osas inatsad of ti» land."' "Saroly” h* argoed
"it «as as daagcroua to ho stuck up is the lonely outbsslc
2of the west «ft or« the seme**1 lo we® prepared, howefur, 
to accept tbit, Hin extra*« piraey tet&tt warrant
the supreme penalty# reply oho»» olearly that
reran,« and deterreno« wore still m m i â m m ê  to ta impertamt 
aim® of punishment, although um might ho forgi?** for 
ex pro® a log disappointment that the Astomey^eaeral should 
sot hare taen able to presomi his argument, whether mm 
agree* with it or net, a little aoro intelltgemtly ,
*»®a et see** replied JLutlodge, **do mot hare the saw 
protestion m  those on lead, (so there lo) aoro mood for 
a datórreme# for piracy by having the death penalty ... « 
ship eight ho sailing along with Tery littlo wind, «ai 
a stow resesi containing pira tee might eemo down on it, arnft 
it would net he able 'te do anything! tat a wm stuoli up I® t**• 
hush might ho able to gallop way, or do some thing, the ship 
might hare helpless t o w  and children on beard, ata they might 
ha?o .heir Ilota nearly terrified out of thorn, fatai itpmot b® 
a aonatroua thing that any consideratio® ahould be tatti t®
U £*I.*I>* (1S99) Vel. m u »  P« 2db*
2. Ibid«
1* Ibid«
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to mea A o  would do that sort of thing? Ho could no? 
unde rot and the honourable Member being noxious to show
consideration to mm who were no better than wild beasts.**
Fires? sensed to be s capital offence under Queensland 
lew in 1922, but such abolition had effect only with regard 
to pires? covered by the Criminal Code* So long» Ana» se tile 
Imperial Piracy ict of 1837 remains in foro©» má it cannot 
be repealed by the Queensland Legi elature» piracy with 
violence, committed on the high seas» is still a capital offenes» 
and» if such pirates were tried end convicted in Queensland 
under this Act, the court would have mo option but to sentence 
them to death»
(c) TRSA£Q%
the law of treason grew up by way of statutes and cases 
in a rather complex and haphazard manner* In 1885» Friag 
declined to make any attempt to consolidate As Is» of treason» 
being content to say that * the law of treason is well defined 
by a number of cases, and it would be so hard to describe it 
that It scarcely would be possible to introduce it in any 
aot*^ It is ao well defined in England *•* that 1 shall lease 
it to the judges here to decide eases of treason by those 
cases by which the law has been defined**^ Sir 3usual Griffith, 
howevert being a more competent and certainly a more confident
1. Q.?*P. (1899), Voi» Moclix p* 285*
2* «Well defined" indeed I 
3* M â S *  (1865) » Voi. U, P*392.
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lawyer than rring, had the courage bo ooae to gripe with the
task and he reduced the hitherto formidable and often repetitive
mase to one lengthy but lucid section^ in the Criminal Code#
Xn the Committee stage of the Criminal Code Bill,
hunaford moved to have the punishment for treason reduced
to life imprisonment, 11 urging that the principal of a life
for a life should be addurrei to, and in such eases a
2conviction for murder could be had.” The motion was seconded 
by McDonnell* Foxton, who in the absence of Rutledge was in 
charge of the Bill, upheld the retention of treason as a 
capital offence on h^© ground that it was not ataply a crime 
against a particular person but against the State itself,
’'since it might cause an upheaval of the country*”^
Dalrymple thoughtthe entire discussion rather pointless since 
he ejuld see little chance of the law being applied in 
Queensland« To talo, Joe Lesina, the sole advocate of the 
complete abolition of capila. punishment in parliament at the 
time replied that, if it »vis to be inoperative, there could 
be no objection to its removal from the capital list« Lesina, 
as he had done in the second Heading debate, again called Into 
question the deterrent value of capital punishment, pointed 
to the fact th.it some 26 ¡Cinga, aeons, Osare, Shahs and Sultans 
had been assassinated that century by "political and social
t* Section 37.
2* The Pourjar« 4/10/1399 
3* ikMx
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fanatics”** an whom the deterrent element of the punlelbuaent 
had apparently teen lost« The amendment was* net unexpectedly, 
defeated without a division being preened by the haber 
members*
During the period of the Great far, members of the 
l*f »9* were convio ted of treason in lew South Wales* However* 
no instance of a treason trial ever taking place in Queensland 
has been found* Apart from a few snide remarks from the 
Opposition la 1922, that the Hrevolutionaries* in the habar 
Party would welcome the removal of treason from the ospitai 
list, no special resistance was met in regard to its removal 
along with piracy, murder and wilful murder* In lew 
S outh Wales both l iracy with violence and treason have remained 
capital offences* despite murder ceasing to be sc*
The Crimes act,
treason is defined slightly differently under Section 
24 (l) of the (Commonwealth) Crimes Act* 1914~1960 to that 
under the Queensland Criminal Code and the penalty prescribed 
Is death* Commonwealth law is, of course* paramount over 
State lew and a person convicted in Queensland under Section 
24(1) of the Crimes ct would be Hliable to the punishment 
of death*. dcetioc 24(4) of the Crimes Act makes special 
provision for such an occurrenee? *A sentence of death passed 
by a court in pursu^rne of this section shall be carried Inte
1* Ibid*
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execution *** if the law of the State or Territory*
(in which the offender le convicted) does not provide fear
the execution of sentences of death, in accordance with the
directions of the Governor-General•1,2 Section 16 (1) of the
Act states that i "subject to this Aotf the penalty
set out at the foot of any section or sub-section of this
Act is the maximum which may be Imposed • but the
Court • • • may Impose any lesser penalty if it thinks
fit"» It Is 8ubmittedf however, that, in view of the
different manner in which the penalty is specified In Section
24 (1), as compared with those in ether sections of the Aet,
and the fact that the granting of the power to apply or with-»
hold the death sentence to the Trial Judge would be an
innovation Into British criminal law, 3 the death penalty is the
mandatory sentence for treason under the Crises Act*
So» as in the case of piracy with personal violence, it
Is still technically possible for a person convicted of treason
in Queensland? to be executed* It would be unlikely » however,
given the absence here of the necessary equipment, that euoh
executions would take place in Queensland Itself* In the ease
of treason, it would be possible for the oriminal to be
transferred to one of the States "better prepared" for such a
1. The Queensland Criminal Code, with amendments, is in foros 
in Papua-Kew Guinea*
2* It is interesting to note that, in theory, the decision 
to execute is still one for the Queen1 s representative 
to make, not the Executive Council.
3* Such is not impossible, but would not lightly be inferred* 
It would be reasonable to assume that such a radical 
departure from custom would. If intended, be expreseed 
clearly in the Act*
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task« but« la tbs ease of conviction for piracy under tbs 
Imperial Act« it would soca that the Queensland Executive 
Council would be able to conmute the death sentence to a 
suitable term of imprisonment, this m e  done« ae we shall 
sss later« in ths ease of the "Hopeful* prisoners« Williams 
and Usiteli» who wert convicted under sn Imperial Statute 
for murder on the high seas in 1884*
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CHAPTER 3. 
SEXUAL OFFENCES
Early opinions on punishment for rape
Prior to 1865» rape» unlawful carnal knowledge of a 
girl under ten, beastiality, and sodomy were capital offences 
In Queensland» However, with the passing of the Offences 
Against the Person Act in that year, rape came to be the only 
sexual offence visited with the extreme penalty* In 
practice there had been no executions for these other offences 
and they had, along with rape, ceased to be capital offences 
in Britain some time prior to Queensland’s separation from 
New South Wales. However, despite the fact that rape was, 
in effect, the only capital offence of a sexual nature in 
Queensland, it has been considered inadvisable to deal with 
the attitudes of the various governments, judges, juries, 
and the population of the colony in general» solely in regard 
to rape, since such is simply an extension of the general, 
rather vindictive, attitudes exhibited towards all offenders 
against the person of females. Thus, a consideration of the 
punishments at various times advocated for those committing 
less w serious11 sexual offences will from time to time be 
undertaken.
In August 1860, the Queensland Government was presented 
with the opportunity of being the first of the Australian 
colonial governments to remove rape from the list of capital 
offences when C.W, Blakeney, (a prominent Brisbane
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barria tar and later a judge In the District Court) nought 
leave of the Legislative Assembly to introduce a Bill to 
this effect* Els chief argument, in favour of the Bill 
were that such was the law in England! where the abolition 
had not led to an Increase in the crime, and that it "was
an offence, which above all others, was most easily
2proved and most difficult to disproved He concluded 
with a claim that t"There was an abundance of evidence 
on record to show that many an innocent man had been 
convicted and executed on the evidence of one designing 
woman*
Exactly who was to be the seconder of the bill is 
uncertain* It may have been Lilley or 0 1 Sullivan, who were 
both absent from the House that day but it most certainly was 
not Buckley who In faot did second the motion, but who 
emphasised that he did so only in order that Blakeney might 
be able, in the absence of the intended seconder, to proceed 
with his bill* In all, seven^ members, apart from Blakeney, 
spoke on the motion and all opposed the reform sought, on 
the grounds that the sparseness of the population* the 
isolation of women in country areas, and the presence of a 
large number of Aboriginals, made it imperative that there
1* It had been abolished there as a capital offence in 1841* 
2# Courier. 1/9/1860*
3* Pokier* 1/9/1860.
4* Bore, Buckley, Jordan, Watts, Taylor, ring and Herbert*
should be no relaxation In the punishment for rape* Gore,
In particular, thought that Aboriginals "could not be deterret 
by any other punishment than that of death,9 while Jordan, 
who was prepared to grant leave to introduce the bill, in 
order that the question of capital punishment, to which he 
claimed to be opposed, might be more fully discussed, thought 
that "if capital punishment was to be enforced in any case, 
it ought to be enforced in the case of rape, which was even 
worse than murder#
Perhaps of more importance are the opinions on the 
matter expressed by the Colonial Secretary and the Attorney- 
General (Herbert and ^ring)y since they were to play quite 
prominent parts in Queensland politics in subsequent years# 
Pring, as we have already seen, was Attorney-General as late 
as 1880# Herbert put the Government’s view thusi-
"In the outlaying districts, a large portion 
of the population is not European and where 
the facilities for crime were unusually great 
the punishment of death for rape could not at 
present be dispensed with* The intention of 
the Executive in all cases of this kind Into 
exerpisç a vigilant disoretion, and as far as 
might'0# consistent with the nature of the 
crime and the circumstances surrounding it 
to apply the prerogative of mercy.”3
'Vhile agreeing that, in deciding whether to execute
or not, the Executive would Hexercise a proper disoretion9
Pring asked "whether death was too great a punishment for any
1 . Courier. 1/9/1360.
2# Courier. 1/9/1360.
3 * Courier. 1/9/1360
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man who could deliberately contaminate and perhaps ruin a 
child for life, in order to gratify a merely lustful desire?
He maintained that a child no treated would be better off 
dead, and that so long as ospitai punishment was retained 
he would enforce it In cases of that kind • (Hear, hear)*^
The bill, with leave of the House, was withdrawn#
When the Offenses Against the Person Bill was 
introduced into Parliament in 1865, the second reading 
speeches by Pring and Bramata* were such as to
indicate that there had been no appreciable change in 
attitude by the Government in this regard, while the absence 
of criticism or comment on the part of the members generally, 
with exception of H*J# Smith (already referred to), showed 
general approval for continuation of rape as a capital offence* 
As well as the sexual offences previously mentioned, death 
oeased to be a punishment for sotting fire to a dwelling house 
(people within being put to fear), administering poison with 
intent to kill, and wounding with intent to kill* The 
reason ..¿avanoed by Brams ton for withdrawing cases of attempted 
murder from the ospitai list was wto save a man from tat 
commission of the greater offence (i.e. murder) to which he
might be led from feeling that the punishment Is the same for 
tbs leaser orine"? (e.g. assault with lateat to till)* That 
stallar reasoning could have been advanced (and was advanoed
1. Courier. 1/9/I86O.
2. Q.P.D.. (1865), Voi. Il, p, 394
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la the 1890* s) la favour of rap® also earns lag to be a 
capital offene®, for fear that the rapist, already facing 
a capital charge, might be Induced to kill his victim and 
remove the chief, If not only, witness to the crime, seems 
rather obvious# Whether this further application of the 
argument was overlooked or merely outweighed by those 
advanced in favour of the retention of hanging as the 
punishment for rape Is uncertain# But certainly the 
Government spokesmen Wring and Braaston gave no indication 
that sueh had even been considered in regard to rape«
"Capital punishment will be kept for rape*, said 
Bramston, "because the women in this colony are in a 
more defenceless position than at home, from our limited 
population and scattered habitation, and, consequently 
they are very liable to violence in the absence of their 
natural protectors; and they are also liable to assaults by the 
Aboriginals. i?or the Aboriginals, I believe, hanging is the 
only thing that brings home to them the terror of the law*"*
The Gov ., r r.iJn ' J á  policy was thus seemingly unaltered from what 
it had been in I860. Even Smith, M.L.C«, like Blakeney in 1860, 
was not so much concerned that rape should be a capital 
offence, but that it was an offence too easily proved. The 
impression one is left with is that, if there were no doubt as
1. Q»?.P.. (1865), Yol. n, p. 394.
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to a rapist1 23a guilt, %hen they had no . real objection to 
his being hanged. thus, imith argued that something more 
than the arridendo of m married woman should be required before
ia verdict of "guilty0 could be returned, while "the case of
a young girl, where medical testimony established the fact
2that a crime had been committed, was different#" Proof 
of rape, however, was not made more difficult but rather 
slightly easier, in that all that was to be required as
proof of carnal knowledge was penetration, and not emission,
■*as had been the case previously*
Before leavi g the 1865 Act, it is worth noting the 
amendments passed by the Legislative Council, which provided 
for whippings, as many as three in the case of unlawful 
carnal knowledge of a girl under ten, to be made part of 
the punishment which the judge could inflict on those 
convicted of sexual offences less than rape, even though 
imprisonment for life, on occasions, could also be inflicted*
1# The exact requirements and implications of corroborative
evidence and a "fresh complaint" in rape oases (in Queensland) 
were not really established until the early 1960s when 
the late dir Roslyn Fhilp J. played a leading role in 
clarifying the law as regards these matters. e.g. B*?*Einton 
(1961) 3t. H. Qd* 17*
2. Q.P. X>* (1365) Voi. II, p. 398*
3. But once penetration had been proved emission was 
presumed to have followed unless there was evidence to 
indicate that ernia sion had not In fact followed 
penetration.
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The chief advocates for corporal punishment were Gore 
(who had been called to the Legislative Council in 186J),
Fite and food, who despite opposition from Bramston mA 
omith, had little difficulty in persuading th© House that 
"when men forget themselves and become brutes **» they placed 
themselves without the pale of society? they deserved brutal 
treatment*** The amendments, except as regards to attempted 
unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl between ten and twelve, 
were accepted by the Legislative Assembly* Although this 
Act dealt only with offences against the person, it should 
be remembered, so that a proper pere; active of the punishment 
for sexual offences might: be maintained, that whipping could 
aleo form part of th© punishment for certain crimes against 
property, such as arson and attempting to derail trains, 
as well«3uch remained the law until the passing of the 
Criminal Code*
Application of th» Law.
After noting the rejection of Blaiceney’s Bill In I860,
Lineola“ roauluded that "in practice the law as regards rape
was interpreted flexibly the only prisoners executed
(for rape) would seem to have been Aboriginals*1, and supported
this by the facts that only two men were executed for rape
during 1861 «*1362 o l.1 that a m n  charged with rape at Ipswich
in September 1860 had . is charge reduced to indecent assault,
for which h. received two years with hard labour, when his
1* Q«P*JP (1865) Voi. IX p* 489 by Wood on the Third Heading 
of.the Bill in the Legislative Council*
2* Ian Lincoln, B.JU Thesis, o p * cit* .p* 20«
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offence "was oleari/ rape"«^  vith respect# it 1« submitted
that Lincoln1s supportlog evidence is not strictly accurate#
2albeit ais inclusions appear to be sound«
In order to ascertain whether the la» as regards rape 
was "interpreted flexibly#" it will be necessary to consideri 
1« Whether the police and/or the Crows Froseoutera tended 
to prosecute for offences lean than rape# when the 
evidence pointed to rape)
2. Whether the Lxeoutive Council regularly exercised 
the prerogative of mercy to those convicted of rape)
and
3* whether juries were reluotant to oonviot for rape# knowing 
that the punishment would be death«
This last factor is of course closely linked to the exorcise 
of the prerogative of mercy# since, if it were almost certain 
that the death penalty would not be carried out# there would 
be lee® reason for reluctance to convict on the part of the 
jury.
With regard to the first factor for consideration, it 
Is impossible to discover the number of tjjwe the Crown pressed 
only the lesser charges # but there is some reason for
1- "ttS L
2# It should be remembered that the subsequent analysis 
la based,as has already been mentioned,on relatively
questionable statistics*
billowing, having regard to the few white men charged with 
rapef as compared with Aboriginals and, later. Kanakas, that 
auch may well have been the practice. The instano« given 
by Lincoln, however, would not appear to be an example of 
such; firstly, because the lessening of the charge was not 
made until most of the Crown's ease had been presented, thus 
tending to indicate that the reduotion resulted from the 
discovery by the Crown Prosecutor of insufficient evidence$ 
secondly, because the charge was reduced not to unlawful 
carnal knowledge but to Indecent assault, thus tending to 
show that the lack of evidence was on the question of carnal 
knowledge, not consent (remembering that, in 1S6Q, both 
penetration and emission had to be proved to establish carnal 
knowledge); thirdly, that, from the newspaper reports, there 
was certainly no clear evidence even of penetration^ and 
finally, that, had it been the policy not to press rape 
charges, a conviction for such would not have been originally 
sought in opeo court. If such was the practice it seems 
reaaou.t^le to assume that it would not have been done in as 
open a manner as Lincoln suggests.
As regards to the exorcise of the prerogative of mercy,
1* This absence could have been duo to a reluctance to mention 
auch matters i.i the public press, but it could have been 
due equally to m  absence of ouch evidence. It is for 
those claiming that the case was "clearly rape” to show 
the presence of this element.
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the fact that only two men (actually only one, the other 
being shot while trying to escape) were executed during 
1861-1862 does not show that the prerogative was liberally 
exercised, since ther.v wore only throe convictions for rape 
huring this period# More detailed information in this regard 
may be found in the table and graphs in Appendix 1, a 
summary of which win now be given# In the 15 years 
from 1860-1874 inclusive, of the 11 men who were convicted 
of rape seven were executed, one shot while attempting to 
escape, one was pardoned because of insufficient evidence, 
and two had .heir sentences commuted# A comparison between 
these figures and those for murder shows that of two men, 
one convicted of rape and the other of murder, the chance 
of the rapist having his sentence commuted was only half that 
of tho murderer’s#gtfut ii.qafifeiml
0 ifenee Convicted Acquitted* Executed
Rape 11 19 7
Murder 21 21 13
1m m k P A  Commuted -after comlotlon
Rape 63#6^ Rape 18*2$
Murder ' 61#9$ Murder 33.1$
1# As previously explained this means acquitted of the 
offence charged (i*e# rape or murder) irrespective of 
any subsequent conviction for a leaser offence (e*g. 
Indecent assault or manslaughter)*
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If the rapiat shot io included in the list of those 
executed and the ©an pardoned in those aoq.uf.tied, thè 
per oentage of convicted rapista hanged is then &&/**
Indeed, the only commutatione of the death sentence 
for rape occurred during Herbert’a first Ministry, although 
some subsequent Ministries, such as Hacalieter’s first tee, 
had no such opportunities, there being no convictions for 
rape during their term of office* 
ruere would, in comparison with the figures gives 
foi murder, seem to be some reluct.ano© on the part of 
juries to convict for rape, with the conviction rate being 
37^ of those actually tried for the offence^ up to 1874^» 
as compared with 50,' for murder* But the figures are very, 
small and, apart from the year 1360 and 1866 there is so 
great disproportion between convictions and acquittal» for 
rape* to yet the a, it would be difficult to support the 
contention that the law as regards to rape was *f interpreted 
flexibly**, but the picture alters somewhat when the racial 
element is introduced*
1* This figure ignores cases where Ho True Bill was lodged
or where, for uomo other reason (e*g* insanity) the 
charge was not tried*
2. The year 1374 was chosen as the end of the period fer
• exdalnation, because, in the three subsequent year»,
the figures are inflated by the combination in' the one 
statistic of trials for the non-capital offence of 
unlawful carnal knowledge -ith those for rape* The 
figures for 1873-1383 indicate that the pattern 
remained the same after 1874 as it had been before*
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Aboriginals and ti» Laws
AXI save» men hanged fer rape before 1875 were Aboriginals 
who had committed the offence on a white woman, as was 
the convict shot and the one pardoned* Unfortunately# lit.^ as 
h©t%beeh hfomslble to discover the racial origin of the two 
rapists whose sentences were commuted in 1864 and 1865# 
but, given the attitude of ?rtng and Bramston who were 
the Attorneys-General for most of this period, it would not 
be surprising if they were Suropeana. If they were, It would 
indicate an extremely -’flexible” interpretation of the 
law by the Government? if they were not, it would mean 
that no European was convicted or rape prior to 1875, 
giving evidence of a reluctance by juries to convict 
European©.** In either case, the proposition that European* 
were not, as a general rule, charged with rape, la given 
some additional support, aluce at least nine of the 30 tried 
for rape in -chis period were aboriginals* £hie racial bias 
in the conviction and execution rates continued after 1874, 
with Kanakas coming in for a disproportionate share In the 
number of convictions, if not of executions* It may, of 
course, be that coloured people are more likely to commit 
sexual offences than Europeans - such would explain 'the high
1 * Certainly one of the three tried for rape in 1865 was 
white (a magistrate at Horna in fact), but whether he was the ana'convicted but not hanged or on# of the two 
acquitted has not been ascertained positively* the 
matter was hurriedly h^ushed up” and the question 
regarding the matter asked in the Legislative Assembly was allowed to remain unanswered*
conviction rat# - but the disproportion is so great that* 
allowing that whit© sen are slightly loas than angola, it 
la difficult not to concluda that tula explanation is not 
wholly adaquat#«
MãsJu
sa»., .inferno.UMiteSfflU
¿ksaUiaaia l.m&aã ¿ása^saia Sãisí
10 3 1 14
Th i t there should hav# been little expression of 
regret at executing Aboriginals for rap© Is not really too 
surprising given the feeling» ourremt in the colony at 
least until 1884 when the "Hopeful** prisoners were convicted»
and probably until 1389 «hon they were all released fro® jail,
that the taking of the life of a coloured man by a europea»
was not really a serious arise at all« This racial
arrogance» if not hatred» which was originally directed
again?" tho Aboriginal, was later» on the part of the poorer
whites, directed against Kanakas and Chinese, who were
feared as economic threats since they were prepared to work
for long hours at low pay* Evidence supporting the proposition
tk.it Aboriginals did not receive equal treatment with whites
1 2before the lew'is given by 0*Sullivan and Johnston«
1# I« C,bullivan# Cameos of Crime«
2« Johnston» M.A* Thesis, o p* oit»
Speaking of a complaint naia to hi®* against a white
san, by the man's Aboriginal mistress* who alleged he hai
beaten her and had killed both of their children shortly
after birth, Polios .Sergeant 0*Sullivan regretfully concludedt
"There was only the entirely uncorroborated statements 
(except for the fact, as. he admits, that she had 
obviously been ruthlessly beaten) of an aborigine* who 
was prompted by a desire for revenge, and no Jury * 
would convict a mm of murder in such circumstances*"1
What he should have said was "white man** for, in the sane
year (1383)* an Aboriginal was convicted* "on circumstantial
evidence • »• and the uncertain identification by a 53 year old
2woman"* and executed for rape* Johnston tells of the 
extreme reluctance of a jury at Hormanton to acquit a 
"young Aboriginal boy charged with assaulting a white 
woman of bullooky proportions and temperament*,^ despite 
Mr* Justice Cooper*s instructing the® to bring in a verdict 
of "not guilty"*
This is not to say that, judges were a party to this 
fora ■lijcrimination against Aboriginals* Stern judges 
like Cooper and Harding J»J* were severe on black and white 
ofrenders alike, the former sentencing Cam®, a white man 
convicted of having unlawful carnal knowledge of an Aboriginal
1. 0fSullivan, oii* pit* pp» 3>4. 
2* Ibid», p* 56*
3* Johnston, od» alt» p*130*
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girl under ten,1* to life Jjnprisoxamt» the maximum 
discretionary punishment available» except for the addition 
of one or more «hipping»«
More lenient judge», euch as leal J., took account 
of the Inadequacy, or m m  complete absence, of moral 
and religious education had by aboriginals.* Thus, in 
dealing with an Aboriginal convicted of attempted rape in 
1892, Heal J« aaids—
nI have a most painful duty to perform in dealing 
with this case* Here we have an untutored savage 
who knows nothing about Cod or religion* He has 
never been taught self-restraint* His feelings 
were too strong for him and he gave way to them#
On the other hand there was tais woman wandering 
about the bush alonet putting temptation in his" 
way, which he could not resist* this should be 
a warning to other woman# The sentence of the 
Court is that he be Imprisoned for six months, 
and, ns I notice he has been in goal for over 
two months awaiting trial, that is to ha counted 
as part of his sentence* therefore, he will 
serve four months*1*2
The sad irony is that, leas than a year later, the same 
Aboriginal was convicted for rape and duly hanged*
Criticism in ine district where the or lints wort committed 
(it. George) was loud against Heal. Gfa. original show of 
well-intended clemency*
1* Her age was not definitely determined, but Cooper J# 
allowed the evidence of two doctors, based on the 
condition of her teeth, that it mm somewhere between 
five and seven as sufficient for a 'verdict by the jury* 
Ghia was, perhaps, a case where 'the charge should have 
been rape#
2* 09 bullirán, o p* citr,.,* p* 71*
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R v gyrn« « the turning potat ?
Ib March» 1882» George Byrat went on trial in 
Brlabant baiare Harding J » charged with raping a servant 
girl oi 16# Ha was defended by F* Swanwick, and Bop#
Cooper, the Attoraey-Oeneral, represented the Grown# It 
would be out of place here to undertake an investigation 
of the reasons» one suspects both political .and personal 
as well as circumstantial» which caused the unprecedented 
clash between Harding J# and Jwanwick and, to a lesser 
extent, between Cooper and Bwanwick* The trouble began 
with a request by Bwanwiok lor an adjournment while a defence 
witness was brought from Cooktown and ended with 3wanwiek*s 
refusal to continue aross^examination, to address the 
jury, or to argue viva voce the points he wished referred, 
to the Full Court# The defence witness was not located 
prior to the conclusion of the somewhat truncated trial 
and Byrne was sentenced to death* Cwanwick failed to appear 
before the Full Court for the hearing of the appeal, which 
was automatically dismissed» and he was suspended from 
practice because of hia misconduct#* Throughout April 
and May, the fact that Byrne lay under sentence of death 
appeared to have been forgotten by the proas and public, due.
1* He was not disbarred on this occasion - that w m  to 
happen leas than a year later*
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no doubt, to the publicity of bw&nwick*a clash with the
Judiciary* Whan he finally apoligiaed to the Court on
May 9th, he attempted to justify the stand he had taken
during the trial by referring to 19certain circumstances
that have transpired**^  since the trial as regards the
relevance of the evidence of the missing witness, but was
prevented fro® continuing by the Chief Justice (Lillsy)
since nit was not desirable that it should be made public#
2as the matter was still sub .judice” *
It would appear, then, that the Executive Council 
obtained the missing evidence and weighed it against 
that adduced at the trial# all in private however# before 
deciding that the law should take its course* Although 
there is no real evidence in support of this proposition# 
it would not be unreasonable to suggest that the decision 
to execute was influenced by the fact that, to have adopted 
any other course, would have been to oast a doubt on the 
trial jtid-e* s conduct in refusing a postponement of the 
trial# It io not suggested that an innocent man was hanged, 
but rather that, had his trial been a normal one, Byrne 
may not have been the first (and only) European to be hanged 
in Queensland for rape*
1 * Courier# 10/5/1882 *
2. Courier* 10/5/1882*
3* He was executed some 60 days after being sentenced*
and 49 days after the disaisIM of his appeal* although 
he was In Brisbane jail throughout*
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Whatever the reason for the ib£©cutive Ooimoil’e 
decision, there followed almost immediately from this time 
a marked decrease in the conviction rate for rape# Apart 
from the Aboriginal executed in 1883 (already referred to) 
there was no further convictione for rap© -until 1887, 
while there were 13 acquittals*
In 1887 there were two convictions for rap©| on© an 
American negro who fasted to death In jail, and the other 
the German, Müler, whose sentono© was commuted by Governor 
äusgrave contrary to wishes of the majority of the Griffith 
Government* Apart from the criticism of the Courier* 
already mentioned, there was' no reaction against the commutation 
of the sentence* It may well be that the Governor had 
recognised the general feeling of the public, as evidenced by 
the reluctance of juries to convict for rape since Byrne1©
2execution, against the retention of rape as a capital offence* 
However that may be, following this strong indication that 
rapists would not automatically be hanged, the conviction 
rate increased rapidly until 1883, with seven of the 10 tried 
being convicted, as compared with the 13 consecutive 
acquittals prior to 1887*
1* The Bditor at the tima was Cairi A* Feilberg*
2* In June, 1387, a letter appeared in the Courier
1 3 /0/ 1 887 from 1* Bartley, a regular corfesponSent, 
advocating that, whenever there was an acquittal 
for rape, the woman should automatically be tried 
for perjury and attempted murder* What he failed 
to see was that such a law would almost certainly 
ensure the conviction of all men tried for rape*
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la May 1839, throe Kanakas convioted of raping
a Kanaka woman had their sentences reduced to three years
imprioonment each and when, in Juno the earn© year, the
Executive decided to execute another Kanaka, who had
raped a white woman, the Courier, M,3* <kinnoii,MtX**A,f
(who was extremely interested in the question of severe
sentences, as was evidenced by his concern for the ^Hopeful*
prisoners in 1839, the n3triken prisoners in 1391, a man
given 20 years for arson, and two men serving life
sentences for manslaughter), and an anonymous corrospondent
to the 0curler were quick to point to the inconsistency
between the two oases. fhe Courier reinforced the inference
drawn fron the statistics when it saldi
* libere is no getting away from the instinctive 
feeling - that the crowning offence against 
society is murder, and that, serious as sexual ' 
offences are, they must yet in point of 
criminality and punishment, take a secondary 
place ... the public has of late years demanded 
more decidedly than ever that the murderer shall 
die, while at the same time it has, with scarcely 
lese distinctness and emphasis, declared that 
death should MOP attach to any crime short of 
murder, The reluctance exhibited by juries to 
convict of so-called capital offences against 
women, the readiness with which of late the 
capital sentence has in such emees been commuted, 
and the consequent rarity of executions as compared 
with the offence itself, all go to show that 
public sentiment is opposed to the infliction .
of the extreme penalty of the law for such a crime”.1
1# Courier. 7/6/1339•
It also pointed to the condemned turn* a Ignóranos of
British, law and our moral code, while one of their
correspondents bluntly assertedi
"In my own mind, I hare no doubt, if the offence 
had been committed by a white man, the Executive 
would hare been petitioned for a remission of the 
sentence# Because he is black and without friends 
is no reason to hang him.if1
Gannon’s chief complaint was that the jury’s recommendation 
to mercy had been dismissed by the Executive 0cuno11, and 
he feared th t such action might cause juries to return 
verdicts of "not .guilty41 rather than risk that their 
pleas for mercy would be ignored# Both Premier Morehead 
and Opposition loader Griffiths rejected the contention 
that the Executive was bound by the jury’s recommendation, 
but, on June 12th, the Executive Council commuted the 
sentence to life Imprisonment*
The last execution for rape took place in 1892, and 
although there was no evidence of public discontent at 
this, the criminal’s past record, together with the mercy 
aire a-’.; ox a-releed on his behalf by Heal J «, and the "nature
of the crime (which) has precluded the publication of the
2details of the' case", all tended to reduce the possibility 
of a widespread show of public sentiment# There had also been 
a change in the editorship of the Courier with E*J*T, Barton
1# Courlor# 11/6/1399*
2. CQurlog, 2 ./4/1393.
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replacing W* Kinnard Hose# who had been favourable to the 
renoval of rape from the capital list in 1889* Bat even 
"he execution of this Aboriginal would appear to have 
again brought about a reluctance on the part of the juries 
to convict for rape# fort during the next five years * 
only two of the 13 tried for rape were convicted*
Ite C.ilalnaÌ,..Oeaff.,.a tagt of publjo opinion, and aboliti«»
In Kovemberf 1897# Griffith finished hie mammoth 
task of preparing a Draft Criminal Gode for Queensland» 
but, although he had introduced certain altermtione inte 
the criminal law# he had left the punishment for rape 
unaltered* On December 3rd# 1897# the Executive decided 
that the recently convicted rapist# Smith# should be 
executed on the 13th December# while the murderer# Whsrrel# 
had his sentence commuted* It appears that this decision 
was almost certainly taken so that a test could be made of 
the pabilo** attitude as to whether rape should continue 
to be a capital offence*
. In less "''-'han a week following the announcement 
of the Executive1* decision# the Courier received and 
published 23 letters on the subject#^ of which 20 favoured5
1* He had been a lawyer in Scotland and the Griffith Govern* 
ment had appointed him to investigate Queensland9* prison 
system in 1887* He had previously been on the Committee 
enquiring Into the circumstances of the crimes of the 
"Hopeful* prisoners*
2* It was stated by he Courier (10/12/1897) that many
other letters had been received but that# in view of the 
Executive1 s action in commutating the sentence# they 
would not be published*
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t3 of them expressly protestlag against raps still being 
a capital offence. Most argued on the basis that capital 
punishment could only be justified on the principle of 
a "life for a life”, but the sounder reason, that rapists 
would be induced to kill their victims, was also advanced 
by two correopendents* The Courier« although favouring 
a commutation in the case at hand, expressly refrained 
from advocating that rape should cease to be a capital 
offence, but suggested that "at some time In the future
iwhen the law can be dispassionately discussed”"* the matter 
might well be considered by Parliament*
A public meeting in favour of a commutation of 
the sentence was held at s-r* Gannon1 c office and prominent 
men, such as Hu timing (a solicitor), Bentley, Bond, J • ?*, 
and G.D. limaseli, spoke. A telegram of encouragement and 
support was received from Beanieigfa, signed by 13 of the 
town*s most prominent business and professional men*
farly in 1399* the Draft Criminal Code was studied 
by a Royal Commission of all the Supreme and District
1 * his youth, his lack of education, his being undefended
at his trial, uhat there was no permanent injury done to 
the little girl, lack of premeditation,;, as well as 
opposition to rape being a capital offence*
2* The chief reason being that the death sentence should only 
be inflicted in the most serious or brutal types of 
capital offences, as when murder was premeditated, or when 
the victim of a rape contracted some disease or was brutally 
and/or outrageously assaulted by the rapist#
3. Courier. 9/12/1897.
Court Judges (except for Cooper J. who was absent from tilt 
Colony) and the Crown Prossautors« ■ With only Griffith C*J* 
and Chubb J* (tbs northern Judge) dissenting, a recommendation 
was made that rape should cease to be a capital offence* The 
two dissentients opposed the change, flbeing of the opinion 
that the cireurnstanoea of some parts of the colony (did) 
not yet warrant (it)** If they had the northern part of the 
colony in mind, the statistics would not seem to support this 
conservatire approach, since there had been but three 
convictions and 11 trials for rape before either the Northern 
Cupreae or histriet Courts (including circuit courts) In the 
preceding ten years*
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fear Coavi<atioap M Tota
Herth <. -hole colony north* -hole colony Morih» «hole
" CoToSy
1839 1 5 2 2 3 ?1890 0 0 0 0 c 0
1891 0 0 1 1 1 t
1392 0 1 0 0 0 !
1393 1 1 0 0 1 1
1894 0 0 1 4 1 4
1395 0 0 2 2 2 21896 0 0 0 1 0 1
1397 0 1 1 4 1 51898 1 2 1 1 2 3
Totals 3 10 8 15 11 25
Convictions in Horth ** ,30$ of total convictions
Trials in Barth « 44$ of total trials
«1* y & g m a t  ¿«salon of 1899, 292.
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Rhen these percentages ¿ire compared with the ©«puivaleiite 
for murder (38*7$ or all murder convictions and 33«2$ of
all murder trials took place in the North) it is seen 'that 
they are of even lesa cause for concern*
The Royal Commission*a recommendation was accepted 
by the Government and Parliament and Attorney^eaeral 
Rutledge told the legislative' Assembly that he had always 
believed that rape ought not to be a capital offence* Indeed» 
it would seem that there had never been an execution for 
rape while Rutledge was Attorney-General« He would almost 
certainly have been among the minority of the 1887 Cabinet* 
which agreed with Governor Muagrav©*a commutation of Muller*a 
sentence. The Criminal Code did not become operative until 
1901, and during this 11 twilight* period, a man was convicted 
for rape. Mr* Acting Justice Noel, however, declined to 
pronounce the death sentence on him and ordered that it 
should be recorded instead.* There was never any real doubt 
that the sentence would be commuted. The fact that few
iinstances of Judges recording the sentence in previous rapt 
cases have been found would seem to indicate that they had 
been content that rape should remain a capital offence*
This being the case, the clearly expressed opinion of the 
people (of Brisbane and surrounding districta at least) In
1* On© auch was the '1387 case of the Kanakas charged with 
raping a Kanaka woman#
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1397 would appear to have exorcised some influence on them,
sufficient at least to cause the Royal Commission1a 
recommendation in mid-1399*
OOlu-OEAL BWlSmmf
Although, as we have seen, there was a gradual
alteration in the idea of what the punishment for rape
ought to be, there was, if anything, an extension in the
use of corporal punishment against sexual offenders*
Sir Charles Lilley had considered that whipping acted as
powerful deterrent to such offenders, and in 1391
whipping was made part of the punishment for boys under 16
who committed any offence against the person* Under the
Criminal Code, however, whipping was abolished for
all offences except parroting and offences against young
females, and was to be administered only once for any such
offence, although most Labor members advocated the complete
1abolition of corporal punishment* In this they were given 
vocal support in. tine Upper House by Mordicad, but the 
general opinion continued to maintain that 11 whipping was too 
cod for some sexual offenders*•
A brief loox at the position in England .is 
sufficient to show how baolcward Queensland was as regards 
«he infliction of corporal punishment* In 1320, the 
whipping of females had been prohibited, -uid In 1862
1• Higgs conceded that corporal punishment was necessary 
in extreme oases, while Ei&ston, although opposing 
whippings, advocated castration for serious sexual 
offenders»
«* Ti
offendere under 14 nera to Imi given m  mmm than II 
atropa aith a biroh rod, and no offender nao to be whipped 
mora than once far tha «aal offense** In Scotland, m  
ofrendar above 16 canid ba whipped far n crina agmina t perada 
or property after 1862#
Conclusion*-
ina curious aspect as regards the puniohment of 
amml offenderà mm the axtreme relue tome, exhibited 
chiefly by nerberà of the togiolative Como 11, to 
ralee "the age of consent, despite the strenuous effort» 
of the T*t«0*JU The raaaon giran in tiff for not raising 
the age to 16 (U mm in fact iaoreaoad from 11 to H)2 
vac to protect young men fron »errant girle» the maid to 
protoot rich young man was considered greater timi for poor 
young girls by tho vast majority of tha members of both 
louses of Parliamont* Tha peatttoft nas maintained by tot 
Criminal Gode which also provided that a girl of property, 
or m  he iraca miar ti could not diopose of her proparty 
by narri age, ani. imposed severe pmisteent on any mm
1« The Whipping iot, 1862*
t* There had bam m  earlier attempt to ralea the age. of consent above that of 12 years, but it had fallai completely*
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marrying her (even though ehe had been a willing party) 
because» as Rutledge told the Houses
nl do not regard a woman under 21 m  
having the capacity to dispose of her 
property"2 lo tais, livens replied
that f,he noticed the law made provisions 
for a girl giving consent- to the disposal 
of her body at a much younger age#"3
Bespit® the harshness of "the punishments metered out to 
sexual offenders and the contempt in which they »ere 
apparently held, it would seem that there was, after all, 
something, apart from life itself, more important than 
a woman1s honour in nineteenth century Queensland*
1
1* Rutledge agreed to reduce the maximum sentence 
that a judge could impose for this offence from 
H  to seven years. Lesina thought that the most 
fitting punishment would be to sake the man live 
with the girl.
2* Q.P.D. (1399) Yol. LX.1XII p. 290.
3. Ibid#
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CHAPTER 4.
"General Attitudes to Capital Punishment In nineteenth.
Century Queensland."
Shifts in Emphasis.
As has already been seen, the 40 years from 
separation to the passing of the Criminal Code Act saw a 
gradual change taking place in Queensland in the idea of what 
the desired scope of the application of capital punishment 
to offences other than murder should be. But this change 
did not strike at the more basic question of the acceptance 
or rejection of capital punishment. There was indeed general 
approval for its retention for murder, and all that was 
questioned was the extent of its application to the various
itypes of homicide and the various clases of offenders.
Although a discussion of the aims of punishment 
in general is outside the scope of this work, it may be 
helpful, in order to better understand the changing 
attitudes with regard to capital punishment, to briefly 
outline what they may be considered to be. Punishment may 
contain any or all of the following elements.
1. Revenge - by society on the offender against its
standards;
2. Deterrence -(a) aimed at the particular law-breaker, or 
1* E.g. ..'omen, youths, and coloured aliens*
(b) aimed at all potential law-breakers - an example 
being made of the particular offender In an attempt 
to enforce the law through terrori 
3* dust Retribution - the first two elements being tempered 
to suit the drums tame es of the particular easel and 
4# Reformation - aimed at returning the criminal to society 
so that he may play a useful part in it*
The period cowered by this chapter witnessed a gradual 
shift from "revenge* (seen particularly in eases of sexual 
offences by Aboriginals) through to "Just retribution*» 
although clear lines of demarcation are absent - the change 
being on® of emphasis only* The elements themselves» indeed» 
overlap greatly» and may all be said to find their basis 
in the desire to protect society»1 Only the last mentioned 
element» "reformation*» is incompatible with capital punishment; 
but, although it was of some relevance to a consideration of 
the aim of punishment towards the end of the century» the 
inconsistency was removed by virtue of the fact that criminals 
thought to be deserving of capital punishment were considered 
as "beyond reform*»
1* Strictly speaking» it is almost If possible at times to
distinguish between these notions of the purpose of punishment» 
In the ease of rape» tbs fact that only Aboriginals were 
hanged until 1062» supports the claim that revenge was the 
chief motive of punishment« But the deterrent aspect was 
still of some consequence, In the case of armed bushranging, 
deterrence was probably paramount, although the attitudes 
exhibited by correspondents to the Telegraph in 1880 also 
showed the feelings of revenge harboured towards these 
offenders against property»
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Together with the above mentioned alteration in the 
idea of the purpose of punishment there earn a alight relaxation 
in the actual application of capital punishment, it first, 
especially for crimes which aroused the desire for revenge, 
it was only rarely that a death sentence was commutated* This 
claim is supported hy the hl¿h execution rate, as compared with 
convictions, for rape, especially when, as mas generally the case, 
the offender was an aboriginal, but is also true for murder 
(see Table 6) although the deterrent aspect was probably of 
chief concern in such eases i-
a e u L i a .
HTODER8.
la w *  OonTiotlona A cq u itta ls BzeoiitioQji Bxaowtlo:
M .m J s .
o f.conri*
1860-4 10 ? 3 30*
1865-9 5 6 5 to o *
1870-4 6 9 5 83.35*
1875-9 7 17 5 71.45*
t 880-4 ...11 _............ ........... I f ................. ..............7 1............. ........ 63..6J*!
TOTAL
(1 8 6 0 -8 4 ) 39 51 251 6 4 . 1*1
s o m
(1 8 6 5 -8 4 ) 29 44 21 7 5 .9 * 2
• n S '
1 * If it had net been fer th e  large public outcry ever the
"Hopeful" prisoners, these figures would certainly have 
been f, 81.8^, if and 69*2^ respectively«
2« On the same basis these would be 24 and 82«i$6 
respectively*
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The leniency of the 1860*4 period* whom.the commutation 
percentage for murder was 70$ as compared to 25$ for rape* is not 
inconsistent with this proposition* since it supports the claim 
that less vengeance, in general* was sought against the murderer 
than the rapist* However, the high m oth er  of convictions for 
murder (10) in this period may well have caused a "toughening 
up* on executions for «trier* in order to attempt to deter 
commission of the offence* That this may have become too 
severe is indicated by the increase in the proportion of acquittals 
after 1865* when the death penalty was carried out more 
rigorously* following the 1865*70 period in which 90.9$ of 
these convicted of «trier were hanged* Hie conviction rate fell 
to 29*2$ in the 1875-9 period* whereas it had been 58*8$, 41*8$, 
and 40$ respectively* in the three preceding five-year periods*
m i s  7
T w Convictions J Ê O A tM ã , lasH&gaa Hxecutions as percentages of
convictions*
1885-9 18 a. 8 » 44.4*
1890-4 17 48 ~ 6 35.3*
1895-99 j a ._ .— _____M . ... _ ____5_______ 18,
TOTALS 62 113 19 30,6*
following the -aroused public feeling in favour of the 
oornmuietion of MoWeil and Williams in 1Ü4* there was quite a 
rapid reduction in both Hie proportion of coserle tiene to trials 
and executions to convictions (compare fable 6 with fable 7)* 
luring the four years preceding the passing of the Criminal Code*
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however, there were no extent lees at all, and th®' conviction 
rate inereased* If only the fear years 1886-9 are considered 
the rate ia 55*2$* During the 1860-1864 period it had been 
58 *8$, hut this figure had never been even closely approaohed 
in subsequent years until this 1896-9 period* this would seem 
to support the proposítien that Juries are reluctant to convict 
in capital oases« Although, if asked in the abstract, as 
individual members of the public, people may say that they 
favour the retention of oapital punishment , and this would seem 
almost certainly to have been the case in nineteenth century 
Queensland, though no such opinion poll was, of course, taken, 
it seems that, when they have the responsibility of deciding 
whether the death sentence should be passed or not, they are 
unwilling to convict in any but the most clearly proven, or 
most brutal or cold-blooded cases* Such at least is indicated 
by the statistics (such as they are) regarding murder trials 
in nineteenth century Queensland**
The rapid fall in the execution rate following 1884
1* But whether the truth of this argument actually supports 
those advocating the abolition of capital punishment is 
another matter, since it m y  be argued that abolition 
m y  lead juries to convict on quite meagre evidence* 
Verdicts on the ^balance of probabilities* may be mors 
common when the consequence of convicting the innocent 
are less severe and less irrepalrabie*
*# 0 5 m
may ba explained b¿ the feet that the agitation that year, 
although based primarily on feeling® of racial superiority,1 
did arouse m  mmrmmm *lmt the punishment for murder should 
be altered, when neeessary, to suit the circumstances of the 
particular crime# This aspect found its effect both on the 
public generally, and on the tec coalitions or parties 
predominating the political life of Queensland at the timet 
the Uo Illwralt h~Mor ©head group because its members and 
supporters had bean the prime instigators of tbs 1884 agitati«, 
and the Griffith group because of the tremendous loss it 
suffered at the 1888 general elections, due chiefly to the 
stand It had taken against those seeking commutation of the 
two sentences* fke agitation would also hare giren the few 
exponents of the aboliti« of capital punishment m  opportunity 
of expressing their views in fublle, without having ttte vast 
majority of society, Including parliamentarians and the press, 
denouncing then as "maudlin ^ympathlsere” with vicious criminals* 
Slowly their views gained wider, if limited public tolerati«, 
even though they fell well short of acceptance*
A closer examination of these attitudes towards capital 
punishment, m á at times punishment generally, both before and 
after 1884 will now be undertaken*
1# e.g* speaking of Kanakas generally, Baynes, one of the 
leaders of the Moifeil Reprieve Committee, told a pabilo 
meeting of ever 1,000 that? *'These arc the smooth temgued 
wretches that those in the Government w«te& to «orifice 
two of our white mm for"* Courier* 22/12/1884*
2* But there was little evidence of au« abolitionist views 
being expressed«.
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lt Ima already been noted timt i860 saw tlm attemptet
introduction of a bill to abolish capital punishment for rape, 
and, although it was olearly unacceptable to the legislative 
Assembly« it tit show that at least two of ita members wer© 
moro progressiva In this mattar than ma Sir Samuel Griffith 
soma 39 years lator« fida early post-separatiiia perlot was 
one productive of "libami* politicians! ani the membership list 
of tha First Parliament included such man as Itlley« 0* Sullivan« 
Blakeney» f « Crtbb« Groom mi iorian* fhe last« aa we have 
seen9 opposed capital punishment itself« while 0*Sullivan claimed 
a similar position in 1879« but whether such was his opinion at 
this early stage la uncertain*1 Another teclarei opponent of
capital punishment at this time was Pugh« the editor of the 
Moreton Bay Courier. these "gentlemen radicals*.« however« being 
no doubt aware that they held views on capital punishment whioh 
were far ahead of their cent eiaporari es « made little attempt 
to coeroe or "mould* public opinion m the subject «* such would 
probably have been futile in any case« flu»« although expressing 
pleasure at Billy Horten*© pardon in 1862« the ■inurier made no 
attempt to persuade the Government against its Intention to hang 
the Chínese murderer« foamy« that same year« Hies,In 1863« when 
there was a rumour circulating that the condemned murderer«
1« If it was« he may well have been the absent seconder for Blaksney1» bill in 1863«
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McGuinness, suffered fron fits, the Courier made a discreet 
plea on his behalf •-
"We maintain the prinoiple, always advocated 
by this journaly that the worst use a human 
being can be put to is that of hanging* (And), 
although we would not counsel the Executive 
to depart from a strict course of justice, 
there appears to us to be sufficient grounds 
in this case for serious consideration* If 
at the eleventh hour medical evidence should 
prove the facts we have stated, the prerogative 
of mercy might well be exercised, and the life 
of a human being spared**1
But later, after the medical examination had revealed no 
reason to suppose he had suffered from fits and MoOuinness had 
himself admitted to having knowingly committed the crime, the 
Courier commented*-*
wAt nine ofclock this morning, the condemned 
man will expiate his crime on the scaffold*
Justice has it, and the law allows it*
Notwithstanding our avowed objection on 
principle to capital punishment, we have 
nothing to urge in this instance why the 2 
punishment should not be carried into effect***
By 1865, the need would seem to have been felt for a
general increase in the severity of punishment, capital or
otherwise. The trend of the feeling with regard to capital and
corporal punishment within both Houses of Parliament has already
been indicated when dealing with the Offences Against the Person
Act of that year, fhe Courier* which had come tinder the influence
of W, Baynes, already mentioned for his attitude to Kanakas in 1884,
1, Courier. 19/3/1863.
2. Courier. 8/4/1863.
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now edited by f# 0*Carrol and George Hall* attacked the idea 
that punishment should be aimed at reforming the Ortssinn! * 
as *the psemdo-pMliUithreplo idea (of) making centimes for 
grave crimes much lifter than formerly, (which) has found 
so «neh favour In high pino os, mâ is really so convenient 
to a government elio find worthless incapables **♦ eating up so 
much of the expenditure *,* For the sake of our colony, we hope 
that we may be spared from the sentimental fever of sympathy 
towards those who pester society, and that the old system of 
rigorous and swift punishment will be awarded to the offender 
where, generally speaking, no temptation has been offered»
It is undeniable that poverty and a bad record are the most 
prolific causes **• and sources of crime in the Old Country, 
nor? can we Ignore these causes as extenuating the crime in 
eome degree **• (But here), every well-disposed member of the 
community has every impediment, generally speaking, ramoved 
from his path to pursue a virtuous mâ  orderly life« In all 
eases of grave offenses to person or property, the punishment must 
be squally coimeneurate visited with that severity and swiftness 
which ought to overtake the individual who rebels against 
society**2
1« that the need was seen for such m  attack would indicate that the idea mast have had sea» support at the time* this in itself is quite remarkable given the minor role it was to play in notions of punishment during subsequent years, but it 
mm&r%mSkß earlier submission on this being a liberar period, somewhat ahead of its time* Büb*'s •soft11 approach would also seem to tova been not without some influence* the fact that attempted murder ceased to be a ospitai offence in 1865 was in itself a progressive step in comparison with the 
position in the other colonies.
2 « Courier. 5/?/l865 *
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Capital punishment, not surprisingly, was considered 
"absolutely necess&ry for a country where the arm of tha 
Executive la not too strong * » • The method has the sanction 
of human conscience after all# We cannot afford to experimental*» 
ine to any extent on the likelihood of great criminals being 
reformed* they mast be sewered from society when they can ms 
longer be trusted as members of it«**
this general attitude continued during the following 
years, as has been seen in particular regard to robbery 
under arms with wounding# Some concern was felt for the 23 
year old murderer Palmer in 1869, but efforts for a 
commutation found no favour with the Executive or the Courier« 
There was no sympathy ^  any kind expressed for Archibald, who 
had planned the crime for which Palmer and Williams were 
executed, despite the fact that he had confessed to his port 
in the crime after learning of the Government's promise of 
a pardon to anyone, other than one of the murderers, who could 
give evidence leading to a conviction of the offenders# the 
Courier would seem to have interpreted public feeling correctly 
when it commented!
"The Executive is to decide on Archibald's fate 
today# As the worst of the gang, he certainly 
deserves the punishment already inf lio ted cm 
Palmer and williams^, and we Can tbell believe 
that any commutation of his sentence would be_ 
regarded by the public with great disfavour#*1^
r:..gouríe?;.ttt/wst;---------------------------------1------ - -------
2# Die delay had been caused by his appeal to the Pull Court, 
alleging that his confession was Induced by the promise of a 
pardon and so was not a voluntary confession capabls of being
Si8?nifln®íêdfB § § *?S sA ÍÍ,hi®* The ^ «  ea l fa lle d  * *  * “
3* O w r l « « 9/12/1869
9 O «*
He «rae hanged three days befere öhristmaa*
the mismanaged execution of Hutter in tS79 aroused 
criticism of the ieremnent in Hie Legislative Assembly* 
Butledge* Garrick wad Griffith objected to the fast that there 
had been no public announcement of the Executive*® decision 
to execute* while 0*SuìIiv*sn pointed to the unsightly say in 
which the criminal was mutilated* three member®* Bailey* 
MaoFarlsne and 0* Sullivan* also took the opportunity of 
proclaim s their opposition to capital punishment* but the 
leading members on both sides of the House refused to be drawn 
into such a debate* ani the Sourltr and the Queenslander* 
although giving wide coverage to the incident mid to the 
interest aroused by it in the Legislative Assembly* completely 
omitted any mention of the three speeches favouring abolition* 
So long as those interested were given the opportunity to 
petition m  behalf of a condemned man met people appeared 
content with Hie infliction of the death penalty on murders#
Lat# In 18Ì4* H»9ell and Williams were tried and convicted* 
before Lllley d*C*, for the murder of two Kanakas on the hi# 
seas* there was an limned late public outcry against the verdict* 
vdiich had bees based largely on Hie evidence of other Kanakas* 
and ths Government was petitioned to commute their sentences*
A thorough investigation of the issue lies beyond the needs
«
of thtsb thesis* but Hie chief basis for the public agitation 
may be said to have been that these would have been the first white
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men executed fer off momo against black mm in Qm^mmtmã9 
although party politle« played thoir part too«1 lading found
that blatantly racist «rpnsts wo» of little weight with 
Griffith, ( al thought ouch was not tho oaso with thè public 
generally) mre persuasive re&sono in favour of eemmatatlem 
soon began to bo put forward* One of those mm that, since 
eallore engaged in "Blackbird, ng" hold «toh little regard for 
the lives of black men, they would bo deterred from the 
commission of auch atrocities, as the orar of tha "Hopeful* 
had coima tted, by the fear of life imprisonment to os great 
m  artent os they would by the fear of the death penalty*
Reluctantly, Griffith seceded to the public demand but 
later publicly lamented the fact that
"so many mm were found in this colony whopreyed for the lives of the two «urierStry**.Bo two mm ever acre richly deserved capital punishment.*^
It is interesting to note that only two mm Midgley, M#1**4#,
n^ cwwWccleyaa Ministe?) and Spode (a member of 'the Jury that 
had convicted letteli) actually epdre against capital pudetosnt 
generally* However, the fact that the Frcalear had told the 
deputation, early In the campaign that sudi' an argument **w«s not one 
on which the executive could act*** may well have caused such
1« the irifflth Oovammant had declared that Its avowed aim was to "clean up the Kanaka traffic" and had thus cast aspersion* on the former Molli wmith Government1« administration of the "traffic11* Griffith ted also bean disturbed that the crew of the "Alfred Vittery*, who in the previous year ted been charged, with offences of the came, nature as those of the "Hopeful" prisoner«; ted been acquitted#
2 *
3.
9t
▼lows to feo leopt sileat» the fact that m ly too of the
90 odd taking part la the agitation in Brisbane advanced
abolitionists views also supports the olaia that rasisi
preludios, not aercy* mm the real basis of the agitation*
fhe agitat lem and the ill-feeling aroused against
Griffithe beoause of his reluctance to extend mercy to the
condemned men prosed to fee suitable political weapons with
which to gain a convincing victory at the 1888 general
eleotions for Melllwraith and his supporters* Griffith had
declared that no further mercy would fee sheen to any of the
^Hopeful* prisoners#^ but Molllwraith pledged to have then
all released* Petitions to this end were collected all over
the colony and 28*070 signatures were oolleeted» MeXllwraith
won a resounding victory at the polls and Griffith had to
fee content with being the junior member for Brisbane lorth*
for MoIUwraith headed the poll in Griffith** own electorate*
fhe prisoners were released in 1899« despite liXley C*J**s
recommendation to the contrary# and his alala that "tbs petition
is the outcome of the excitement of the last election# and is an
attempt to rule the Administration of justice fey popular clamour!'1
1# it mm never a good policy for a deputation to argue against 
capital punishment, since the Government would almost 
certainly reply that its duty mm to enforce the law as it 
was# leaving alterations in the hands of Parliament* thus# 
Brookes In 1880 specifically announced that he was not 
opposed to capital punishment* while Bsv* Osborne* in 18ft* 
warned the ladies deputing on behalf of Horrocks that they 
would fee wise not to divert their attention to such an issue 
as abolition*
a* fhere were others convicted of kidnapping only*
3# TJLJU W O  fol# 1 p* 992-3! a letter from Mlley to ihyxme*
I
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One reason for the release argued In the petition» and 
accepted, in the context of the particular case at least, by 
the Morehead Government,^ is of special interest*
'’Punishment for offences against the law of a 
country come into being, not for the purpose 
so much of society revenging itself upon the 
law-breaker, as to act as a deterrent against 
others committing similar breaches* In this 
case, even supposing the crimes for which the 
prisoners were convicted were committed, the 
purpose of the punishment has been fully sewed. 
Lawlessness in the South Seas in connection with 
this trade no longer exists ... We think the 
prisoners have already suffered sufficiently, the 
law having been vindicated and the purpose of 
the law having been served*"2
Whether those responsible for framing the petition 
really believed that this was the main purpose of punishment 
does not greatly alter the fact that the public expression 
of such views by men who, after the 1888 election, were 
prominent members of the Government, could only serve to 
convince the public that not only should such be the main 
purpose of punishment, but that it was so accepted by the 
Government, Deviations from the policy in the future would, 
thus, tend to arouse agitation on behalf of condemned men 
towards whom the above principle did not appear to have 
been adopted.
This idea of making the punishment fit the particular 
crime would explain the fact that ignorance of the law could
1. Mclllwraith having resigned because of ill health
2, V & P* 1890, Voi,I, p, 55a*
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be argued in favour of condemned Kanakas, but sex and 
youth were not suitable reasons for commutation, since It 
was equally necessary to deter women and young men from the 
commission of brutal murders as it was to deter adult males# 
Thus, Mrs# Thompson and frank Horricks were hanged in 
1387 and 1892 respectively* The former decision to execute 
was accepted on the basis that Horime knows no sex, and the 
crime was of a singularly brutal and morbid type,*1* 
although there was precedent for sparing a female murderer*s 
life.2 The decision to execute the 17 year-old Horrocks, 
son of the Inspector of Orphanages, caused some Brisbane 
ladies, assisted by Hev* Osborne and W. widdop, a city 
commission agent, to circulate a petition on his behalf and 
to send a deputation, led by £ady Bell, to Premier Griffith# 
The Qourlor# although initially being favourably disposed 
towards a commutation, was, however, prepared to accept 
Griffiths reply to the deputation that:
**Xf tula youth was not hanged, It would mean that no
iyouth under 18 could be hanged for murder 
3uch a position, the Courier concluded, was clearly untenable,
1. Courier. 14/6/1397.
2« e#g# Annie Judge had her sentence reduced to 10 years 
in 1885; but ohe had committed the crime, that of 
killing her child, shortly after child birth and while 
In a deranged state of mind*
3. Courier. 23/9/1392.
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since
"the sad misfortune is that social safety in these 
colonies is menaced by a class of youths who mould 
regard the escape of Berroche as a license to all 
extremity of wickedness ,*• Consider what it would 
mean if it went forth to the larriktnism of 
Brisbane that no youth under IS would die for 
murder* With Infinite regret we are bound to 
say that the whole discussion makes it clear 
that the sentence of the law must take effect*"1 234
In 1395, when six Kanakas were convicted of murder 
in the Bundaberg district, the local residents demanded their 
death in order to deter other Kanakas from the commission of 
similar crimes* The Courier* however, not being as directly 
threatened by Kanakas as it was by Brisbane larrikins, argued 
that their ignorance of the law was worthy of some consideration* 
The result was that two of the condemned men were executed, 
with 14 other Kanakas being brought from various sugar-cane 
growing areas to witness the execution* They were said to
1have "watched every moment with extreme anxiety and horror"
The presence of the deterrent aspect was obvious in the 
Executive's decisioni yet "regard (had been had) to the 
deserts of the individuals arraigned"#^ The Courier fully 
a.proved "Mercy has been judiciously mingled with justice," 
it claimed.^
1. g o w g j « . 23/9/1392.
2. Courier. 21/5/1395.
3. Courier. 9/5/1895.
4. Courier. 9/5/1395*
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It can thus be seen that by the mid-1890s revenge had 
become of minor consideration in most capital cases, with 
deterrence being the major rationale for the infliction 
of capital punishment# This aspect too was no longer 
considered sufficient to warrant the automatic carrying 
out of the death sentence. In all but the most brutal of 
murders, some reason could usually be found for urging, often 
with success, a commutation of the sentence, as the figures 
in Table 7 have already indicated.
The Comino of the Criminal Pode.
The years immediately preceding the introduction of 
the Criminal Code Bill into Parliament saw a complete 
discontinuance in the exercise of the extreme penalty 
for all capital offences, including murder. The reason for 
this, in the case of murder, was no doubt due to the fact 
that public agitation on behalf of the condemned men was so 
prevalent in cases of murder which were not premeditated. 
Accordingly, Griffith provided in his Draft Code for a 
distinction to be made between wilful murder, for which the 
intention to kill had to be proven, and murder, while the 
old concept of "malice aforethought" was completely abandoned. 
The definitions of murder and wilful murder covered most 
forms of homicide previously falling within this concept, 
but several other forms of once capital homicide came to be 
classed as manslaughter only. In the case of a conviction for 
murder, the trial judge was to be given the opportunity of 
recording the death penalty, instead of pronouncing it.
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But no suoli discretion was giren in caste of wilful murder*
There was never any suggestion of abolishing 
the death penalty for murder» but only of redefining the 
classes of capital homicide* This is evidenced by Griffith*a 
own words in the letter he sent to the Premier in October»
1897:
"The question whether homicide committed under 
any circumstances (covered by the common law 
definition of ♦malice aforethought*) should be 
punished with death is an entirely different one 
from that of the definitiom of the offence which 
is to be visited with that penalty»1 2* 1
It was left for Joe Lesina in the Legislative Assembly, on
the Jeoond Reading of the Criminal Code Bill» to mähe such
a suggestion*
Aftqr ?arjg jan<i.g.%eUftL.SaU?ltf»^  .183.2«
Before dealing with Lesina9s attitude to abolition,
it will be as well» so as not to confuse the one with the
other, to ascertain what that of the majority of the Parliamentary
2Labor Party was* During Rutledge*® Second Reading speech,
Glasoey had suggested that the dia tinotion between wilful 
murder and murder could be reinforced by a corresponding difference 
in punishment for the two offences, and that only the former 
need carry the ultimate penalty* The Attorney^General, 
however, had quickly rejected any such relaxation in the
1. Griffith to Kelson, 29/10/1897.
2. Gee Appendlxjfor a List of Labor M.L.As.in 1399*
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application of capital punishment, and had warned the 
Labor members that attempts to limit capital punishment to a 
greater extent than the Government had already proposed "would 
be stoutly resisted by the Government1*. But he indicated that 
reform as regards the use of solitary confinement and corporal 
punishment would be possible. It was in these areas of 
punishment, as well as the use of irons in prisons, that the 
Labor members as a whole took their stand, and with a good deal 
of success. Perhaps the reason for their not supporting 
Lesina in his opposition to capital punishment stemmed from a 
feeling that not only was it a hopeless cause, but also one 
which would merely have served to fstiffen” Government and 
conservative opposition to these other seemingly more easily 
attainable types of penal reform. Another possibility is that, 
in general, Labor members did not favour abolition for wilful 
murder. This claim is reinforced by Glassey’s suggestion 
(already mentioned) and the attempts, if somewhat half-hearted, 
which were made with regard to piracy and treason* Fitzgerald 
also suggested that the decision as to whether the death 
sentence should be passed on the criminal should be left to the 
jury, the Executive still having the power to exercise the 
prerogative of mercy at a later stage if it was so desirous*
However, the fact still remains that Lesina was given 
the first speech in reply to the Attorney-General*s Second 
Heading address. Perhaps, then, Labor had intended originally 
to support Lesina, but had changed its position in favour of
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reform In other areas of punishment « corporal punishment in 
particular» Unfortunately, access has not been allowed 
to the Labor Caucus Minutes eren for this far distant period, 
so any conclusion Ernst remain but tentative* Nevertheless,
Lesina did deliver his two hour attach on "judicial murder* 
m d  did move his promised amendment during the Committee 
stages of the Bill* Bo division was however taken, the amendment 
being defeated on the voices» Apart from Rutledge, no 
other member spoke to the motion*
Given, then, that Lesina was a 1 1 lone voice* in 
Parliament and, seemingly, without much support, of an 
influential kind anyway, outside it,* it may now be 
advantageous to consider some of his attitudes to crime and 
punishment, since. In the main, they were to form the 
foundation for the movement, which, led by the socialist 
elamenta of the Labor Party, was to cause that party to adopt 
the abolition of capital punishment as part of its "Social 
Reform Programme* some tt years later*
Lenina began his address by illustrating the gradual 
reduction in the number of capital offences that had taken 
place throughout the century, and which had again been 
evidenced in the bill with which they were dealing at the time«
1. An indication of the fact that Lesina*a was a hopeless
cause in 1899 is given by the fact that the Coupler made no 
attempt to rebut his arguments favouring abolition, 
presumably on the basis that it was inconceivable that 
anyone would be seriously influenced by them* It oontented 
itself with commenting tnat *lt had been rumoured he was 
good for four hours - the surprise is that be.finished 
in half the time"* Courier* 28/9/ 1399*
He aleo pointed to various European States where total 
abolition had not caused any marked Increase In crime*
Speaking of the work in penal reform carried on by Victor 
Hugo» Vilberforce and Howard he claimed thatr
V
"(their) worki and that of their followers, has 
raised the moral tome of society (to the extent 
that) tonight I can appeal for the abolition of 
the last vestiges of punishment by mutilation - 
the lash and the gallows* I would like to see 
them abolished* We have excellent precedent 
fro© the other countries of the civilised world «««
By abolishing them, we can take our place among 
the civilised nations of the world* X am opposed 
to these punishments because they are forms of 
mutilation and are altogether foreign to civilized 
ideas of punishment *•• Our punishment today is 
largely punitive instead of being reformative*
Instead of hanging criminals we should place them 
in correctional institutions «** The purpose of punishment 
(should be) to cure the offender* The criminal 
is not a wild beast* %  view of him is that he is 
an erring brother whose feet have wandered from the 
narrow path which we all weakly strive to follow« 
Undoubtedly he must be punished, but to take his 
life is not the way to cure him •*• Crime is largely 
a social product - it is the outcome of our present 
3ooial conditions. Its greatest breeding grounds 
are the highly-centralized cities of m o d e m  industrial 
society «*« Poverty and ignorance are the chief 
causes of crime The alteration of our social and 
industrial conditions are reforming influences which 
will have the effect of reducing crime «•« I say that 
murder is just as much murder when authorised and 
directed by the Executive as when it is committed 
in cold-blood by the private individual#* I can see 
no difference, (exoept that) the circumstances
1* It is interesting to note that lesina and later socialist 
reformers in this field never at any stage allowed that the 
State should have the right to do what the individual 
should not do - kill another man* Ho all powerful monolythle 
Hate for them, it would seem#
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surrounding judicial murder arc more cold4» 
blooded and horrible• Tou tie your victim up 
and you have him like a rat in a cage# Opponents 
of the abolition of capital punishment must assume 
and prove the following propositiones-
*1' Ihit fear of death is the only fear that ie
sufficiently iatenee to deter from the commission 
of murder;
'*2. That juries are never led by their dislike of 
capital punishment to give false verdicts; 
f,3# That innocent men have never been hanged; and 
*4. That a week or two of professed repentance for 
a great crime will ensure the offender's pardon 
in the next world * M
As if aware of his isolated position, however,
Lesina concluded with the prophesy that
"If I should fail it is only I who have failed 
(for) somebody else, as surely as the sun will 
rise tomorrow, will take the matter up where 1 
leave it* I feel perfectly sure that it will not 
be many years longer before the humanitarian feeling 
which is now spreading through this colony, and all 
civilised countries, will demand once and for all the 
abolition of the death penalty#*2
It is the story of those who "took the matter upH 
tfcut attention shall now chiefly be turned#
1. ^*P*D* (1899)* Voi* LXXX XI pp« 152-160, inter alia
2. Q .P *X >.  (1399), Voi# LXXXIl, p* 60.
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CHAPTER 5.
HLABOUR OUT Off OfFICE; 1901-1915”.
It would seem that socialist thought within the
early Labor movement in Queensland was f,not scientific ...
(but) based on sentiment” , and Harris concludes that
the early socialists Mhad a pretty vague idea of what
socialism was. It was probably a hazy picture of a land free
2of unemployment, strikes and squatters.” If the words
’’and the hangman” are added, the above would also seem to 
be correct as regards their twentieth century counterparts 
who succeeded, with the aid of the stubbornness, if not 
ruthlessness, of the Philp Government, in having the abolition 
of capital punishment included in the party programme by 
1910 - men like J.S, Ceilings,^ H.E. B o o t e and V.B.J. Lesina.
Part of the reason for the seeming lack of support 
for abolition in 1899, as exhibited by the members of the 
Parliamentary Labor Party (P.L.P.), may be traced to the 
fact that, following the failure of the great strikes in 
1891, the socialist elements within the party had lost much
1. H.E. Boote quoted in W.T.H. Harris1 *34 "first Stepai Queensland 
Workers* Moves towards Political Expression, 1857-93% an 
unpublished paper written in January,1965, p. 32*
2 • Ibid, p. 34".
3. See Appendix^for a brief biographical sketch.
4. Editor of the Worker 1901-11#
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of their influence in the Movement. Crook put© the situation 
thus«
MThe failure of the great strike© precipitated a 
return to empiricism • The platform drena 
up in 1392 was a practical document stressing 
electoral reform, education «. • » and factory 
le-^islation The dominance of the moderate 
political wing was evidenced again In 1901 
when a bid was made to widen the electoral support 
of the party The ascendancy of moderates such 
as Ktdston before 1903 was facilitated by 
organisational weaknesses*». a product of the 
decline in power of the A.L»F,W1
Another reason almost certainly lay in the fact 
that the Labor Movement stood for a "White Australia11»
The early members of the Labor Movement were deeply hostile 
to "coloured aliens"« Kanaka© and Chinese in particular» 
because they represented m  economic threat to white labourers 
and to unionism generally* Given the disproportionate
coirne rate among» and execution rate of» Kanakas during this
2period, this racial bitterness did much to lessen the 
effect!vanesa of the part played by early Labor men towards 
a seeking of the abolition of capital punishment» ^  Men like 
Lesina appeared to have been torn between the pleasure of
1» I M  * Crook, Queensland Politicai 1900-1915% 3rd year 
History Thesis» 1933.
2. Jee Table 3 on page 104«
3* For instance» the worker (1/6/1901) when commenting on the 
execution of a Kanaka, contented itself with the following 
careasm; "The Queensland Cabinet helped ruin the sugar 
industry by hanging a Kanaka on Monday and the Courier did 
not protest. If the Government go on hanging Kanakas like 
this» there la a grave danger of Queensland becoming a 
white man1a land."
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pointing to ouch execution» a» evidence of the "corrupting 
influence" of Kanakas on society and the sorrow that society 
should still deem it necessary to inflict such a "barbarous and 
self-degrading" punishment on even the soot vicious or degenerate 
of criminal»* the public support for abolition came from labor 
sen, with the exception of Lesina, only after the Kanaka Trade 
had ceased to be a matter of great concern to unionist»*
a )
£ s eM
1395-1905
1395-1901
(2) (3)
rotai Executions Kanakas Sx»«rete<l
15 7
11 5
|gi§ j|  ja¿ .salaiExecutions
46.7#
45.5#
In 139 P  Kanakas 1.7$ of total population
Kanakas 5.52# of jail population
1686- 99* Kanakas convicted
Kanakas convicted of¿ 
Common Assault
Murder, Attempted Murder 
and Manslaughter
Total convictions for 
murder, Attempted Murder 
and Manslaughter
Kanakas
Offences by Kanakas against 
females «
Total ape Conviction»
n 0 9 7
341
36
163 (approximately)
ZZml> of total 
convicted of these 
offences.
13 (i*e* includes
offences other than 
rap.)
15
1. Johnston, op. olt. p. 132.
2. Courier. 6/11/1901, la the basis for Boat of this.
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But even after the federal Government had legislated 
to terminate the tran sportation of Kanakas« the tendency 
continued for the Worker and labor men generally (with 
he notable exception of J«3* Ceilings eho« in 1906 appealed 
unsuccessfully in the Courier for commitation of the death 
sentences passed on a Ceylonese and a Kanaka) to ignore the 
executions of both Kanakas and Chinese. However« part of 
the reason for this continued practice may lie In the fact 
that it was merely good political sense to protest publicly 
against capital punishment only when the particular victim was 
one whose fate was« or could be made« of general public 
coneora# Thus« the sentencing of such brutal murderers as 
Beckman« Millewski, Bradshaw« Austin« and fiaby (all 
Europeans) took place with a minimum of public attention being 
called to the oases by those advocating abolition« while 
widespread discontent was either created or« if it already 
existed« utilised In the cases of the Kennlff brothers and 
Arthur Hose« Given that their task was to convert both public 
and Intra-Labor Party opinion to abolition« it would have been 
folly for abolitionists to have pursued any other course*
By the time of the Labor-in-? ol 11ics Convention 
of 1907« the abolitionists had gained sufficient influence 
within the Labor Party to have the abolition of capital 
punishment listed among the Convention* o recommendations to the 
r*L#P*, while by December of that year public opinion had 
been converted to the limited extent at least that a non- 
Labor orientated petition on behalf of the German Milewski
* *  10 6 * *
could be framed entirely on the basis of the opposition to 
capital punishment. It now beoornoa opportune to examine the 
reasons for this somewhat limited success*
One reason has already been mentioned « the abolition 
of the Kanaka Trade* 0 there were the replacement of the 
moderate Kenna by Boote as editor of the Worker In 1901# 
and the return of socialists to planes of prominence within 
the extra-parliamentary wing of the Labor Party following the 
1905 Labor-in-Polities Convention* finally, there was the 
trial of James and Patrick Jtenmtff in 1902 and the subsequent 
execution of Patrick in January, 1903* It was this last 
mentioned event, and the publicity and public involvement 
caused thereby, which did most to secure this support for the 
abolitionists both within and without the Labor Movement,
.lasada
The KenniffQ were horse-stealers, living In the Homs 
District, where such was an all too common occupation* In 
1902 they were pursued by police and blaektrackers and James 
was captured* He was bound and left behind with two of the 
policemen while the hunt continued for Patrick, but# when 
the unsuccessful searchers returned to s&mp, James was gone 
and the policemen were dead* The two brothers were later 
seen together by a blacktracker* They were hunted down 
and finally captured, and were brought to Brisbane for trial 
instead of to the Roma Circuit Court* They were tried not by a 
common jury of 12, but by a special jury of four - a Jury 
normally reserved for civil oases* Both were convicted of
10?
wilful murder iM the trial judge, Sir 3*W* Griffith C*J,, 
passed the death sentences on them, hut respited It pending 
an appeal to the Full Court#
This appeal was dismissed, but not before itemi J* 
had cast serious doubt on the adequacy of the proof against 
J umea Kenn iff. In what must be one of the most outspoken 
judgments of all time from an appellate court he said, with 
regard to the evidence adduced by the Crown against James 
Kenniffi
H1 would consider myself a party to the murder 
of James Konniff if 1 went on such evidence as 
that, (Griffith C.J* objected}# The Chief 
Justice ¿nows perfectly well that 1 consider what 
he said to the jury was said in perfect honesty 
and propriety •#« (The evidence) may commend 
itself to my brother but X have not his cast of mind, 
and if it will justify him it will notóme* If you 
cannot show some act you cannot go on surmise.*'
The Courier, which, along with other Brisbane newspapers, 
had branded the Konniffs as murderers before they were finally 
captured, attempted to gloss over Heal J*fs strong dissent
by saying:
"(The Full Court) unanimously, except for one small 
detail, upheld the jury*s verdict”.^
But this r*one small detail* did not pass unnoticed by the 
public. Already the change of venue of the trial, the type of 
jury used,^ and the Brisbane Press1a verbal conviction of the
1 .
2 #
3 *
i Kifi&ji yiViC .
rasfc* 11/12/1902* , ,
■ t was called a "class* jury by the Worker (2/12/02) because 
only property owners or business men could be empanelled for 
a special jury, while others pointed to the fact that only 
two of the 72 on the jury list were Catholics - the religion 
of the Kenniffs*
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men prior to their ©apture had aroused the public of Roma 
and Toowoomba and soon the four jurors were to come under 
heavy criticism in Brisbane itself* The fast that Griffith O.J* 
had sat on the Bench to hear the appeal from his own summing-up 
to the jury also did not pass unnoticed, and a correspondent 
writing to the Worker pointed to the fact such would not hate 
been lawful had It been a civil case, "a case affecting property 
instead of the lives of men**^ Almost immediately after the 
failure of the appeal the ICeitniffe* solicitors, 0*8ell and 
McGrath, informed Premier Philp that an appeal on behalf of 
either both or one of the brothers to the Privy Oouasll was 
being considered, and asked that there should be a stay of 
execution» A concert, attended by some 500 people, was held 
In the Gen tentai Hall after Christmas aimed at raising money 
for the appeal; at the conclusion of it, Lesina appealed 
for donations and, although expressly approving of the
9death penalty where murder was clearly proven, urged that, 
as such was not the case with the Kenn if fs, they should not 
be hanged* Petitions were, at the time, being signed with 
this end in view in Brisbane, Toowoomba, Charters Towers, 
Townsville and Rockhampton* On December 24th, 0*8011 told 
ihilp that it had been decided to petition the Kiag^in«-Council
1. &£&£«■  27/12/1902.
2* A lie, but no doubt good politics*
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for ermi a sion to appeal to the Privy Council on bo halt of 
both the brothorst but on Decomber 31 et the Executivo 
Council anno uno od timt the a entonce on Jases Kennlff had boon
commuted to life Imprisonment! and that Patrick would bo 
hanged on January 12th* The Governments attitude to the 
Intended appeal to the Privy Council was put by Attorney- 
General Rutledge m follones
’Counsel say go to the Imperial Author!ties 
if they choose; but the Governor-in-Counc11 
is not controlled by any Intention on the part 
of the prisoners to appeal* If the Governor-in- 
Council considered there were just grounds for 
appeal they might, as a matter of favour» hold 
the case over until leave had been applied for 
and refused, but there Is no legal obligation * 
on the part of the Govemor-ln-Counoll to do so*w 1
The appeal by Patrick kenn Iff was finally abandoned! 
for he would have been dead before a reply could have come 
from England* The possibility of cabling the petition wae 
considered, although the cost of such was estimated at more 
than £500, but Philp refused to delay the execution until 
even tills could be answered* There was no High Court at 
that time and no Sir Owen Dixon, and rhilp succeeded where 
Bolt# was later to fail*^
1. Courier« 3/1/1903,
2. The High Court (in 1961) issued a restraining order 
against the fictorian Government forbidding It to 
execute Talt until his appeal on the grounds of 
Insanity had been dealt with*
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This show of "determination" by the Government did much 
to aid the cause of the abolition of capital punishment 
in Queensland*
Several public meetings were held in Brisbane and 
Toowoomba, at which Lesina spoke against the fact that 
Kenniff "was being deprived of hie rights as a British 
subject**, and claimed that "the ends of justice would suffer 
no risk of being defeated by the postponement of the 
execution"*^ At the meeting held on the Saturday prior 
to the appoihted "execution Monday", despite continued 
heavy rain, over 4,000 people stood in Albert Square, to 
hear him* Deputations waited on Philp and the Governor and 
petitions were signed in various parts of the State* But the 
Government remained immovable throughout, and it was firmly 
supported in its stand by the 0purler* which, however, rather 
unwisely admitted that, were the Scottish verdict of "not 
proven" available, such may have been the better decision - 
apparently forgetting that guilt, not innocence, had to be 
proven before a conviction might be had under English law*
It based its approval for the execution of Patrick Kenniff 
on the following propositions
1* Courier* 6/1/19Ö3*
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"If lift in the fast is to be at all bearable 
there must he the clearest advertisement of 
the ability of the 1«» to reach and punish the 
insolent law-breaker?** 
and expressed confidence that
"the agitation engineered by Mr# Lesina .«»
(was by) an irresponsible minority"#**
Severtheless the hangman seemed to think it prudent to appear 
"heavily disguised with a heavy black beard and darkened 
spectacles"^ when performing his task and the Kenniffa became 
heroes and martyrs in the Uosa District^ and elsewhere# In the 
following years, various deputations appealed for James* release 
(which was finally achieved 12 years later), and the execution 
of Patrick was still spoken of as a "blot on the fair name 
of Queensland" as late as the early 1920*s*^
.MMLMmiMmmM*
It is difficult to actually assess the effect of the 
case, and Lesina*® "engineering", on the Labor Movement itself,
r
but certainly the sorkei*« even before the Government had
1 . gBMEltt, 12/1/1903.
2. Courier. 12/1/1903.
3* Courier« 13/1/1903#
4# -ee 0* dull Ivan, PP*
5# Indeed "old-timers" may still be found who profess a belief in the innocence of both brothers, although the evidence against Patrick, given a batter Government handling of the 
situation, would almost certainly have been sufficient to 
have soon removed any lasting doubts as to his guilt#
6# Worker« 20/7/1902#
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decided to execute Patrick KennIfff case out strongly in 
opposition to capital punishment. flic writer of the article 
may have been Lesina himself* for much of the phraseology 
used was identical with that used in the speeohes of Lesina*® 
m  reported in the Courier« and Lesina was a journalist and 
had in previous years had his own column in the Worker# Or 
it may have been John Pihelly who worked for that newspaper 
for a while as a journalist* But, regardless of this
speculation, it is at moot certain that the views expressed
1 2were acceptable to the editor, Boot®* It has been said
that Boot® exercised considerable influence on the Brisbane 
Workers* Political Organisations (w*r#Os) and on Dave Bowman, 
who in 1907 replaced Kerr m  leader of the ^.L.h*, and there 
is no doubt 'this greatly assisted the cause of abolition , 
within the Movement. Also, much of the agitation on behalf
1.
2 «
Ihis change in attitude by the Worker since 1901 is not 
really too surprising, for, noi'" only had the fear of Kanaka 
competition been greatly reduced by December 1902, but also 
Boot#, the new editor, was, like moat early Labor 
socialists, and indeed soot of the Kosher® of the Movement, 
of strong pacifist tendencies, being opposed to war and 
killing in general. It mm  not unlikely, then, that 
opposition to capital punishment would soon be forincoming, 
from auch a man* Indications of this pacifist tendency and 
the obvious application of it to capital punishment are 
aeon clearly in the following two extracts from, the Worker* 
both before and after Boot# became editors
nBy and by we will not tutor in the Hot of hero## 
and give titles fa the mm who needlessly kills 
another man*** (27/4/1901),
Mlhe Labor Movement (stands for) a kingdom based on 
social and economic justice, in which *Ihouu shalt 
not kill* means that not only individuals* out 
^ governments shall not shed human blood, ** {14/12/1901) f* 3* Sullivan, ifEemini®c@no®s of the Queensland Pari luse 
(1901-1915)% p,41 (unpublished, held in Oxley Library)
am nt
of the Kanniffs took place in strong labor areas auch as 
Rockhampton, Romm, anti Charters Towers, but "the fact remains 
that Lesina was the only ¿£*L#A»jor prominent Labor mm seen, 
to be publicly involved in the matter#*
At all events, by 1904 ?#L*P# leader Kerr was reported 
by the Courier as having said in the Legislative Assembly, 
that Hthe Labor Party does not believe in capital punishment11* 
This statement had been induced the Oppositions1a attack 
on the Morgan Government's decision to commute the death 
sentences passed on Mr* and Mrs* Macdonald, who had ruthlessly 
tortured and starved to death the husband’s 14 year old 
daughter* Opposition members andthe Courier claimed that the 
Government’s action had been directed by the Labor Party 
which was supporting, and indeed preserving, the Government 
in the Legislative Assembly# "The tail wagged and the dog 
followed"^ was the claim# Possibly this was true up to a point,
1* According to Lesina, there were a number of M*L#A*,s
(probably Labor members, but he did not specifically say so) 
aho strongly objected to the Executive’s decision to hang 
Patrick Kennlff, but they were reluctant to take a public 
stand on the matter* Lesina was particularly harsh in this 
criticism of them because of this reluctance#
2* Courier* 2o/5/1904*
3# Forsyth, M*L*A., quoted in the Courier* 9/6/1904*
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but the situ&ticm quickly changed and neither the Morgan 
Government nor the subsequent Kidston Governments later 
showed very much less willingness to inflict ospitai 
punishment in suitable oases than the previous i'hilp Government
had.
gable 9«
Murder Tills,(1) (2) (3) (4; 15)
ESffJLSft Coaytqtlpna MaaUäiä |g|g Ux6cutlQM SreguUona Con?lot-
tj3T
wmmtmrnii si im »m iloaa
MJBJLSS Vffll.MsÈíMs ¿..al,SM Mil'
iana m  a
1901-3 14 12 26 7 50# 53*0t
1906-1C 27 26 53 9 33* 3h 50,9*
1911-14 14 9 23 3 21» 4^ 60# 95*
Thla would indicate that;
(1) the ,ubilo »431 approval of ospitai punlahaent for visiona
murders ;
(2) fhe r»L*?., while it supported the Morgan and fidston 
Governments, either (a) did not oppose oapital punishment, 
or (b) if it did, did not eonsider the matter important
enough to attempt to apply pressure to the Government over 
it, or (e) It did so try; but 
(3) the Governments did not think it expedient to abolish
capital punishment*
At all events, Kids ton had never publicly opposed., capital 
punishment in the past, and he appeared convinced aa to the
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necessity of retaining it in 1909« ^Throughout the period 
that the ?,L*P# supported the Morgan and Kidaton Governments« 
lidston exercised a dominating influence within the j?*L#P.f 
and tuia no doubt did much to account for the continued and 
not infrequent exercise of capital punishment» After 
the final Labor-Kidston split in 1907* the Labor Movement 
no longer had any real chance of influencing the Government#
The Macdonald#a case proved somewhat embarrassing to 
abolitionists because of the hideous nature of their crime* 
but nevertheless the Worker claimed?
nThe executive has done right looiety has 
no more right to strangle a man on the gallows, 
than has any member of it to strangle another 
in bed ««• Man as a mass cannot morally do what 
is condemable in man the individual «*• devengo 
ia not Justice #•• What reason guided the Executive 
(we) are unaware, but it is not easy to believe that 
it could have been any other than a conscientious 
objection to capital punishment* If that is so* it 
deserves the commendation of all *•* (But) if the 
Cabinet is opposed to capital punishment it ought 
to say so straight out, and lead the way to abolition*
One thing is certain, the present Ministry can never 
henceforth consent to the hanging of anyone without 
pronouncing Judgment against itself.**1
The Socialist Revival»’
The 1905 Labor-is-Politics Convention saw a return to 
power within the Labor Movement of the socialist elements, 
with Trades Hall men Reid, Bowman and Hincheliffe being eleoted 
to the Executive positions of the Central Political .Executive 
(G,?*;.„), and the Party1 s platform amended to include the
1. horter» 28/5/1904*
2* J *3» Collinga was another of the eleven men elected to the 
c.?.f2# by the Convention#
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Socialist objective"• But no mention was sai« at ths 
Convention of ospitai punishment* Lesina, as was so often 
the caso later, was not meeting with the Party9# approval 
at this tía*, as was evidenced by the fast that hi finished 
last in the electione of Q*?*B* members# this return to 
power of those most favourable to abolition had little or - 
no offset on ths ¿ .1* t * where Kidoton supporter* Kerr and 
HoDonnell held the positions of Leader and Deputy Leader. 
However, a split within the ?•!>«?• wae Imminent and, when 
Parilament resumed in 1906, Bowman refused to attend Caucus 
meetings because of the presence there of Eldston and hie 
followers, while Lenina took up a position on the Opposition 
eross-benoheo and joined with Hardacre in touring the State 
on a speaking tour in opposition to Kidston*
The victory of the abolitionists within the extra- 
;*L,f# was, however, far from won, despite the Trades Hall - 
Socialist victory in 1905, for it was iuite clear that not all 
socialists wore abolitionists* Tills is evidenced by the fact 
that Co Hinge, who did much to assist the abolitionist cause by 
means of discussions of crime and punishment generally on "Free«* 
Admission" nights of the social Democratie Van uard (of which 
he became President in 1906), in July 1905 received severe 
criticism by way of a letter to the Courier from the Valley 
i*p#0#f ■fer-his opposition to capital punishment* As Secretary 
of ho Brisbane Political Labor Council, he had managed to have 
a resolution, calling for a commut^on of &arten*® sentence, 
passed by that body and transmitted to Home Secretary (and
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ex-labor member) Airear* The Valley l*P*G# claimed that not 
only had the Council "exceeded Its functions* by so doing but 
that also "upon the question of capital punishment a difference 
of opinion exista among the various W*P#Qs within the State* 
Ceilings1 23 reply was that» If the Valley W#P*0# upheld Capitel 
punishment,
"the sooner it hauls down the flag of socialism -* the flag that the newly adopted objective has nailed to the mast of every in the State *the batter for the progressive movement* Labor has no room in Its ranges for apologists for such effete and brutal methods of a barbaric past **•I trust that the action of the Valley W*?*G# will be widely- repudiated'#*2
ouch repudiation did come in an indirect way from the 
.»pricer, which claimed*
5tue execution of Warton (is) indefensible in principle, and the action of the Government» weighed in the scales of the Macdonald precedent» (is) an outrage upon public decency,*!
but no direct attack was made on the Valley V*P*Q#
1906 saw the execution of three men-all "coloured
aliens"* They passed without criticism by the Worker* but
once a:; in Colllngs, this time as President of the Social
.Democratic Vanguard, wrote to the Courier saylngi
1. Courier. 1 3/7/190S.
2. Courier. 1 5/7/1906.
3. orker. 22/7/1906,
"On behalf of the hundreds of men and women 
who ax'© members of the Vanguard, and of the 
thousands ’who, while not being Socialiste, 
are yet actuated by altruistic motives, as well as /ayself, Mr, Editor, X ask your kindness In publishing this public protest *«« to the 
hanging on Monday next of two human beings«**
On the afternoon of March 13th, 1907, a list of nine
recommendations to the P*L*P* was adopted by the labor-in**
- olitics Convention. Fourth on the list was the abolition 
of capital punishment. Ho record of any debate on these 
recommendations appears in either the Worker, the Courier« 
or the "Official -sport of the Fifth Labour-in- olitics 
Convention, 1907", but a gauge of the relevant strength of 
the abolitionists and the M.L.l* may be ascertained from the 
facts that an attempt by Kerr to effect a reconciliation 
with Kids ton was defeated 36 - 6, while Lesina this time 
tied for eleventh place on the first ballot for the election 
of C.P.L. delegates out of a field of 27, and was beaten 
on the second ballot by only five votes# Any chance the 
recommendation might have had of Influencing the Government* 
however, was ruined by the defection of 14 members of the 
■l.L.P* to Kids ton but, nevertheless, the fact of its adoption 
by the Convention, which was largely r.P.O* - dominated, 
gave evidence of a partial victory for the abolitionists within 
the Labor Movement#
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1. Courier. 15/7/1906.
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Tue Execution of Arthur ¿ios3« 1909
Mention has already been made of the agitation, 
with which neither the Vanguard nor prominent Labor 
men seemed to be publicly associated, on behalf of 
the German, Mileweki, in December, 1907* and which was 
baaed entirely on the opposition to capital punishment*
But it was not until the announcement by the Government 
of the intention to execute doss in 1909 that public 
support can really be said to have fallen in behind the 
abolitionists, or at least to be no longer opposed to their 
efforts*
Ross, a young man of 21, had been convicted of the 
murder of a bank attendant, Muir, but the jury had expressly 
acquitted him of wilful murder and had strongly recommended 
him to .T.,rey on account of his age* Despite these factors, 
the Government decided to carry out the execution* Once 
again Callings was the first correspondent on the matter 
to protest in the Courier* but on this occasion he was 
joined by five others, only one of whom approved of the 
Government’s decision, and the Worker was also quick to 
take up the cry that r,i£ Ross is killed in the name of the 
people, there will be blood on the hands of us all# And our 
offence will be greater than his for it will be a deliberate 
killing«* The idea that, in a Democracy, all are in some
1. 'Varicer. 5/6/1909
way re*sponsible for Governmental auto suoh m  executions 
mm el early impilo It*
Do the Saturday preeediag ih# «mention, the Albert
Hall wan completely filled, «uà an overflow orowd of none
400 assembled in Albert Square« fh# Ion* E* Jensen, f*l«A*,
(a Brisbane solicitor) acted m  Ch&tnaan of the geeting,
■At whieh the Meyer (wiXMuOt Mr#filli&ae (Otatetin
Temperano# Union * 0«f«E*)f 1t labor M«L«Ae* , * fire míalo tor« of
religion., and Menar«* Boot# nod Seymour (enomg other») were
preheat on the plmtfora* A reeolutlaa oalllag for a
cos-mutation of the death «entono# mm penned and a petition
containing com# 3,000 elgaature# mm presented to
ioatanant-Oovoracr Morgan, who bai come down fron lamióle
that evening to roo air# it« A petition wm alno noni from
Xpewioh, the plea« lag feature of whioli mm that it had boon
initiated there by the 0*7*9«, not the labor A arty, a# wee
one from Maryborough (the trial town) which it oa# «aid.
ea ad reno leed 3,§00 signature# in 12 honre*
ln , realer iCideêp1 23« own eleo tora te, &oohh«ttpte&v 
a deput ation ^representing 'all cleoeee of ilio eoamialty*^ 
waited on him urging him to alter hin dec la ion • 11# reply,
1* Including some who had boon ln Parliaaeat earlier«
2. .Coorior« 7/6/1909«
3. Matar. 12/6/1909.
Li the course of his reply io a Itoci baropioti deputation, consisting of' representatives of All classes of Lbs cotmimnity, ihsi 
appended to him in vain fui a commutation of the death .sentence On tho boy RoSs, Premier 
luci.sfou i.l. "lire  bulwarks of society must not bo weakened.'’
“ A BULWARK OF SOCIETY.”
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that the gálleme "were a bulwark of soalety* » was met with 
hitter acorn and disappointment by the Worker*by way of 
cartoon, editorial and feature article*1 2
"In spite of .Premier Hldston and his hither Min1storo, with their talk about the bulwarks of society being weakened, the time has arrived for the enlighteaA modern spirit to2repudlate the grisley gospel of the (tallows**
its editorial concluded, Mid Hew* howe1* sermon in the
Albert Street Methodist Church in favour of abolition of
capital punishment was praised as tta manly and enlightened
deliverance* * fhe large crowd that gathered to hear him was
deemed to have shown "conclusively that public sentiment
is ripe for the removal of this relic of savagery from the
itCriminal Code*1’*3 For perhaps the first time in Queensland 
ouch a claim appeared to be not without justification*
Indeed an Anti-Capital luniahment League was formed in 
Brisbane, but intorost in It seemed to have been but transitory**
1* Worker. 12/6/1909* A reproduction of the cartoon appearsopposite tais page*
2. Sorter. 12/0/1909.
3. »orirer. 12/6/1309.
4# Io information has been found as to the composition or function of this league. It was apparently formed in 
Brisbane cither during the campaign on behalf of doss or soon after his execution, -he press at the time appears to have made no mention of its formation and the only referenoe the present writer has found to it was in a letter to the Courier 
in 1912, complaining that the League.had been so inactive*
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Lesa than a year after Ross1 execution the sixth 
Labor-ln-Tolltice Convention was held* Itera lo«16 on the
list of motions was that abolition of capital punishment 
should become part of the Party1# General Programme under 
the heading of Social Reform, Maugham1o1 motion for its 
adoption was accepted without debate«
Prom this time onward until 1916, the matter became 
almost a M e a d  issue11 with the Labor Party and the Worker» 
and the f u r  subsequent executions before Labor1a victory 
at the polls in 1915, passed without criticism by either 
Collings, the Worker» or the Daily Standard» which had begun 
publication after the strike of 1912* Part of the reason for 
this must lie in the faot that, having won the battle 
within the Party, abolitionists then felt content to await 
the Party’s victory at the polls so that the reform might 
be implemented. Another reason might be that the chief 
concern of the socialist and unionist elements within the 
Tarty during this time was with the strike of 1912, while 
another was that Seymour had taken over from Boote as 
editor of the worker in 1911*
1* M.L*A* for Ipswich* He had not been present in 1909 
at the Albert Hall Meeting but had sent a telegram of 
apology and support*
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The Year 1912 had also seen the reatov&l of Lesina fro© the 
Queensland Political scene, although hie Influence within 
the Lahor Movement had been almost negligible for come 
time prior to that, and, with the failure of the atrike 
a return of "moderates*, led by T.J* Ryan, to control 
of the Movement1* Political wing, and eventually, after 
the 1913 Convention, of the C*P*B* - the unionists influence 
having suffered greatly due to the failure of the strike* 
Again, the attitude of the Denham Government to punishment 
was not greatly different to that held by the f#A*f.
Before concluding this chapter it may prove of interest 
to notice briefly the attitude of the Denham Government to 
both capital and non-capital punishment# As Pable 9 showed, 
the execution rate under this Government was lower than it 
had been under AMs ton and Morgan since 1904* Despite the 
fact that its decision to commute the death sentence passed 
on the one-time asylum inmate, Prisby in 1912 met with 
hostile criticism from both the Courier and dtevena (M#L*A# 
.rosewood), the Government stood firmly by its decision# The 
secretary for railways, fagot, told Dtevono that it was the 
Government's "duty to take all the circuías dunces of the case
iinto consideration* wg&a dealing with a death sentence, and 
Q.P.D» (1912) Yol. OXII, p. 1946*1.
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not to not In quest of vengeance*
Speaking on a different matter, Home Secretary
Appell gave a further indication of hi® Government* s
attitude to punishment generally when he claimedt
"Criminologist® are unanimou® that where it i® possible to reform a criminal# It is the duty of the State to undertake that reform • the State must do everything possible to uplift the fallen man. and restore hii to the self* re3peot he ha® lost ... If we could succeed in reforming 1# of our criminals we should do a 
work that would commend itself to every member of the community#*1
The contrast to Stevens1 remark that
"it was a cruel thing that the parent® 
of the poor child (whom Frisby had killed)
¡should be taxed for the maintenance of her 
murderer"2
is rather obvious*
1. Q.SJ3. (1912) Voi* SXI1, p. 1946. Tm secretary for the
¿ubile Instruction (Blair) gave similar view® in 1914 when dealing with the Criminal Code Amendment Bill of that year# He had been the Attorney-General alien 'the case of trie Macdonalds had been considered# but had been dropped from the Kidston Cabinet by the time of loss* case in 1909. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1921 by the taeodore Government and mm later Chief Justice of the Queensland Supreme Court*
(1912) Voi. CX1I, p. 1946.2.
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CHAPTER 6»
ABOLI TICK
The First Attempt - 1916
Althoughi as has been said, the Labor Movement 
was on a public level anyway, far less vocal in its opposition 
to capital punishment after the 1910 Convention* much interest 
continued to be exhibited in penal reform generally by some 
Labor M.L*A.s. Their main emphasis was placed on the 
necessity to make punishment reformatives speeches with this 
aim in view were delivered in the Legislative Assembly in 
1910 by Winstanley and in 1912 by Adamson, Bertram, Payne 
and Kirwan* At the 1913 Convention, the abolition of capital 
punishment had become second on the list headed "Social 
Reform" in the General Programme on the motion of Samford 
(Murrumba) and Mrs. Miller (Townsville)* However, this 
elevation was due to the fact that reforms previously ahead 
of it in this section of the platform had been legislated 
on by the Denham Government.
Despite the fact that a certain reform measure might be 
in a Government Party*s platform, it is in the hands of the 
parliamentarians to decide on when, and perhaps even if, 
the matter is to be legislated upon especially when they are 
led by a man of such influence throughout the entire party 
as T.J. Ryan. Ryan*s was the first effective Labor Government
ia Quaonsland m à  i t  mm m m em ly »urprlaing that,
aspaclally giva» tim  m m m m f of tum traut War* raion®» otto** 
t b m  abolition wart giv m  priority during tha 1915 parXlaaantarar 
sanalo»# Howavtr* tim Baprijr Simlstir for ¿natías» «Tohn 
Finally, mm m  idoaliril© young man m à in 1916 ha mm giran 
tim honour of Introiti©Ing into th© Aaaambly a bill to abolish 
ospitai punlahmont* la hid appaaontljr long, boon oppoaod to 
ospitai puniÄuaant and van *pajtóonabl/ proni11* of hin bill* 
Saadi»»» to nay, ttara hai boon no mmm&tlmm siso» tha 
Qomin$ to of fino of tha Hyan dova m a n  t (although no off ioidi 
announcesont would »mom t o hare boon màm to this affasi}» 
nor mm th o rn to ba an egeoatlon during ilia aeren year» 
of Labor dovernsent prior to Uia abolition of capital puaishnent 
in 192a*
first Motion of the 1916 bill appeared In the Governor* a
Add rasa# whore it mm four teanth in the list of intended bill»
ofor tha aeaaton* Parim#» baontiaa of it» alapltoity» or 
because of » belief (giran tha Beabas Govern«»»!* a general 
altitud» to pmlahaeat) that it would matt llt'tla o¿^ pe»lttoa 
m à ba qmlelely paa»adv or perhapa basati»» of preaaura fres tba
?*I»*r* or fmm tba G»?«&*, tha bill «&» rapidly prosotad is 
tha lint and w m irv;r, uead during an adjouraaant is tha
1. Larooeb«, ftai-ftll«,« »• 78*
2. Tha vourlar o t ta r a d  no p&rfcicul«up i»os»tiUUy to th*«easure at this stag#, but rafaras»# asm »»da to it by way of a gaserai ori tit lorn of tha Qomrmmi*» intended policy* rim* "trivial matter* lite» tha abolltionof tha dosili penalty* ¿ira not going to half tha Sapir# in it» struggle*1 2* Courier# 23/T/1915*
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Address in Reply on August 5th* The Second Reading was 
taken on the 8th end the Third Reading on the 15th, after 
which it was transmitted to the Legislative Council, where it 
was read for the first time on the 19th* On October 3rd, 
however, the Second Reading was defeated on the voices and 
the bill passed from the business paper*
The passage of the bill through the Legislative 
Assembly was characterised by an axsparent lack of interest 
in it by the more senior members of the Government (one 
might also say the more practically-minded members) for 
the only ones to speak on the bill for the Government were 
Eihelly, Pollock, Larcombeard McPhail - all representative 
of the idealists within the P.L*P* Their speeches too, 
although not surprisingly perhaps, lacked any real appeal 
to practicalities and dealt with the topic almost exclusively 
from an emotional, sometimes academic, aspect# fihelly gave 
a precis of the case for abolition as appeared in the current 
edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, a fact which he made no 
attempt to conceal, while Pollock1s speech, although much 
the better of the two, was merely a slightly less emotional 
and a good deal shorter version of Lesinai in 1899#
Hinchcliffe, who had the task of attempting to pilot the 
bill through the Upper Chamber, gave signs of complete dis­
interest in his handling of it* But this may have been due to n 
recognition of the fact that its chances of meeting with the 
approval of his follow members were practically negligible,and
need nat neeeisarily be a reflection of his mm attitude
tonaria ospitai pwiataent# Sven tea tentati tmm tee 
worleer was uniaaeinativa, although unqualified support was of 
course given* Only tbs -Daily otaadard made my remi attempt 
to demi nite the ref o »  ia a ratioaal and convinelag way* for 
white it received a letter of approelatio» fren the ^Melbourne 
Criminology Society for the study and ¿ranotlon of the Best 
least of revestion « I  Cure of Crine*«*
Some ereuse may» however* be offersi- for this failure 
to attempt to five statistieal or other prseileal ferae of 
support to the aboliiioniot argument* for i$ »ay be argued 
(but was sot) that* irires that the talcing of Immm life is 
wrong* the onus of proof that ospitai pwiehnent is mmeneasy 
is throw on thoee advocating re teat ion boo ause of its 
alleged deterrent value* If the abolitionists* ones is 
difficult if not lapesaible to prove fastuelly* the 
retentionists* is equally so#
Both the Smerlar «ii the Opposition dealt fairly  
rationally with the bill* but re jested it m either a 
dangerous experiment or ms unneeeseary* sinee Babor 
obviously would not tong anyone* «ni insufficient reasons 
had been given as to why the hands of subsequent Ooveraaenta 
should be tied by ®uoh a bill# ippel gave eonsiteration 
to the various European states white had abolished eapltnl
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t* Bally Standard# 27/!»/1f1é*
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punishment ani decided (rightly or wrongXy it la mot hora 
argued) that only is Ita ly had there bean s subsequent decline 
in the murder rata* The reason for this* ha concluded, lay Id 
tha foot that Ilf a la solitary ©oaf inameni had beam mad# tha 
alternativo puatshaeiit there* Sino# ha believed that such 
would ba as powerful a deterrent as hanging, ha agreed to 
support the bill If the appropriata mmnámnt mm mada by 
tha Bovarnaent*1 this was completely uMooeptabXe to tha 
Labor panai rafo mm m  In tha Botina who wart strongly opposed 
to solitary e >nf imeisagit* fha other spamkars from tha
Opposition, foleta, Barnes, fowles* G*B» ito berte and 
Maoarthy, M*L«4a.f mâ. laahy, fe«lea, Parnell and Fahey,
I#L*0e,f offarad no auch oomprealse« Unexpected support for 
tha mo as uro did como in tha legislative Council from Br« Taylor, 
«ho arpiad that killing tha body sorely frond the aril sind 
fron its earthly containment m l allowed it'Jp ©ova at will 
on a higher lavai, where it mm batter able to exorcise an 
avil influenae on tha minds of others, lass ham, ha argued, 
would ba oausad if tha sind wars kept captive in tha body of 
tha prisoner, who could ba looked sway out of contact with 
other people# Ha concluda! rathar disappointedly by scingi
1« Under the bill tha punishMnt for tha f ornar aspi taloffences mm to ba life isprlsoMant« a sentence which tha Judge mm to have no power to fälligst#« That, of conrea, would not have affected the lomrw&m%* a power to amero Isa tha prarogativt of aeray« Tha 1 mm today in Queensland is ms was anvlsagad in this bill«
*1 4# sat thiab I hass aitarti Boa# as&bsrs* riss* m tbt
mattar**^ At *11 « w a t t  lia mmm to to ft  tato» oorrsot la  Mmt* 
flit pa llio  generali/ would not m m  to hoto boa» grsatl/
iatsrsstsd la the bili or im its Seiest# for iba eonsertptlM
issus mm steeling »st of tbs polities! *11m  liiibtw at tbs 
tine* fa doubt tlis fust that there fessi fessa a# sxssatiM 
mimos leptsafee* 1913# mê moms whleh h«4 ere&tei grtst 
pafelleit/ almos If09t alma Imi aoMthlng to to «life tills 
gasarsi apatia* Tbs Orami war* too« would boss tettisi 
to male« death lass nasal and, oooso^ ssfttij» lass unaeoaptafele 
thm bad been tbs ossa In Queensland previousl/#
Am importami fsatura of the m m tim  to the bill was 
tbs im% that mo opposition to tba propensi mimm urn® from 
¿adietar/# although tbs Sup?#»« Court Judges had sot preeiousl/ 
(in 1915) fessa slow to fist went to pmfells erltislsft of am/ 
Ooeanmant motion mffooting tha law, nor wars tbs/ fes fes so 
in subsequent /tara# It wools mmm reasonable to oonolods 
then# that no groat opposition to abolition amistad in tbs 
nanfe«» of tbs Immòti# Better a snoeledge tlmt ths XngisXatlwe 
Orninoli wonli raj sot tbs fell! night wall bass dons senething
1* Mài* <t#1*-17)i Voi# 01IXXX* p# 1035*
2» E*g# ths releaM of eerteln arialmals eontrar/ te* mâ on ona ooemsien without sealing tbs lirios o¿‘ tbs trial Judgef 
tbs Jar/ a/*te*t ths Crow blenders ilepartaent# and tbs stainistrstiofi of Ibs Molise Mpmimmt mil asas uniar 
orlile!» fro» various nanfe*» of tbs du,.rags Court ■during tbs 1915*20 parisi#
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towards aupressind noi®rat# opposition tf such sjcistsd» * 
3«spit# this look of opposition, the fact that the h il l
h.d beta rejected fey the icgiiiXative Council was im m g  ucci
by the Covemment In it i  campaign a l ia s i  that body prior
to the referendum seeking; the public1 ii support fo r its
abolition, bat this àom no m m  than mhm that abolition wan
not of ©noli pubi le concern* In any case, in# b i l l1 a dofsat,
unliko tbs defeat in the Council of other b ills , caused no
alteration of Cavernnsnt administrative policy, m  a ll death
sen tenets continued to be commuted by the Executive Council 
2m previously#
it the laboróla**bollilo* Convention of 1920, abolition 
became the leading plank in tlie Party*a do#imi : sfora xm :r.,ra¡ef 
but once a ala the elevation was due to legislative recognition 
having hmn given to the reform previously ahead of it*, 
nevertheless, the fact that abolition maintained lie  position 
relevant to the other it# irei social ref crai# (such m  hospital 
nationalisation tihich in 1320 beo«# nonani an the lis t ) would 
indicate that it  mm s t i l l  caniiidtred a refers of m  aesn 
tapertaaoc by the labor Party#
1 -^igoqM JSUmLsjag*
In 1221, dufficiest supporters were nominated to the
1# Ho criticism of abolition, a;.,ears in Deputy 'Police 
Cowlsoioner Qf3ulllvanfs bacìe C natas r^ine. either, 
d though h# it .¿ulte scathing in u it ^ H lIS IS  of juries 
(ee;eol',Hy s lenient to^irda prisoners)f politic ions f
* oiled tr linio ; method* mâ oyr;p a thy with criminal» guner-xlly*
?h# Judiciary aM# no protest to this practice either*
1
2 .
** 13ÌI •*
hagislatlvo Coattail to a llo» fox tho'p«o«@» through that
Chaaba? of a #«lf»mfeollahiag b ill*  « I  1921 aaa tha opoaiag
of the firs t uslaaaaraX rm ilm m h ìm luatuolsati# A
fo r th «  iaáioattos of both tho Ijsportaaaa piatti on
atoll tita hg liabor mê th® ahtoxiao of sträng publi« oppositioa
to l t  ia mm  io %ìm tm t  that, ‘#1 though only «a la ting io
parliiisoot on a sila m jority» th® inaitata ly
latroiuaai a b i l l  to abolish «apitai pualshamt mmn tha
1922 ^'arliaamtarr m m im  opaaai«
fha Daily standard« although «am isi that
•with only a bar# aaiority owe it# ootöblsai 
oppose«!», with a ii f f ia u lt  fisjsolaX ¿osition 
to faaa oonaa^ueat of the war1# aftemath m I 
bsâ t i » # f Md ieaowlag tha fiehloaoaa of « 0  
alootorata th*t la isfluenood by tha CU* ita lia t 
■^'r«aa ©a?« tfe# by aajthíay alaa* tha ^uaasslo&d 
labor Party haa uftâowatadly to aa&aidar aaoh of 
ito sarò# oarafttlijr
ÊmY&gtmlê&ã wmmXg spron a  of tha raiafcroduatloa of tha bill# 
I t  would sets* howarar# that aoaa doubt# may hart been 
fa it  by the 3a«erxmat aarllar in tha yaar a# 'lo t i »  gaaaaal 
rasa & loa of tha yoopl# toward# the b ill,  Tor, whoa tha ab ili 
aurdarar Roa# was hoagod in Molboursa is A ,ril of that year, 
to# fforteap carried a faatara artlola advoa&ilzig the ahalitlaa 
of capital pusiolÄost ssâ disployad % aortaos daplotlag tha
1* M íaL áS ^ iS i* 4A/I322.
2# I t  waa tit# fir s t  b il l  famarly rajaotad by tha f^g is lstiw  
Oouaell to ba ra la tr-oduead loto tha uaioamwl parliawaat#
3* Capital :-imlola®ost hai sot boos a pualio lama for #oat 
sores yaara*
(—
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horror o f «»ou tIons on its front rmjjé# ttm ground, so
fa r m  un ionia to and labor n u tr ie r o  generally « r #  concernei*
was timo : reparos for the hill»
On 3mlf âOth, fthe h ill penned tho second road log debate
by a Tote o f 13 to 30* and the Ooeernoc^a assent was remirad
on August tot# Once again l i t  tin public in toma t  wan abiwm
in Aim matter, although two hostile lottern m m  moalvad and
published 'by thè Oourior fron H«3# Challlnor, who ©ay or my not
ham bean m m illio n  of H»B,P* Chali inert secretary to the
oliea Coa&isnloner ani om  o f who fiuamie -r* Henry Chaliloor,
a farmer s.J,#A* Ho rana land no support from other correspondents 
a
at the lime, howeverf sad cla,teed*
*Xt osanno »  that proper purlin f  tiling has 
not vindicated i t s e l f  by co llie s  .lag Wia »
v o lit io n  3111 -  a repudiation of C r iffitn 's  Code#**
it rang uni bitter criticism didf however, cone fron
the Pourlar ani the Opposition, especially its  sore junior
members# The Courier ran two h o tt ilt  ad1tarla la t the
first of which claimed!
"Obviously the re anon why the Port m en  i la in such 
a desperate hurry to abolish 4a# death >. onalty la 
because the Poola l ls t  Conforanne§ controlled by 
estreñiste« has da ©ended it# tühe panalo who utter 
treason againet their country »#» natur<1ly want thn 
mtmmê penal iy reooved# fhere nenas to m  » r #  in this 
than là aeoo an the nurface .*4
1
1# Vorher# 27/4/1922* fhe cartoon la reproduced opposite thin
i dge* '
2* a corma pendent, whoaê letters a;; oared in the Co. urlar*. 
t2/a/22# gore passing oriticlam W thn fact of aSSxTCToii#
3* ¿ädriH* ¿7/7/22#
Sääsäss. u.n/22.
I t  la te r  ooncluded teat
^tha Ctevarnaant has fmsiarad to as «ai tea «
ona hand» m â  n au ilía  aantdaantaXlty m  tea atear#*1
'tiia teportanaa of mwmmß m  m  a laaaa i of cap ita l paateahaant
waa ateo argued fcjr th» stilai* named that* i f  ra te ia te
murderers war# not asaoutedf lynch le a , so conn$a in  tim
Ii*3#â*f night feecam preaalant in Qneeaelatftd« ^mii m faar
aould s*a#m te haan baca graumilaca aa lynching* had fceen
practica lly  unheard of in Queanalaad hi tear to and m m  to
ramala so«
2ha changa in at tifa i#  of tea P a r i t y  fron it e  
raasoaaâ opposition in I f f i  «gr hm® haaa ê m  to tea fante 
that i® Í3Z2 te tra  aaa so %p#r öhaahar which could ha ro lla i 
on to dafaat tha i t i  'that tear#' had baca a -ohaxiga te
i t a  adlterahlp* -ga lis* hatead of 'III# labor Oovamnaat fcy 
it e  apponente -after "aerea /nara of Caiaouaisa^ »ays greater 
tan® had tea® tea ana# after tea iyaa had team
only a yaar te  office# In t í m  too of tha loaedor* 
s it e  majority In ra rlian aa tt i t  aa* not unrussohmiil# lo 
aapaat that any opportunity for o ritio te teg  {fcaarnaant leg is la tio n  
aould hi aagarly so luti*
Of tea Opposition nanbaaa in tea Assasbly* only &ppal*
owhoso mini wm  s t i l i  " fa ir ly  tr tn ly  biilsiioad on tit# qMistio»l%~ 
mad# any raa l attempt to d a ti ra tio n a lly  with tea hill.* the
1. iaü g le r . ' u f f /22.“ .. ........  "  ....... ‘ '
2. a . i ‘..P. (1922) Val* 0XXXIX» p. 402. H# má a*tâ t ¡ »  »m »
r*aüa’s Pioneer Co-operative Labor* Joi
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DIAGRAM 1 : Murders known to Police in New South Wales, Queensland ar
New Zealand (5-year moving average)
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iltheugb ia 1922 only cursory referentet m m  «Ée
by abolitionists la th » im t timt th » .feriei
ia «Mea the denta penalty na» ia «officiai abeyance* 
jjwhieh mmt hm » been obvious to th » public at large after 
tbe 1916 bill at leatlTJ iti not pwêêwm tny great Inertest 
la tue murder rate la Outomeluad» mieli teuli sten te bave 
beta tbe esse# te feble 10 end fin grapa* (opposite) tallente*
fable 10...
im4f i,. %faá«.ÜâMriU
(1) (2) (3) (4) Í5)
Sasisá SagtaUaB» msMMA %a|ljllifiJ,w „a, I.¿■£*■.1», ¿.-...iSjíMi ■ iMOTm
1912-14 9 4 13 6 9 .#
1915-172 7 17 24 2 9 .#
1919-21 12 9 21 57.1 í
fht mnber tf eenvletiene la tata ttoet^ fttr period it 
fairly eonsiaat* altaougfe th » total number of murder tríale 
mbmm mu 1nerette usier lebt*« tataer parsiealttlly« oaluan 
(9) would tend to abet ttot Juries tere Itet willing to 
convict when they tote làmi the tetta penalty nouM net be
1# fba grapa, it tette from tbe
,aa.S.ial M .-¿ak?Msa.l. w *
2» Unfortunately i there mmm to be no available reaeri of the Criminal 3tttittles for 1916« «steri these in tbt Mollee CeMltelexter*t He perl« Äleh enee tee toavietient and five ee^ ttittelt for the year f/7/1917 te 30/6/1910«
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iaposeâ, but the lam eezrriotlon reti of 19t5~17 portad may
bo explicable In te»i of the general m m t lm  of wart 
Juries mm towe been nere willing to concidor mitigating 
clreune traete undor th# existing conditions, oinia tim 
statiotics for manslaughter tríalo in the servesfinding thro# 
/triads ludiente in increased convictIon rato for tkut orino
during the war year»# Sswettr, as pmvt®ua&$ explained, it 
la not poeeible to »tato how mmy of those eoanrleted of 
■sanal^ ughter had boon charged originally with «arder*
Table 11
!3an«lauaht*r Trial« (1912-211
(t) (2) (3) (4)
¿s£ M  SaaiteUfeM . caulttalo totalfried
1912-14 IÔ ê 19
I91M7 10 4 14
1919-21 6 a 14
(5)
«2.S*
71.43*
42.93*
to 1» indicated by tho graphv tho mvder rato underwent 
no rapid inoroano in Queensland following abolition in 
1922* True thoro wan a alight increase during tho subseqnmt 
four or tiro yarnm, but thin was noon followed by a quite 
rapid decline* Sow South saleo, whore capital punlahaent 
wan still in fore#, experienced an increase in the ©1&»
1920» i an increase which, uallfce that in Queensland, woe 
to continue* the propooitioa that capital puaishaeat is 
a deterrent to wrier seeas to find little support fron 
these ..wueenaland statistics) nor did tho supposed desire
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by th© ubilo fa r rovongo smm to aanifoaI  i t ml£ oithor 
through lynch 1 m  or axltiaim ai abolition*
fr io r  to thö s p lit  i  m th® Ubor f  ayty tu .usan a land 
in 1957» tbs only aoii~I*ab©r Govoraaont a itar 1912 was tho 
Moor# Qommmmt (1929~32) whioh m io no ©wont attonito 
to roiatroduno capita l puniofcaont* dpeafcing with rosari 
to another aattor, that aomcmofct** â tto m o y^ m ro l» 
fo iroarty, on lovoabor 20th» 1929» told tho Eouao that tho 
Government Mad m  iatoatioa o f ml taring tho Criminal 
Cod# m i t  tr ia  tod at that timo« from oonvoroatlono with 
ir »  foGroarty and Mia son, a practising barrister in 
B rin in o, i t  hm bom  Xsarnt that not .only did tho H ost 
Government hayo a© daairw to roiatrodaoo ospitai ¡naniohnont» bat 
that had thoro boon any such attompt fro© within fcho Goyeraaont 
party» tho Attoraoy-Gomorol» being hinaolf a ilfo**Xoag 
opponent o f aapltal puniahaont, would bayo strongly oppoaod 
it *
lo  attoap ta at reintroducing ospitili punlahaant appoar 
to Mayo boon modo or ©orioualy oontomplatod by tho proamt 
llo c lla  Gcnrorwont» und prominent laanboro o f both tho 
coalition  portion hayo given mmtmmm that nono aro ovos 
rm otoly pon©ib i# » ir *  Portor» 1*1*1*» a fter nay lag ho worn 
wortain no Liberal Party Ooavontion in tin  la st ton ytaro 
had diaoumood tho nottor» said that ho ©onsidorwd ©apitai 
punlohmont *a doad loam© in Qmnwnmlaftd** Io  pun noon© to 
have boon iutandod*
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As has been already explained, the mandatory eentenee 
for treason« piracy with personal violano*« attempted piracy 
with personal violence« wilful surder« end surder is 
imprisonment for life with hard labour,1 «hile such is the 
maximum punishment that may be awarded for rape# Several 
other offences, such as manslaughter, attsapted murder, 
unlawful carnal knowledge of a girl under 12, unlawfully 
wounding or assaulting with intent to cause grevioue bodily 
harm, aiding suicide, armed robbery, and areon, among others, 
also carry life imprisonment as ths maximum punishment 
possible* However, it is rars, exespt for manslaughter and 
attempted murder, that auch is ever inflicted as febles 
12 and 13 show* Criminals found to be insane are imprisoned 
during the Queen*a pleasure whieh usually means until, If 
ever, they regain their sanity* Although s thorough investigation 
of the matter has not been undertaken, some information as to 
the range of punishments imposed for these offenses has been 
provided the writer by the Senior Assistant Crown Prosecutor,
Mr* Bowder* The average sentence in raps cases would appear to 
be about ten years imprisonment, with brutal eases, (or those 
in which the victim is a young child, being visited with
1* By virtue of Section 19 (9) of the Criminal Code the 
punishments of solitary confinement or of Shipping 
cannot be added to any sentence for a term greater than 
two years unless the contrary is stipulated« as it 
is for armed robbery* It is understood that there Is 
some agitation at present within the Country Party in 
favour of extending the scope of corporei punishment.
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sentences of th# order of fro© 14 year# to life# Those 
where the absonae of ooneent is* to the judge1# mind* 
doubtfult or where the girl*a oonduot he# been euoh a# to 
induce the commission of the orine* are often punished with 
m  little as four years imprisonment » the average eentenoe 
for manslaughter is about tm  yeare but the range of eentenoe 
la extremely wide* with "running down1* eases receiving, In 
generali about two yearsf whlls for those to which the new 
defence of diminished responsibility appllss* Ilfs is not an 
unusual sentones* Attempted surder does not usually warrant 
a life eentenoe*
I
1» Accord ng to Douglas J# in H y Srookenridge 
(1966 Qd* H* 189 at 199)« This earns itself 
was one in whioh the Criminal Court of Appeal 
had substituted a life sentmee for that of JO 
years imprisonment with hard labour* whioh the 
trial judge Stable «T* had imposed* In 1951*Townley J* had sentenced Watts to life imprisonment 
for rape committed on a 20 year old women« but no 
other Instameos of rape being so punished in rsoent 
years have been found*
r ut •
Tabla 12
Ratum« showing tha 9nb«r and Ustor* of Indictments»
and the Result of Trials Thereof 1n the Supreme» Circuit sal 
District Coorte of Queensland for the Year« ended 30th June»
1964 end 30th Jone, 1969« (abridged as was relerunt).
Toar l a  30/6/1964
Off «10. Iff. T n H É É rn lOther Jail l«n» Aoauittal total
Murder 5 0 3 9
Attempted Bardar 1 3 t 9
Manslaughter 1 6 9 26
Rape and Attempta 0 25 6 40
Assault with Intsnt to Cause Grievous Bodily Harm 1 22 29 84*
***** Sato* 30/6/63 
Murder 8 t 2 12
Attempted murder 0 4 2 6
Manslaughter 0 6 9 21
Baps and Attempts 0 16 13 421 *3
Assault with Intent to sause Grievous Bodily Harm O4 m «* «NO
1, The feet that there any appear to be discrepancies 1m the total may usually be explained by the feet that there are always some Ho True Bills filed» while others oharged may be coa» fitted for trial at the next oourt sitting» whiah say net be hi Id in the sane rear*
2« 22 were either f ined er released on good behaviour bonds,3« Four were released on- bonde*4# This heading severs such a wide range of assaults (sens serien« others not) that there is little to be gained from a detailed 
com ari eon of the puní símente inf listed« It Is extrsmsly rare that even the grossest of sash assaults will sssasisn a life sentence.
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Tabi« 13
Returns Sinewing the Sentences being Served by
Convicted Prisoners during the Teer» Ended JO/6/1964 and 
30/6/1965# (abridged as wee relevent)#
fr«.
Offano# Lif e 20 Tsars ..«-ao .10*15 Total
Murder 62 0 i 1 64
Attempted Murder (and*three * insane)
0 2 20
Manslaughter 2 0 3 ** m
Property Offence 1 4» « m «
(i.o. not one of several listed * It could be arson forthis was not so listed}#
Offence© against fanales 1 0 3 m
Yeer xtoi 30/6/65
Murder 65 (and 0 one Insane) 2 i 69
Attempted Murder 0 (but 1 on* Inaaa») 1 3 17
Manslaughter 0 1 2 3 26
Offences against females 0 1 0 5 f 16
-  H 3 -
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ln certain boandanavimn countries, the da termination 
of the punishment to be imposed la and« by a panal of 
msiioal and waifara experta, not by the trial judge* However, 
sha traditional English practica ban been continuad in 
■«ueenelaBd a# the following ax tract fro© the. haadaote from 
the report of t*V* Haselieb (1967 Q4» H* 163) amply Ulna trattai
wXiie responsibility of awarding punishment onta a jury has convicted a prisoner lia» uolely 
upon the judge» la hm to tom his view of the facts mâ to daoida how ocrioua the orima io that has baan committed, and hew severely or bow leniently ho should dami with the offendor» In forming hi# flaw of tha fatta tha judge must not form a view which confiiota with tha verdict of tha jury« but so long ma ha keeps within theca limitai it in for him and him alone to form hit judgement of the fuete**
dome judges« Gibbo J* is m  example of ouch, placa 
some issi-orbacca on the reporta of payehologlnta sad social 
workers on the criminal awaiting santenee, but the general 
tendency of duaanalamd Supreme Court judge# is to allow theca 
but little influence on their determim&tlon of the eon tanca 
to be imposed* However§ all judges do giva consideration
to such factore m  the age of the criminalf hi# past conduct^  
and, way of life» the circum#tanca# of the glean case# including 
the actual injury or damage done by the prisoner, rnd
1« dea E* a Breekenrldge (1966 Qd* H# 13f) whore not only waa the crime of the moat brutal and revolting kind, but tha •risonar aloe had a record of two prior convictions fer sexual assault« on «leaping famalas.
tilt provatelo*  ùt Ito particular « r im* within th* 3tat«*
fa i» , of murmf 1 iM i to m  oxtroaely «ii#  rang« of puaiohaeat
1©posai far perpetrator# of ih# msum ijpe of oris«, a foot which
will already hare iota noticed*
fio oioao of pmmtmmt aoabera of tit preeeat
dupreise Court as to mimt the also of jna&tebaeat aioulé io
•tea to flat# but fitt i#  osi .hauls m  ti#  lêm  of the
reformation of tio criminal*^ la  H* e Wataoa (1960) Qd* a* 332 at
337) Mmole 3« (ma it  tkm nm) the flou that
**fhe a ll iaportaat tai of ¿usilo«-, that pmlahmmt 
should «or#«  a» «  dotarrea* to other»» dosando that 
la  appro fr ia t «  oasts toms o f lapriaoaaoat and 
aoattiffioo lengthy tew» should i t  imi'ootd*1
Ht ®aa la foot apiaiiag in roftroxioo to oasts of Maaalauglittr
i f  neglige»©« m  the road«# but Stailo <!♦# in K» ? Babtlattin
(1966 Qd* Ué 411 at 434) oouaidtrod tm statement nm of 
p a em l opp iloa lio®11#
flit opiatos as to tho nature «a ito  of punlahaeiit 
hold by Stahl# and »«natali 33* to clearly indicated io. til# 
following parnaso by ^usatali 3* in a* # Brocstabrlige (1966 
Id* 1* 139 at 191 and 194) whoa# in r t f aromo# to tho tontoaoo
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1* 3o« the Juàgeaesl of Stable 3# io E* r  Jteb«l«ibtsi (1966 Qd*
l .  411 at 434)*
2* la oam^tioa to this generaliaatton i »  Hart 3* who la 1* r
Bartlett (1966 %# *^S*34) thought that both the reformati#« 
mâ deterreat as too to of pwlohaeat should it e ms id-trod in 
that oaoe# «blob »«•  &m of dangerous dririag ommtMg death*
*In sty opinion*# tí to honour said, 1 there is «  fundeam tal 
dlfforeaoo botveoa «  mm who in tends to do a «iobed not « d
ose « lo  o f f  «ad« agmiaet th# I  m  through mgilg&mm* *** sending 
mm who mm .really mot orla lamio to s ix  with sta Mho rea lly  are, 
certainly dooo mot referís then* but i f  their offences art 
»ertou« taough, when -ill tho oiroyonetanaea are considered,
they suet o# stmt to goal to doter other»0*
imposed bj tilt trial judge , 3 tabi© B*» lit says9 with 
obvious approvali
*Xt is apparent that his Honour took luto consideration the i*e tributivi mâ the deterrent factors of punishment *.*t 
and his statutory tepeart to this Court reveals that lui 
mm mino iafIssassi by ths obvious necessity of ¡r® tooting the fonal# eo^unity froa tbs appi io act for a long time • «# t m not impressed by the pita that this a®atoaos should b# upset because it goss outside tbs pattem of rapi sentence# la this stai»* this ease r^esent# novel and unprecedented fea turas sai tbs sentence must bs coos ids rod m its merits* It was intended to bs puaitlve9 it was meant to is tor others f and it was designed to safeguard tbs soasa sai e&Üirea of tbs community# X consider it [i«e# tbs sentence of 30 years laprlaouaantl appropriate for tbs very rsasoa that its practical affect tends to ambe it mors ll&ely that tbs applicant will, be imprisoned for a minimum of 15 years thm would a Ilfs sentence**1
A matter which a judge may not talcs into eonnlderstlcm 
in determining tbs severity of a sea'tense , however» Is tbs 
power of the Gove rnor~in-*v u urn il or tbs carole Board to
release tbs prisoner prior to tbs expiration of tbs ter», of 
punishment imposed# Accordingly tbs majority of ths Court of 
Criminal Appeal in Irss&snriáge's osos (31& j and Coagias di») 
ordered that a sentence of life imprisonment should be
substituted for tbs sestease of 30 years with hard labour
imposed by G table d* because the trial judge bad imposed this 
sentones to prevent tbs Parole Board1# releasing the prisoner 
before he had served half of bis * fixed-* ter©’* sentence i»e* 15 
years*
1 * tbs following section m  parole will provide an explanatio» of what .natiill meant by this last sen tense#
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An indioation, however, of the otherwlee wide 
discretionary power® rooted in the Judge e® to what oiroumat&acee
he aay gire consideration to in determining the approdiate 
sentence to he imposed 1® aeon in E* v Jany (1966 Qd# li# 328)# 
Although holding that *it io not to bo thau^at that a different 
Standard of sentence i® necessarily appropriate when the offender 
is the methsr of m  illegitimate child, of tender year®,* lucas 49 
with whom §lbb® má Hart d*J* agreedf added* "If the result 
of the wen tenne Imposed (three year® with hard labour for 
stealing) were that the mother would inevitably or probably 
lose her child (i*e* to the State# since the child could not 
remain #ith her after it hid obtained the age of one year)# £ 
would regard the additional punishment thereby inflicted a® 
unwarranted# but# a® X have «aid* that is not the cass here «»• ; 
it stems to me that the sentence mm quite appropriate*"*
Although little fault can be found with the principle® 
on which punishment 1« assessed# except far the apparent 
disregard for its reformative aspect# it appear® doubtful to 
the present writer whether Judges are necessarily the meat 
suitably equipped men to decide on the appropriate form of 
punishment for a given case* Even with regard to the deterrent 
aspeet of punishment# it may be noticed that a criminal who 
copes before the Judge for sentence is evidence of a failure of
* E# V  Janny (1 9 6 6  Qd* H* 3 2 3 ) *1
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the fear of punishment m m effectivo deterreat* fear at 
the time the soil toso# io iaposté any be present» but what 
is needed is suoli a four just prior Io the committal of tut 
or imo *
Xu 193?» under tb« Friseaera1 Parole ,4ot of that year» 
tii© ridonerà1 Parole Board of Queensland was established*
Its functions wort to consider applications frot prisoners an! 
to release on parols those prisoners whose conduct in prison 
liad boon suck m to giro riso to the expectation that they 
wore again *fltw to return to society* this power in no way» 
however» United the exercise by the Oovsmer in Council of the 
royal prerogative of mercy* The association between the 
concept of parole and reformative element of punishment in 
obvious*
Originally» the aróle Board, was given full power to 
release on parole prisoners serving life sentences« hut» under 
ttie offenders Probation and Parole ist of 1959» such prisoners 
cm be released by the deversar in Council only* This* however»
is usually done on the recommendation of the Parole loará» 
wiiioh would be unllhely to sehe such a recommendation, until at
4least ten years of the sentence had been served* life sentences
1* According to a senior official of the Parole Board» the reason for this is that» when dealing with sentences for a fixed term» the Farola Board cannot on its m m  authority allow parole until at least half of the sentence has bees served* Piius, a person sentenced to 10 years imprtoosiaeat could not he parceled by the Board until ho has served at least 10 yoara* it seems unreasonable then that a •lifer" should be 
v-urolled until he had served at lernst that term*
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tend tmn to anythin* iron ton to 23 years* but oone may 
bo longor than this even, for lift «sm» exactly that la 
u^eensland* the British lofai Ooamlaeloa on Capital 
(1949-93) was unable to obtain infem&Siom fren Queensland 
on s h a t tb s average gqe aborts«t to m  served by *lifers* sns* 
and uer sao tbs present «iter* But tbs longest tom serfsd, 
m  of 1349, mm found to be 253 yearn end the mas was at tbs 
tins still In prison*1 Ifcere is apparently nothing to
prevent a **lifor"* fron Immediately pstitioáing ths Intentivi
2Council for a pardon, parolo» or remission* but euch a 
foolhardy course is sol doss taken*
Chen a prisoner serving a life sentence 1« released 
on parole* it is a life parole* although supervision 
continues for only the first five years* fbiio* at any tim» 
a breach of the parole regulations may bring about a 
cancellation of the parole and a return to the former life 
3 cm tense* this happened on at least two occasiona prior 
to 1949* but the general behaviour of parolled Mlifers” is* 
not supriaiagly perhaps* good* Pro® 1939 to 1349* there 
had beca but four subsequent convictions of parodied Ufers” 
for serious offences*
1« lepert of the loyal CeoBisslon on Capital Pumishnent (1949*53)* 3md. 3932* Appendix 16.
“■xauples of remissions amp be men in fable 13 for not all iâurderers were serving life sentences*2*
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EarellaA. »UXara» »
g Ig M W l.lâ fe í l lâ 1
a£-& Js£M a&
A ttaajitai Hordit
trnàmmt ioallmg with, a 
gi jpl wiäm  17
sabuli with latoat to 
ooanlt g&lmmm bodily
h&m
C atti«  O t«äll»g
¿mèMêèêêèíIíM
ä ü ä M  to lifo lmy?iüQxm&Ti%
f ivo yoar» impwimmmmM
T,;o «»& H ti^ tf jr«a*« mtó 
OaaflOlXatlOA of parolo
f im  %mm tj^ prlooaaoftt
31®m tho rooMotouotlo» of Hü farti#  üoa*& im
1999» omly tm  of tho 14 #Xifor»* psrtlXoä hav« hoi tholr pueolo» 
oamooXloi# both for fo llo *«  to ooapljr with oao of lho ootóiHoa* 
of tilt i r  !> ypolOf mot for o oabaoqumt oria laa l «oaviottosk«
foM o t f
alfolia JdLiML J m
laotó4
Bofiait# softtoaao 203
SlBSSiUS& 
Btfiaib# tornimmo# 36
Aabituai Criminal 24 limbi tuoi Ori® lami 15
U fo A*at#»«« 24 Llfo Amatolo 2
Bollili lo Boato»«« 4 Dofialto Boato»«« 43
Habitual Orlalos! § Habitual Orlalaal 1
U fo  Boato»«# 2 l i f t  3oato»M 20*
1» Etfort of tbo Hayal Oottóaaioii (1949*43)» p* §Ü*
2# Aomooi aoport of tbo Paralo Boari £ m  tho grnm «tórni 30/4/1947* 
3* Am alrotóy mn%ÍQmât l i f t  parolos »ovor o&plro*
I*eí ini to .Ratono« itiaomm » 12»®* of ali suoi!
primM'm .piroXloi
Habitual Orinimele *» €2*5P* of all auchprisonerà prellet
Ufa aenteooe irinomere » S*3í of all anali
prleesieao p r o l ie i
Bespit# the apparatit good behaviour of parelio# 
lifer»#* only a anali portion of auca priaottore who appi# 
each year for parole rnm in feet mica#### Qi thè II applleante 
last year only six war# roeomaettied b¿ ih# Basirà far paralo# 
that the Parolo Boere fools ita reepenalfellity lo auch oaaoo 
greatly la illustrai## by thè fallowing extract imm., ito 
1967 He port to Berlleeeiiti
*In the enee of lifo oentenee prlaomaroi seriou»¿rubiOM har© to bt aottolâoroê io relmtien to any reeosmeii# etica for relea»# aade to the Ckrversier in Council* Xf a prisoner io orar to ho »habilitati#* it ia eeeeatial th • t I» ha »lomee# bafora Io beccaste 1 inetitutieaaliee#* # otherviee th# difficultloe of roadjuotaoat to the outside «ori# after a long perle# of iaoaroeratloa aro lively to ho too foraideble to b# overcome# However# im sau# eoe#» the riefe to tbo emmnaity is auch that iti# Boari cannot oto ita «ay clear to nato m s mmmmmàmtim for rtl#aittw*
fm  conduct mà traatacat of prisoner# etrviiig lifo 
eoatene## io amply capia,inai by Viacom»t ftMplowooi*
1#' l«o» X» having th# Xeweet piróle oaneellatlea rat# of me throe cl«### of prieo&ere*
«* 1 Jlf m
9fmm QMommliimá to# affisim i ogimloii toot
mm§ «h u * mmtarmllf »aijoot to 
f i la  of iom&oaoloa uro* to too Mia* far too 
toot olooo of s&tooaoMf mad toot» I f  too? prora 
ttaaoolfoo «orto? io mm$0 truotoi im ltloaa» 
mro girou poimoÂk roofoaoifelllty «ii' w ä  #a too
* Ì Ì 0 X k O t t ?  % t l  t o S I * * # 1
Cortola!# « too otolltto» of too ftoato pe&oltf
lo taooaaloiid would appoar to taro toso mo tara* tat ruttar 
to tato alloroi iaattataifelo som too apportaiV  of aafciag 
ooMtoiag of tornir lift#  «ai of aoleiaa roatttatioa to 
•oolotf for Ita r^omg tooy tato jjorpotoatod maotoot it *
alfriot la orni# too »out tatalo «of of tataratas to tota 
a ahiro io Ita taopoaotollltjr for ito moattauod tar«»ooaoat*
1* f lso o m t foaploM dä* 
fio  tor tellaoM» tasi . C J a J a U a a »
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CHAPggR 8»
ABOLIIIOH ÁHB PRESSURE GROUP ACTIVITY.
What then does the success of the movement for the 
abolition of capital punishment in Queensland tell about 
th© role of pressure groups in a parliamentary democracy?
In particular, can it be said that pressure groups seeking 
3ocial reforms act, or ought to act, in ways different from 
groups having economic or selfish interests? It has usually 
been asserted that groups of the former type, called "attitude
i
groups" by Potter as opposed to "sectional groups", both
act in different ways and have a different type of membership and
structure from economic pressure groups due to the very
2nature of the reform they are seeking* In this chapter 
it is proposed to investigate the application of this 
hypothesis to the abolition movement in Queensland and to 
ascertain how these differences, where they exist, assist 
or retard "attitude" groups seeking reforms such as the 
abolition of capital punishment.
1. Allen Potter, "Attitude Groups", Political Quarterly. 
29 March, 1958, p* 72»
2. Burns, on. cit.. and J*B. Christoph, __
in _ Brltish PoIitlcs « George Allen & Unw
1st ed., 1962, for example, made these claims#
Who were Involved ?
The first important point to notion is that there 
was no formal pressure group in Queensland agitating 
for abolition}^ at least not unless the Labor Party 
itself is treated as such after the inclusion of the 
abolition plank in the General Programme at the 1910 
Labor-in-Politics Convention. The Labor Party, however, 
following this inclusion, never acted as a pressure group 
on the various non-Labor Governments prior to 1915 from either 
inside parliament or on a more public level* It was content 
to await victory at the polls which would allow it to introduce 
an abolition bill into parliament. The abolition work, 
then, was undertaken by individuals, the most prominent 
being Lesina, Boote and Collings, and through their efforts 
such bodies as the v/.P,Qs, the Social Democratic Vanguard# 
the ^'ofker. and finally the Labor Party itself became 
organs of influence for the cause of abolition*
One of the reasons for the non-appearance of a 
formal pressure group, such as the Howard League in Britain, 
may have been that, unlike Britain, Queensland had no history 
of such penal reform groups. Such matters had traditionally 
been left in the hands of the Government, which in turn took 
the lead almost exclusively from the Judiciary* In nineteenth
1* As previously mentioned, an Anti-Capital Punishment
League was set up in 1909 following the public awarenesa in 
the matter aroused by the Ross case, but it made no 
lasting impact and appears to have disintegrated following 
Ross13 execution*
century Queensland it would have been unthinkable to have 
seriously contemplated any reform in fields over which the 
Judiciary claimed and exercised authority, unless it had not 
only met with judicial approval but also had originated from 
within the ranks of the legal profession. Especially was this
ithe case as regards penal and criminal reform« The two 
previous Acts affecting capital punishment in Queensland, 
the Offences Against the Person Act, and the Criminal Code 
Act were each the product of the work of the currently 
presiding Chief Justice, a fact which the respective Attorneys- 
General (Pring and Rutledge) clearly believed was of extreme 
importance, as is indicated by their Second Reading speeches 
in the Legislative Assembly. Apart from the Labor M.L.As 
in 1899, parliamentarians, like the Governments, never 
appeared to question thiconclusiveness of the Judiciary*^ 
opinion in such matters. Both parliamentarians and the publlo, 
when such matters as capital punishment were raised either in 
parliament or publicly, would, of course, express their 
opinions, but, if left alone, they were generally content to 
leave such matters to the self-profeased experts* This 
factor may well have been responsible for both the public1s 
general lack of interest in abolition during the parliamentary 
debates on the 1916 and 1922 bills and for the fact that only
1. Although it extended to such administrative matters
as the question of theGoverumenta r i # t  to appoint officers 
of the Supreme Court without the Judiciary^ prior consent 
and the use of shorthand writers in Court, as well as to 
more truly legal matters*
m
limited appeal was made by abolitionists to the public for 
their support in the years preceding Labor1a election victory 
in 1915.
Another reason for the absence of a formal group 
no doubt lies in the nature of the reform sought* When self- 
interest is involved in an issue not only are more people 
likely to become involved in lt9 but they are also more likely 
to be prepared to expend large sums of money in order to 
ensure the venture has the best chances of sucosas *
By not having a formally organised group, abolitionists 
no doubt suffered certain disadvantages* Unlike their 
contemporaries in Britain since the Second World War, they had 
no means of co-ordinating appeals for support to the publio 
or parliament, nor did they have a reservoir of statistical 
infonnation with which to add support to their case* The 
National Council for the Abolition of Capital Punishment and 
the Howard League collectively provided both in Britain. 
However, this had but little adverse effect on the Queensland 
movement, for, in the main, it was to neither the public nor 
to parliament that the abolitionists turned but rather to 
the Labor Movement, and here the personalities of the leading 
abolitionists and their respective influences within the 
movement were of chief importance. Neither was the absence of 
statistical research of great moment, for arguments based on 
the opinions of European criminologists and on moral grounds, 
when placed in an idealistic and socialistic framework,
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proved quite sufficient to convert Labor Party opinion,
while the statistical evidence needed to impress those
emotionally committed to capital punishment (given that
statistically based arguments can ever accomplish this)^ .
would have been far beyond the capabilities of even the most
well-organized pressure group in early twentieth century
Queensland. Ho major statistical work of this kind was
2undertaken even in Britain until the mid-1920s#
Indeed, it may be argued that the absence of a formal 
pressure group proved advantageous to the abolitionists, 
for the existence of such groups almost inevitably creates 
organized opposition. Not only can such opposition make 
it more difficult to obtain whole-hearted government or 
party support}^ but it also forces the contest into the public 
arena. It will be argued later that it is not to the advantage 
of the abolition groups to engage in a struggle for public 
support. Such appeals are based chiefly on emotion, and it 
is submitted that, in a conflict between raw emotions, the 
desire for revenge is still likely to be greater than that
1. Speaking in the House of Commons in 1948 on Silvermans 
abolition amendment to the Criminal Justice Bill, Sir 
Patrick opens said: "I am absolutely convinced - I know - 
that fear of violent death is a deterrent, and no statistics, 
no arguments whatever, will convince me that it is not#” 
Christoph, op. cit«. p. 136.
2. In 192?, Calvert’s Capital Punishment in the Twentieth 
Century, the first ^systematically organized body o¿ 
criminal statistics” was published in Britain. Christoph,
, p. 31.
3. As was the case of the temperance bodies which during this 
same period were unable to win complete intra Labor Party 
support because of the counter pressure being applied to the 
party by the Queensland Licensed Victualler’s Association«
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for humanitarian advancement#
Another important feature of the abolition movement 
in Queensland was the entire absence of co-ordinated or 
influential opposition groups# In Britain, the efforts 
of abolitionists in 1948 and the mid-1950s brought strong 
retentionist replies not only fro© the Conservative 
Party organizations and its allied ladies* Groups*', but 
also from the Home Office, the London Police Union, various 
county Watch Committees, prison officials, and the Judiciary, 
as well as from the House of Lords, and the majority of 
Tory M#Ps, In Queensland the only opposition to abolition, 
apart from that inside parliament, came from the non-Labor 
press# With these other potential opposition groups silent, 
the abolitionists were able to concentrate on winning intra- 
Labor Party support, attempting to win public support only 
when conditions* such as the impending execution of persons 
(such as Ross or Patrick Keniff) for whom sympathy existed 
or could be created, best suited their chances of success#
At What Levels did Abolitionists Work?
It Is customary for groups seeking to gain acceptance 
for their views to bring winfluence to bear at whatever point 
decisions are made affecting the group('s) i n t e r e s t T h e i r  
actions are also determined largely by the opportunity they 
have of gaining access to various people engaged in the 
process of government* The first consideration will obviously 
depend on the nature of the aim ofthe group* Economic pressure
1‘ l '° ‘ KeZ J°r *’ ggtettWx ßSfmilThomas Y. Crowell Co., Hew York, 3rd ed* 1956, p* 160*
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groups will most often find it necessary to deal directly 
with the particular Government Department or Minister 
responsible for administrating policy in the region with 
which the group is concerned# «hen such group® seek the 
introduction or non-introduction of new legislation, it may 
often be necessary to make overtures directly to the Government, 
or to back-bench or Opposition Members of the Legislature*
But even then it will be to their advantage if the particular 
Department concerned is brou^it "on side” with the views 
of the group# It is only when all else fails that they are 
forced to seek public support - a task which is often 
extremely costly and seldom all that helpful to their cause*
Of course, public support may be useful to a group in its 
attempt to convince a government or party of the desirability 
of advancing the group1© interest, and so resort may be 
had to the public before the alternative avenues have failed#
If, however, publio support is unlikely, little would seem 
to be gained, and indeed much (both by way of money and 
influence) may be lost, if this support is not forthcoming#
¿hile the formal channels are open to it, appeals to the 
publio by a pressure group are extremely risky affairs#
Why the above reasoning should not apply to non­
economic or "attitude1* groups is not quit© clear to the 
present writer# Certainly such groups may be more limited 
than these other groups in that, usually, the reform they 
are seeking will require legislative, as distinct from 
administrative, action, and there will seldom be any scope
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for compromise either bet wo ea conflicting groppa or
4between one group imi the Government# But tuia iota not 
alter tfee fast that it may etili be possitele to seek to 
influence the hcpartaeat aim iato ter lag the existing 1 »  or 
policy in rogari to the group*» fieli of into rest, as well 
as seeking Governmental, back-bench, or Opposition support 
in the Legislature should the group be desirous of effecting 
a change in the existing law# Once again, unless public 
support is highly probable or there is an already existing 
public opposition which Is adversely affecting the group1® 
chances of success at the Administrative and Legislative 
levels, it would mm to be wise for the group not to seek 
such support unless and until success at other levels is 
not, or appears unlikely to be, forthcoming» It shall later 
be argued that for abolitionist groups it is especially 
unwise to place too such emphasis on gaining public 
support*
Although this docs not apply to "attitude" groups 
which. Ilk# the Howard League, seek long-term and continuing 
reforms, it is submitted tho single purpose ‘♦attitude* 
groups, such as those seeking the abolition of capital 
punishment eiainlioitsr* have an advantage over sent economic
1• For instance the introduction of degrees of murder with 
only certain types continuing to carry the death penalty 
into British criminal law oncer the Homicide Act of 1957 
mm really unacceptable to both the abelitieniat and the retectionist eaaps# In economic Matters compromise is 
often all tfcut can, tee achieved.
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pressure groups in that they may become openly partisan with 
less risk of meeting with retalatory treatment at the hands 
of a subsequent Government* Once successful, their battle, 
except in rare instances, is virtually over. Sueh is 
obviously not the oase with economic pressure groups and 
bodies such as the Howard League. Further consideration shall 
also be given to this point later in the Chapter*
The Queensland proponents of abolition could, then, 
have directed their attention to some or all of the following 
bodies whose support would have been of varying benefit to 
their cause; the Home Secretary and the Administrative heads 
of his Department, the Government, the Legislature, any or 
all of the political parties, the Judiciary and the public*^
All these avenues, except the Judiciary, were oanvassed to 
varying degrees, with the chief emphasis being placed on the 
Labor Party, working through both the rank and file membership 
and, to a lesser and certainly less successful degree, the M*P«'s*
1* As previously mentioned (in Chapter one) the Governor, well 
before 1900» appeared no longer to have had in practice any 
power to grant the commutation of a death sentence contrary 
to the wishes of his Cabinet• At no stage since December,
1859 at least would he have been able actually to abolish 
capital punishment* The fact that a deputation, seeking a 
commutation of a death sentence, waited on the Governor as 
late as 1909 may probably be explained as merely an additional 
way of attempting to force the Kids ton Government to spare 
Ross’s life and,more particularly, of creating further 
public interest and involvement in the issue, rather than an 
attempt to use the position of Governor as an Executive 
institution per se* through which Administrative decisions 
might be directly affeoted* Thus, the Governor has been 
excluded from this list* Even if his personal support 
could be secured on such an issue, it is submitted that, in 
the presence of Government opposition to the measure, it 
would be constitutionally improper for him to air his 
opinion publicly*
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The reason for the emphasis being placed so much on 
working from within the Lahor Party was no doubt due* 
together with the fallaros experienoed by the abolitionists 
at the other levels» to the fact that the three principal 
proponents of abolition were mes&ers of the Party* and ware 
strongly convinced socialista as well* Obviously one can be 
moot influential where caie has access and ediere ime is treated 
with some degree of respect* All three leading abolitionists 
by virtue of their pooltions, had potential influence within 
the Labor Movement and* although this is less tante in Lesina*s 
case* all could expect to be listened to by Party members* 
Boote as editor of the Work er «had command of the Party** chief 
propaganda and persuasion organ as regards rank and file 
members« while Collin :s held various positions of influence 
in metropolitan w«p#Os* the Social Democratic Vanguard* and 
the C#P»B* Later he was to be the Party** State Organiser*
The fact that the abolitionists were less successful with 
the P#L*P* may in part be due to the fact that the far from 
popular Lesina was less Influential there than his fellow 
abolitionists were In the non^parliaaentary wing of the party* 
But before dealing with this aspect of the abolitionist 
campaign, brief reference shall be made to their attempts 
at gainin support at other levels*
The first real attempt at securing ths abolition of
capital punishment in Queensland came in 1899 with Lesina**
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Amendment to the Criminal Code Bill* His lack of success 
in gaining either Labor or non-Labor member’s support could 
scarcely have given abolitionists much hope of achieving 
their desired reform in this way* However, Lesina, alone it 
would seem, continued to seek support from his fellow members« 
By December 1902, he seeme to have managed to obtain at least 
some private support for his position, but when he began his 
public campaign on behalf of the Kenniffs no other M«P« came 
forward in support of either abolition or the reprieve of 
the particular men condemned to death* But, due probably to 
the effects of public and Labor rank and file support, the 
position was reached in 1904 where the leader of the P«L*P«f 
Kerr, could be goaded into admitting Labor*s opposition to 
capital punishment* However, this phase was to prove but 
transient* The adverse publicity caused by the commutation of 
the death sentences on the Macdonalds, a decision which the 
Labor Party was blamed by the Opposition and the Courier 
for forcing on the Morgan Government, and Kidston*s personal 
support for oapital punishment were of greater influence on 
the P«L»P* than was Lesina* By the time that abolition 
had been adopted by the Labor Convention as a recommendation 
to the P*L«F#\ the majority of these parliamentarians had 
left the Party to follow Kidston« Parliament then never proved 
of much benefit to the cause of abolition« Non»Labor members
1« That is in 1907*
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at no stage, except for Appell, M*L*A*f and Dr* Taylor,M*L*C*, 
during the debate on the 1916 bill, gave occasion for 
abolitionists to expect to benefit from soliciting their aid. 
Abolition and the Executive
Given the reaction of non-Labor M*Ps in 1899 to the 
idea of abolition, and their continued hostility to it right 
up until the passing of the bill in 1922, it is little wonder 
that few attempts were made at gaining Governmental support 
for abolition* Nevertheless, attempts were made at securing 
the commutation of death sentences passed on certain criminals - 
Boss, the Macdonaldsi and the Kenniffs in particular* Such 
attempts (except in the oase of the Baodonalds) were, however, 
undertaken not so much with the hope of securing a change 
in administration of policy regarding decisions on whether or 
not to execute, as with the hope of gaining public support 
for, or at least to lessen its resistance to, abolition*
Sven had the abolitionists suoceeded in securing a 
complete suspension of capital punishment,1 it would have been 
necessary at some later stage to have won the support of a 
majority in the Legislature in order to have achieved a
1. As was the position throughout Labor*s term of office
prior to the reintroduction of the capital punishment bill 
in 1922, following the abolition of the Legislative Council, 
which in 1916 had proved to be a stumbling-block to 
legislative reform in this matter*
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reasonably secure victory« The position in Victoria today ie 
clear evidence of the faot that the administrative policy of 
one Government as regards an issue suoh as capital punishment 
will not necessarily continue under a subsequent one* Where 
abolition is given legislative effect however* the probability 
is that oapital punishment will not bs reintroduced by a 
subsequent government unless there has bsen a serious increase 
in the number of murders or crimes involving armed violence*1 
The reason for this is probably two~fold » Firstly, to 
induce change one has to provide a reason« Abolitionists 
may appeal to statistics in order to show the absence of the 
deterrent effect of oapital punishment and to sentiment or 
emotion^;while those seeking to reintroduce oapital punishment 
are fc*"ced to rely almost solely on the alleged proof of the 
deterrent aspeot9 for, even though it may be the true reason 
for seeking the reintroduotion or retention of capital punishment* 
one does not like publicly to proclaim a great desire for 
vengeance« Seoondly* opponents of abolition are generally 
conservatives* Once abolition has become accepted in a 
community (for example* as it is in Queensland at present) 
it would be quite a radical act to attempt to reintroduce 
the death penalty, sind as suoh would hardly be expected from 
a conservative government* unless Justified by an inoreasing 
murder rate«
1* As happened in New Zealand*
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Whether attempts were made at seeking government 
support for abolition or for a reduction in the severity 
of the application of the death penalty following the coming to 
power of the Denham Government is unknown# Certainly the 
execution rate fell during this period, but this may have been 
due to the public discontent aroused by the hanging of Ross 
in 1909 and to the attitudes towards punishment held by 
various members of Denham,a Cabinet «• Home Secretary Appall 
in particular* If abolitionists did seek a reduction in the 
execution rate, both their attempts and the measure of their 
success (if any) was not made public* Indeed, after the 
successful (so far as enlisting public support was concerned) 
campaign on behalf of Ross, there were no further public 
appeals made by the abolitionists on behalf of condemned men*
It is suggested that the reason for this was that such campaigns 
were aimed at the public and not really at persuading the 
Government# Following the 1909 attempt, it is unlikely that 
additional public support oould have been gained (and the 
risk of losing the existing approval or acquiescence would 
have been fairly appreciable), while the possibility of 
altering the position of the Kidston Government was obviously 
slim* By 1911, not only had abolition been adopted by the 
Labor Party (and with this came a general decline in the 
ardour of abolitionists, for victory then must have seemed 
to be only a matter of time), but the attitude of the Denham 
Government was probably as good as abolitionists coutd hope for,
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short of abolition« Attempts to gain more from such a 
Government might have served only to worsen the position, 
especially if suoh attempts were made public* Probably, 
then, auch attempts were not made*
Appeals to the Public
The chief danger accompanying appeals to the public 
is that failure can do the cause much harm and it is 
often difficult to anticipate what the chances of winning 
support are prior to beginning the campaign* A group 
aiming at a reform like abolition will have a harder task 
in this respect than those seeking economic refora for 
its appeal can be based only on statistical argument and 
emotion, not on self interest* As has already been 
mentioned, the emotional arguments probably favour retentionists, 
while those based on statistics will be extremely difficult to 
transmit to such a large and diverse audience as the general 
public. The Queensland abolitionists were faced with the 
additional difficulty (not now so serious for abolitionists 
to overcome) in that they had no reliable criminal statistics 
on which to base a reasoned argument against capital 
punishment’s supposed deterrent effect*
Again, unlike most producer or consumer orientated 
pressure groups, abolition groups are dealing with factors 
that operate independently of their control or influence*
They may hope that the murder rate will fall, or at least 
not rise, after abolition, but until then they have no
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way of influencing it* Thus, the perpetration of a 
particularly heinous crime may occur at any time, and 
may completely destroy the work done by the group in 
wooing public support for abolition* This happened in 
Britain in the immediate post-war period* On the other 
hand, the execution of a criminal whose guilt is in some 
question, or who has aroused public sympathy because of 
(say) his youth, or low mentality, may win at least 
temporary public support for abolition* If the abolition 
group has plunged head-long into the task of winning 
public support, <r has been forced so to do because of 
the support forthcoming to rival retentionists groups, 
it must bear the consequences of whatever type of murder 
or murderer that comes along# Luck, thus, may play an 
extremely important part in the campaign# In the 1950s, 
luck favoured the British abolitionists by virtue of the 
caaes of Bentley, Christie, Evans, and Ellis; in the late 
1940s it had worked against them# By keepihg out of 
the public arena, however, the Queensland abolitionists 
were able to choose the cases on which to base their 
appeals to the public, and to allow to pass those cases, 
such as Wartonlo, the Macdonald^, and Austin1s, which 
could only have served, as the Macdonald1s did anyway, to 
depreciate their cause in the eyes of the public#
Luck, however, still played its part, for not only 
did two such ideal oases, from the point of view of 
abolitionists desirous of winning public support, as those
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of Ross and the Kenniffs take place In Queensland during
the relevant period, but they were also handled by the
respective governments in ways that could scarcely have
been better calculated to assist the cause of abolition*
Speaking of the previously mentioned cases in Britain in
the 1950s, Christoph concluded!
"It is not difficult to believe that had the 
several Home Secretaries chosen the other 
alternatives open to them in each of these 
cases, the subsequent success of the 
abolitionists would not have come about*H1
While not contemplating giving such a role of importance
to the two Queensland oases, it is certain that these two
executions did much to assist abolitionists in gaining not
only support from the public but also from Labor rank and 
2file members* Ih© Ross case also brought, if not support 
for complete abolition, at least a certain sympathy for the 
cause from the churches and the professions* Ross’s death 
certainly must have tended to make potentially anti- 
abolition groups, such as the Police and Prisons Departments 
and the Judiciary, less likely to oppose abolition* Ihe 
absence of such opposition has already been remarked upon*
Of course, it may not always be possible, because of 
either the presence of strong retentionist groups, or the
1* Christoph, op* cit*. p. 107*
2* Especially did the Kenniff’s case do this*
failure to win support at one of the other levels 
(such as party, government ©to#) at which pressure may 
be applied, or the faot that the press or other mass media 
have learnt of these attempts and have relayed the information 
to the publio, to keep the question of abolition from 
becoming a matter of great publio moment* However, the faot 
remains that the Queensland abolitionists were so able, 
using only the most promising opportunities on which to 
base their publio appeals. Except for the occasional 
indiscretions on the part of Collings in writing to the 
Courier on the occasions of the executions of Warton and the 
two Kanakas, the abolitionists gave their critics, such 
as the Courier# almost no valid opportunities for labelling 
them as "maudlin sentimentalists*" The faot that such 
remarks were made with regard to those agitating on behalf 
of Ross and the Kennlffs may well have done much to destroy 
the effect thereafter of such naoc^calling« Certainly, the 
Opposition’s and the Courier’s use of this smear in 1916 
and 1922 appeared to have no success in arousing publio 
antagonism to abolition*
Rather than attempt to win outright public support, 
the abolitionists were content, and were allowed by their 
opponents, to render it passive* Buch was certainly 
suffiolent, given that they had the support of a party 
with such an election winning potential as the labor Party#
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Abolition and the Labor Party
In view of the ideology of the three principal 
abolitionists (Lesina, Boote and Soilings), their 
respective potential for influence within the Labor Party, 
the fact that what support for abolition that was forthcoming 
from parliamentarians had come from those belonging to the 
Labor Party and indeed the abolitionists saw their cause 
in socialistic terms^, the acceptance by the Labor-in-Politics 
Convention of 1905 of the 11 socialist objective”, and the 
fact that the nature of the Kenniff’s case (the first case 
to really Incite a degree of wide-spread toleration for, 
if not acceptance of, abolitionists ideas) was auch as to 
arouse the feelings of Labor and potential Labor supporters - 
the bushmen, the small farmers, and the Homan Catholics - it is 
not really surprising that abolition should have become a 
partisan matter to the extent that it received adoption to 
the General Programme of the Labor Party* This tendency 
towards abolition’s becoming a party matter was also 
assisted by the strong opposition which abolitionists
1# That is, that crime was a product of the capitalist 
society? therefore, the criminal was not so much to 
blame as was his environment? what was needed was to change 
the class structure of society (this lessening crime) and 
to rehabilitate the criminal* Capital punishment is, 
of course, Incompatible with rehabilitation* Hot only 
did the fact of placing the blame on society, rather than 
the individual reduce tendendos for the desire of vengeance 
on murderers but approval of abolition also seemed to 
follow fairly automatically from expressions of such 
ideals as pacifism and 11 international brotherhood***
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experienced from the non-labor parties.
After considering the reluctance of both major British 
parties to take a definite stand on capital punishment 
in 1948 and the mid-1950s# Christoph concluded i
"moral questions such as capital punishment 
have an uncertain relationship to the 
central body of doctrines held by each of 
the parties and# in the eyes of the parties - 
chief strategists, are politically unrewarding*.**1
Hothing, however, can be further from the truth as regards
the position of the labor Party in Queensland in the early
years of the present century* far from having an "uncertain
relationship" to the party#s "central body of doctrine",
such issues were part of its general socialist objective*
lo the idealistic socialist of the labor Party at this
time, moral, social, and ethical questions were probably of
as much importance as the more typically political ones
affecting economic and industrial matters. In addition
to the abolitionists, the labor Party at this time attracted
to its ranks proponents of sooial reforms leas obviously
connected, or capable of connection, with socialismi such
as groups desiring liquor prohibition (®*g* the International
Order of Good templars), the abolition (and later the re*
introduction) of the Contagious Disease Act, and the raising
of the age of consent to 18 (e.g. certain members of the
1* Christoph, op. eft*^ p* 173#
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Y*W.C*A* sought and secured the adoption of this plank
to the Labor Party*s platform)* There was no question of
the Labor Party*s being reluctant to take a stand on such
moral issues ; indeed it seems almost to have considered
such to be its duty if it was serious in its avowed aim
of creating a new and better society** The same seems
to be generally true of the Labor Parties in the
other Australian States, for abolition was adopted
to their respective platforms at about the same time
2as it was in Queensland*
The advantages for abolitionists of having united 
party and later government support for their proposed 
reform were obviously great* Hot only did it ensure that 
were the issue ever raised in Parliament or public, it 
would have fairly large and not altogether uninfluential
1* lot all "attitude” groups had success as complete 
as that of the abolitionists though* The temperano# 
bodies, for example, could secure the adoption of only 
the most vague prohibition plank, and, after Labor came 
to Office, they were unable to secure legislative action 
on the matter* Unlike the abolitionists, however, they 
had roused the opposition of a large and wealthy 
economic pressure group, the Queensland License! 
Victualler*a Association, which also sought to 
work through the Labor Party, both at the P*L*P* and 
«V. P * 0 * levels* This fact largely accounted for the 
comparative temperance failure, as compared with 
abolitionist success*
2* It has not proved possible to ascertain the exact 
dates of the various adoptions, but the Premier of 
South Australia has informed the writer that abolition 
has been in that State*s Labor Party platform "for 
over 50 years" - Bunstan to the writer, 29/8/1967*
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support, but also that, should the party be suocessful 
at the elections, the measure could be introduced Into 
parliament as a Government bill thus ensuring its 
success in the legislative Assembly at least* !Fh® chief 
difficulty faced by the abolitionists in Britain in 194-3 
and mid~195Gs was that they never secured the support of 
any Government* Even though in 1943 there was a labour 
Government and the abolitionists had the support of the 
vast majority of labour ?*!fs # the fact that the bill was 
not adopted by the Government but a “free vote* allowed 
on it in the House of Commons not only made its passage 
through that House extremely hazardous, but also allowed 
the Lords a greater opportunity for rejecting it, in that 
such action could not be used by opponents of that House 
as further evidence of the lords obstructing the wishes 
of the popularly elected Government#
An additional advantage of having Government support 
for a measure such as abolition is that, if the proposed 
legislation is rejected by the Upper House, administrative 
action can still be taken to ensure that, for the duration 
of the existing Government at least, all death sentences are 
in fact commuted by the Home Secretary* Bits is exactly 
what happened in Queensland after the first abolition 
bill was defeated in the legislative Council in 1916* 
Although only a temporary measure, it was certainly 
preferable, from an abolitionisW stand point, to a
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continuation of executions, as was the case in Britain 
following the 1948 and 1956 rejections of abolition billa 
by the House of Lords»
The Queensland abolitionists, unlike their British 
counterparts who 11 in order to achieve their goal needed 
the positive backing of the leaders of the political party
4
in power (which) they never got,®1 did succeed in getting
the npositive backing” of a party with good election
2winning potential, and with this came success* This 
success was due chiefly to the fact that the abolitionists 
were able to have accesa to, and had much influence over, 
both the Labor Party leaders and the policy-making and 
administrating bodies of the party - the W«P«Os, the Labor- 
in-Politics Conventions, and the C«?*£*
Luck, of course, played a considerable part in assisting 
them in this respect» It seems more than mere speculation
1* Christoph, op* jsili, p. 178.
2* Indeed, although the writer has been unable to investigate 
the matter fully much the same would appear to have 
happened in Britain in 1965, when the Wilson Government 
facilitated and gave unofficial support to Silverman*s 
bill to suspend the carrying out of the death penalty 
for five years passed through both Houses of Parliament 
(although the traditional "free-vote" on private member1© 
bills dealing with "matters of conscience" was still adhered 
to). The method of securing Party support by appeals to 
the public and back-benchers would seem then to be 
capable of success, albeit the time taken in achieving 
the desired goal may be great*
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to say that without the three leaders they hai, the 
abolitionists may have found the going much more difficult 
and their trek much longer before the end of their journey 
in quest of abolition was reached* They had» through 
Boote, the use of the Worker as an organ for abolitionist 
propaganda (propaganda which began as early as 1902» just 
three years after lesina1© lone stand on the issue in 
parliament^ a man like Callings who was involved in, and 
had much influence over, so many rank and file organisations 
in which he had the opportunity to win support for abolition 
at the grass-roots level of the labor Party? and a fiery 
M*1*A* in Lesina, who appeared to have quite substantial 
influence over his Clermont electorate, and who was 
generally well received in most of the country districts 
he visited during his quite frequent *speaking tours"« 
Nevertheless, given these slices of fortune, they put them 
to the best possible use and kept their eyes steadfastly on 
the major objective - winning sufficient labor Party support 
to have abolition adopted to the Party’s platform#
Once this was achieved, and following labor’s victory 
in the 1915 ©lection, the influence of Collings from 
within the C.P.S. and later as State Organiser and of 
fihelly, Pollock^laroombe from within the P*L*P#t 
together with the absence of any public or official 
opposition to the measure, was sufficient to ensure 
legislative recognition being given to abolition. The
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abolition of the Legislative Council in 1921 saw the 
removal of the last remaining obstacle to abolition*
The question of abolition» however, had virtually nothing 
to do with the end of that Chamber* The Council1 s 
rejection of the 1916 bill was not used by either side 
in the struggle between the Labor Government and the 
Upper House? the chief reason being that neither could 
reasonably claim that it had acted in accord with public 
opinion*^ Also, although the plank had been in their 
platform at the successful 1915, 1918, and 1921 elections 
and, thus, it could have been argued that public endorsement 
of abolition had been obtained, the Labor Party was content 
to allow public interest in abolition to remain low*
Had the Legislative Council not eventually been removed, 
however, appeal for public support may have become necessary* 
The Judiciary
Students of politics, when dealing with systems 
of Government of the British parliamentary democracy 
type, perhaps tend to place too little importance on the 
role the Judiciary played, or may have played, in the 
decision-making process* The reason for this is no doubt 
due to the acceptance of the Idea that the Judiciary is above 
and free from political involvement* Such anyway is the 
theory, and so preferable may it seem to the position
1. The House of Lords was able to make this claim in both 
1948 and 1956.
«  % *f*f m
existing in countries auoii as the t*S*â* th&t the 
assumption that the theory la strictly adhered to is 
praotiee say not ha nade liable to closer jjnrtstidstim
m often «  it i^rbapi aboeli 'ha* It ®ay w t U  ha tinsi 
that overtures war# moia by abolitionists to the Queensland 
Judiciary ia order» if sot to attempt to «lit thel* support
for abolition, at lasst to *aoa»d* thalr liteely reaction 
to its introduetloiu If either of auch toot pinta, 
abrejaeoua attempts would sa- doubt hara hats soda ta 
prevent it beeoatag public tettewledgt, Certainly little
is th# say of &viaenee ha* hats found by tut pressa»* writer
to indicate that this did is fast tatst plata*
However» asilis® tha British Judiciary is both
t943 :.4inl 195Ô (and *§e»e of felt#« still Is their
Queensland oouatsrparta never sede ¡■ahilo any ohjaotlos
2they nay hura had to abolition, oil ueal J* and various 
leading barristers (such su» Unir, later to be Chief 
ã m tim ) wave isd lost Iona of at lasst hot being opposad 
to the measure. But this would mmm to have bets due more 
to their own temperasents th*n to the possibility of their 
beine ‘’persuaded” by tot abolitionists*
1# Lord Conning for instane*«
a* 4t nontinned previously, they »era aat slaw ta or It leise 
other c©veranent satlona (whether legislative or 
^dntnlstrstlve) whiah disi set meet with their a„. provai, 
woe tiler they directly affected the dud lei ary or sot*
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It Is submitted! however» that groups seeking 
reforms such, as the abolition of capital and corporal 
punishment can lose nothing» and may benefit much» by 
approaching members of the Judiciary and attempting to 
win their support for the proposed reform* Even given» 
as may well be no longer the case» that judges tend to be 
of conservative dispositions» careful arguments based on 
the vast statistical information that abolition groups now 
have at their disposal may well have more effect on judges 
than on politicians. Ihe latter have the opinions of their 
electorate and party to consider in order that their own 
political careers may not be placed in jeopardy, the former 
have no such extraneous matters likely to effect their 
assessment of the merits of the abolitionist1s case* If the 
Judiciary can be won over to the abolitionist’s camp» even 
if this does not mean Increased voting power for them in the 
Upper House as would be the case in Britain» the favourable 
effect of such support on public, government» party and 
individual parliamentarian opinion may well be substantial* 
fhis is an avenue which, at least in systems of government 
with Judiciaries adhering to British traditions, is not open 
to economio pressure groups* Even if it were open, the 
effect of Judicial approval for sua economic proposal would 
probably be far less weighty in the eyes of the public and 
parliamentarians because of the suspicion that self-interest, 
not validity of argument, had provided the reason for the 
proposal receiving support*
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Advantages and Bisadvantages Possessed and Faced b.v
H$e<m
It should be noted at ones that this discussion deals 
only with those "attitude* groups which aim at a single 
goal, (thus excluding groups like the Howard League or OPAL) 
and with abolitionist groups in particular# Although some 
of what is said may be equally applicable to these other 
types of "attitude" groups, and even to "sectional” and 
economic pressure groups#
These groups then are usually small in membership,
finances, and influence (whether economic, social, or
political - particularly In terms of voting potential).
fhese factors may be said to stem from the one sourcei
namely that the groupfs goal is not one the adoption of
1which will provide material benefit to its proponents#
Groups with sectional or economic aims, thus, provide 
greater material inducement to potential members than do 
"attitude" groups# fhis lack of numerical support for 
"attitude" groups leads, In general, to the lower degree of 
finance, influence, and prestige accruing to these groups# 
These factors may be lessened somewhat by the inclusion 
within the ranks of such groups of prominent, wealthy, or
1# It can not be seriously argued that (for example) 
potential murderers join abolitionist groups#
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influential men and women; but such mill do little to 
overcome a group's low election-swinging potentials. Money 
and man-power as well as prestige sore important for research 
purposes and for public publicity campaigns, but the latter 
is not at all vital for abolitionist groups«
Other features of such groups are that it has no
2way of controlling its subject matter, nor can it seriously 
threaten to withhold its services from the Government in 
order to secure acceptance of its proposal by coercion.
All it can do is try to make the best use it can of such 
accidental and uncontrollable happenings (such as the 
execution of a man whose guilt or sanity is in some question) 
that may benefit its cause and to play down, and attempt to 
allow to pass unnoticed, events (such as the murder of a 
young child) which can arouse public desires for vengeance 
and do its cause great harm. It will have more chance 
of choosing when to highlight and when to play down suoh 
accidental happenings if it has not committed itself to a 
full-scale battle for public support.
1. Such people as Benjamin Britten, J.B. Priestley and 
Dame Bdith Sitwell added prestige and respectability 
to the British abolition campaign of 1955-7, while 
popular figures in Barry Jones and frank Sedgmaa 
added to the popularity of the abolitionists* campaign 
on behalf of Tait in Melbourne in 1961.
2. e.g. abolitionists have no way of controlling the murder 
rate or of preventing a particularly heinous crime from 
taking place and destroying the support that has been 
built up in the public, parliament, or government for 
abolition.
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3uoh a group9s lack of economic and political 
pressure potential may also serve as a benefit, in 
that the aim of such a group is less likely to threaten 
the interests of large economic and influential groups 
in society. Without the opposition of such groups, its 
own weaknesses in the areas where these groups sure likely 
to be strong* are less likely to prove detrimental to the 
"attitude* group* Also, the absence of opposition will 
make it easier for the group to remain uncommitted to a 
campaign for public support. This was the case with the 
Queensland abolition movement. The temperano® bodies were 
less successful for their activity threatened the interest 
of the licensed victuallers. The fact that the Queensland 
abolitionists did not form a large organised pressure group, 
as compared to their British counterparts, also helped to minimise 
the formation of retentionist opposition from the Police and 
Prisons Departments and the public in general, as was the 
case in Britain. However, if statistical knowledge is 
required to support their case, abolitionists must, now that 
such information is obtainable, form themselves into some 
kind of a formal group. This must probably also be done in 
order to win government or party support. Individual action 
did more in Queensland than can be reasonably expected from
1 • Such as voting potential and economic power.
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such an arrangement under present conditions*
Generally» single purpose "attitude groups”, and 
certainly abolitionist groups, will eventually require 
legislative recognition for their proposals if they are 
to be able to consider their efforts successful# However, 
the fact remains that support at administrative levels can 
be advantageous to them* In the ease of abolition, if the 
Home Secretary can be persuaded to commute all death 
penalties during a certain "trial period11, or if, as was the 
case in Queensland, and is at present the position in South 
Australia, the Government, though unable to secure the 
passage of an abolition bill, can be persuaded to put 
capital punishment into abeyance, thennot only is this at 
least a partial victory for the group but also, if its 
claim about the absence of any great deterrent value of 
capital punishment are, as it obviously believes to be 
the case, correct, an opportunity for this claim to be 
proven is provided* Again, if capital punishment remains 
long enough in disuse, it becomes less likely that any 
subsequent government will revive hangings, unless some 
particularly heinous murder takes place*^
1* For instance, there has been no execution in Tasmania 
since 1946 and, it is submitted that even were there 
to be a change of government in that State the 
probability of capital punishment being reintroduced 
there is not high* Such is not altogether impossible, 
however, for Western Australia has returned to the 
retentionist fold despite its experience of a 20 year
period (1932-1952) in which no executions were carried out#
Thus, "attitude" groppa ara act really United to a 
very meh greater extent than art sectional and econo«fit 
presour# groups at regards» Um way they may stak support 
for ani the adoption of Urn ir propesela* Indeed, at has 
been matlonod» they any have the additional advantage 
of being able to seek the siippert» or at least aoquieeenoe 
of the Judiciary. Although they nay find greater difficulty 
In eolia ting individual and organisational support than 
do sectional groups because of their »ore United economic 
and political resources, once support km  been given to 
attitude11 group# it is likely to be of acre value to 
then than support of smtlenal group« ia» because then 
can be little suggestion of it having been bought for
a Mi-na.-aBs«
tm additional point« which distinguish single purpose 
* attitude” group« from other type« of pressure group* 
are, firstly that the former mm afford, mud may well 
find it necessary, to beeaae partiam» and secondly»
(imi th la applies particularly to abolition group«) that 
resort should be made to appeals far public support only 
when etriotly neceasary* This will usually be either when ill 
other lines adopted sees to be fruitless or when the 
particular circus* tamos of m  execution or trial ere such 
as are likely to strongly favour the case of abolition*
Croupe who«® aims are multiple or whose goela nuat
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be achieved in gradual stages may obviously suffer at 
the hands of a subsequent government if they allow 
themselves to become too blatantly partisan. However, 
this does not apply to groups which cease to function once 
their single goal has been reached* Also, since such groups 
will usually be aiming ultimately at legislative action, they 
will need to have the support of a majority wlthmthe 
Legislature* Again, if they wish to avoid the difficult 
task of securing the successful passage of Private Member*a 
bill in both Houses of Parliament against the wishes of the
igovernment, it will be necessary also to secure government 
support* All of this points to the fact that such a group 
may well benefit from becoming partisan. It is extremely 
doubtful if the Queensland abolitionists could have secured 
suoh a swift victory, or indeed any kind of victory, without 
allowing the Labor Party to champion the issue.
However, if one*a support is coming from the Opposition, 
and it appears probable that such is likely to remain the 
status of that party for some time, the partisan nature of 
the group may render the likelihood of the group securing
1* Such a bill failed twice in Britain (in 1948 and 
1956) and bills introduced in South Australia and 
Victoria during the Stuart and fait cases fared no 
better, although in these last two cases abolitionists 
also failed to gain the support of a .majority of the 
members of the respective State's Lower Houses*
sufficient Government back-bench support for a private 
member's bill almost negligible* * Any existing back-bench 
support will, almost certainly be lost, once the group has 
become openly partisan as happened to the temperance bodies
2seeking 6*.00 p*m. closing In Queensland during the Great War* 
ABEtqa to the Public
Apart from what has previously been said on this matter 
there is a further reason, however, why it may well be 
especially disadvantageous for abolitionists to appeal 
to the public for support* Their appeal can be based on 
either (or both) emotion or fact* However it Is difficult 
to formulate a clear-cut and simple argument for the abolition 
of capital punishment based on statistical research, such 
as would be suitable for use in a public campaign* Reasoned 
argument is more effective, and indeed has been so,^ at the 
personal level, while public campaigns must depend chiefly on 
the appeal to emotion*
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1* Such may well be the situation at present in Victoria, 
where the abolition of capital punishment has A*L.P* 
parliamentary support, but where there seems little 
indication of similar support coming from back-bench, 
liberal. Country Party, or B*L#P* members*
2* B* Barber, wThe issue of Six O'clock Closing in Queensland 
During the Great War*, Seminar Paper, University of 
Queensland, May, 1967.
3* Por example, Sir Ernest Gowers, who at the time of his
appointment as Chairman of the Boyal Commission on Capital 
Punishment in 1949 favoured the death penalty, was 
converted to the abolitionist camp as a result of the 
research undertaken by the Boyal Commission#- Ernest Gowers, A Life for a life f Victor Gollanca ltd*, 
London, 1956, p#8*
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It la here, ln the präsent writer's opinion, that
abolitionists are at a disadvantage vis a vis the re tent ionia ts.
Perhaps because they are themselves likely to be idealists,
abolitionists tend to expect that humanist feelings for
one's fellow men will be stronger within the community
as a whole than will the more primitive, less.ligh-
minded desire for vengeance against the calculating or brutal
murderer* But such, it is submitted, is not the case* This
contention is based on the fact that not once has the
present writer seen the result of a public opinion poll
which has given abolitionists a majority over retentionists*
The reason for this strong retentionist opinion may be due
to feelings of self-interest (i*e* the need for protection
from murderers), raw desire for vengeance (perhaps as an,
outlet for pent-up emotions), or to conservatism (a clinging
to such an old social tradition as hanging); but whatever
the case, the forces seem to be attacked against groups
seeking support for the cause of abolition*
But is it possible to prevent abolition from becoming
a matter of public interest? Christoph would appesir to
think not, as is indicated by the following passaget
"Emotional issues are likely to be 'popular* 
issues in the sense that the layman feels at 
home with them and competent to pronounce 
upon them* They evoke widespread public 
Interest «•« As the polls indicated, few 
Britons were without opinions at any stage of 
the controversy, irrespective of the amount 
or accuracy of the information they possessed ««• 
Everything pointed to the fact that the capital 
punishment controversy had a particularly large
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following in Britain*
It is submitted, however, that this showed no 
more than that capital punishment was an issue on which 
people, when asked, were readily able to give an opinion* 
That is, their opinion® were based almost purely on emotion 
or bias, not reason* It does not prove, however, that, 
had their opinions not been sought, they would have 
spontaneously voiced them anyway* Given that the issue, 
in the absence of a particularly heinous murder, does 
not really arouse a person*® self-interest, it may well 
be the case that, if it is left out of the controversy by 
the major protagonists, abolition will not produce a large 
public following# Sir Ernest Gowers lends indirect
support to this proposition when he says?
«
of the death penalty* **$-.
Is it possible then to avoid having the public asked 
its opinion? If the retentlonists are alert and if the 
mass media become aware of the possibility of capital
1* Christoph, on# n it«# p* 172*
2* Gowers* on# clt#, p# 8 • (Underlining added by the present
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punishment becoming a political issue (a© is extremei/ 
probable in a m o d e m  democratic societ/) the answer is 
probably "No"# In Queensland, however, it was possible 
to allow only a very limited public involvement in the 
issue, much to the benefit of the abolitionists« it 
any rate this should, in general, be the aim of abolitionist 
groups, 'They will probably have higher hopes for success 
in this too if their main level of approach is mad® to 
the Government or a political party, rather than the more 
public level of the legislature. As previd$s^, indicated* 
there would seem to be other ramsons also for recommending 
this line of approach to attitudes’1 groups seeking such 
single-purpose aim© as the abolition of capital punishment*
APPENDIX 1
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YEAR lMURDER 
Öon- Ac- 
vict- quitt-
IMANSLAUGHTER 
don- Ac— 
vict- auitt-
RAPE
Con­
vict-
AO-
auitt-
[EXECUTIONS 
Mur- Rape 
der
ed ed ed ed ed«— m ed
I860 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
1861 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0
1862 2 1 0 1 2 1 1 ia
1863 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 0
1364 4 4 0 3 1 1 0 0
1365 2 1 ’ 0 1 2 2 0
1866 0 2 2 1 0 2 0 0
1367 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1368 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
1869 2 3 3 1 1 0 2 1
1870 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
1871 0 1 2 3 1 2 0 1
1372 1 2 4 0 1 1 1 1
1373 0 4 3 0 0 2 0 0
1374 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 1
1375 0 4 2 4 3 ♦ 0 1
1376 2 1 2 0 3 id 1 0
1877 2 3 1 3 6 2d 0 2
1878 5 7 5 1 0 1 3 0
1379 2 2 3 5 0 0 1 0
1880 3 0 3 2 2 0 3 1
1381 1 2 2 0 c 0 1 0
1332 2 0 9 0 1 1 1 1
1883 3 3 6 2 1 0 2 1
Total
1
0
2
1
0
2
0
0
2
4b
5C
1
2
0
2
1
1
2
3
1
5e
1
2
3
YEAH
1384
1885
1886
1887
1388
1889
1890
1891
1892
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1393
1399
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
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MURDER ? MANSLAUGHTER-RAPE ILXLCUTIONS
öon- Xe- f Con- Ac- Con- Ac-* Liur- Rape
vlct-guitt- vict- quitt- viet- guitt-der
ed ed ed ed ed ed
21
»
7 9 2
2 12 9 3
5 3 2
3 10 4
2 5 3 1
6 9 11 3
3 * 14 1
2 11 8 1
6 5 2 2
4 6 6 1
2 18 7 3
1 13 7 2
7 3 6 1
3 4 1 2
5 4 4 1
1 2 8 4
4 7 6 3
W ll
fulBur­
der)
(M ur-
• N m M M  «y
de r)
2 2
3 1 5 4
5 1 0 1 7 0
1 3 0 2 4 1
4 1 0 1 12 0
4 2 3 1 3 3
4 1 1 1 6 5
0 2 0 0 
0 1 11 0
0 10 2 0
2s 1 3 0
1 1 2 0
5 2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 3 1
1 0 1 0
0 4 1 0
0 2 5 0
0 1 0 0
1 4 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
1 3 1 0
0 1 5 0'
1
■
0 0 0
0 1 2 0
2 0 0 0
1 2 2 0
1 0 3 0
Total..........................Mi l l«
1
2
3 
2 
0 
1 
0
4
1
5
0
0
0
0
1
5
I 0
! 2
; 0
2
3
1 9 t
YEAR ' MURDER ! M jfoLAUGHTSR' R ,PE ' EXECUTIONS
Con- Ao» Con- Ac— Con- Ac- Mur- Rape Total
vict-guitt- vict- ultt- vict- mitt-der 
ed ed ed ed ed ed
la i - taur- 
ful der)
: Easr
der) j
1907 3 11 3 2 3 6 3 0 1 0 1
1908 1 2 3 1 3 3 a 1 0 0 0
1909 2 3 0 0 3 5 j Q 0 2 0 2
(Murder and 
Wilful Mur­
der)
1910 3 2 2 0 1
1911 5 4 2 0 0 0
1912 4 0
1913 4 0
1 0 1 1 0 1
3 1 5 2 0 2
19H 1 4 5 2
1915 2 1 1 2
1916 10 4 2
1917 1 6 5 o I
1918 No iReturns Founjl
1919 9 1 1 3
1920 0 0 1 4
1921 3 8 4 1
1922 10 2 5 4 !
0 6 0 0 0
2 1 O1 c 0
0^ 0 0
0 0 0
for this Year
! o 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 k0 0
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a» Convicted ih tail* Of the two convicted la 1862» one waft 
pardoned and the other shot while trying to estope* 
b# One accessory before the fast to murder, 
o. One armed robbery with wounding*
d. Hape and unlawful tamal knowledge of girls under ten 
Convictions and acquittals were combined in the same 
statiotic.
e* One armed robbory with wounding* 
f* fhe two <#Eopeful Prisoners”«
g* One fasted to death while under sentence of death and 
the other*e sentence was commuted by the Governor 
contrary to the Government*e wish, 
h* Rape no longer a capital punishment* Executions for 
Murder and total executions are Identical henceforth*
1* Labor Government in ¿oner«
j* First Bill to abolish capital punishment introduced» 
rejected by Council*
k9 Bill to sboliah capital punishment passed by Parliament*
BXECUTIOIG
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BATE IAMB 0PF1HCB M O B  oa
grajjnfr
ÄBLIGI0H AGE
7/12/1859 I. foots
(alias
Haywood)
Murder English Protestant ?
1/2/1862 Georgs Rape Aborigin­
al
? ?
2/4/1862 foamy Murder Chinese ? ?
8/4/1863 M. McGuinness Murder Irish R.C. ?
3/11/1865 Jaoky Murder Aborigin­
al
R*C • ?
13/12/1865 R. Momburgsr Murder German Lutheran t
1/6/1868 T.J# Griffin Murder Irish 0* of E* 36
7/12/1868 Billy Rape Aborigin­
al
t ?
17/5/1869 Jacob Rape « ? 19
24/1/1869 S.C.f.Palmer Murder N.S^ VY. 0. of K« 23
24/11/1869 J .Williams Murder English C. of E* 35
22/12/1369 A# Archibald Access* Scottish 
ory before 
the fact 
to Murder
Presbyter­
ian 27
28/3/1370 W. Pender*
gast aliais 
Pender
Murder Irish R*C* 28
7/5/1870 Gee Bee Murder Chinese Pagan 37
7/5/1870 J. Whitton Rape Aborigin- 
a girl al 
of tender 
years
? 25
29/7/1870 W» Brown 
alias
Robbery
Under
German R*C* 20
Bertram Aras with
wounding
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EXECCTIOHS (Gontd.).
DATS IAMB OFPEHCE RACE OR
JlaC'S.5f
m m—
REIfXGXOH AGE
21/11/70 D. Eoss Murder Scottish Presbyter»»
lan
26
15/5/1871 Georgs Hap# - Aborigin­
al
7 ?
28/5/1872 Dugald Rap# Aborigin­
al
Hon# 7
29/5/1872 P. Collins Murder Irish R*0# 26
10/5/1374 J. Garbett Murder IeS*f# C. of E. 36
29/12/1874 Johnny alias Hap# 
Alick
Polynes­
ian
Baptist 26
14/4/1875 J. Clayton Rape Aborigin­
al
7 7
23/7/1876 J. V.enzell Murder Carman Lutheran 54
18/5/1877 Tommy Hap# Polynes­
ian
C.of E« 7
18/5/1877 George Rap# Polynesian
C. of E. 7
14/1/1878 J* Gunning- 
ham
Murder Scottish Presbyter­
ian
23
19/7/1378 3am A L Poo Murder Chines# Pagan 7
23/12/1878
Johnny alias 
Rrooa
Murder Polynes­
ian
Pagan 25
9/6/1879 J. Ml/itter Murder German R,0# 53
12/3/1880 J. Wells Robbery- 
Under Arms 
with wilful 
murder
1,3.1* R* C * 22
31/5/1880 I.J. Ellens- 
dal#
K ■o 'ir?*  U  « tt « a.c* 34Murder
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BXBCOTIOHS (contd.)
PACT NAME OffMO! RAGE GE £Ea(3'I.Ü?
fissi
BELIGIOÌ AGI
31/5/1880 Jimmy Ala Sue Murder Chinese Pagan ?
21/6/1380 M* el Pedro 
Gomes
Murder Philipp­
ines
R.C. 36
16/7/1830 JU Campbell lape Aborig­
inal
Pagan ?
12/12/1881 Ah Que Murder Chinese Pagan 23
22/5/1882 G. Byrne Hap* Qld* C. of 3, 32
5/6/1882 Towolar Murder South Sea 
Islander
Pagan 22
5/10/1383 J * Gardiner Murder Scottish R.C. . 19
5/10/1883 J ango Murder Aborig­
inal
R.C. 19
5/10/1833 George Rape Aborig­
inal
R.O. 25
26/10/1885 W*B. Gordon Murder English C * of 3* 28
5/4/1886 fUffi fiO Murder Chinese Eagan 30
5/4/1886 Wong fong Murder Chinese Pagan 35
30/5/1887 C# Pickford Murder English C* of 3. 51
13/6/1837 J . Harrison Murder English c* of 3* 27
13/6/1887 Mrs* .1* 
Thompson
Murder Irish R.C. 41
12/11/1888 Sed in Murder Java Moslem 24
12/11/1838 3* Duhamel Murder French R.C. 37
2/6/1890 M, Barry Murder Irish R.O. 46
25/4/1392 Donald Rape Aboriginal Pagan 29
26/9/1392 F.C» Horrocks Murder Qld. C* of 3* 17
24/10/1892 0* Gleeson Murder American C* of E* 27
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EXECUTIONS (Contd.)
DATE NAHE OFfSHOE M O B  OB
f m r s f
m m —
BELI GIOII AGE
24/10/1892 Ir.W, Moneado Murder American R.C, 42
23/10/1893 G.T. Biantem Murder English 0* of E* 35
28/5/1894 Abbe Murder 3 apare®© 0. of B. 31
20/5/1895 Harasamai Murder South 3#a 
Island
? 23
20/5/1895 Miore Murder «  « « ? 29
22/7/1895 3 ayer Murder B »  1» f 2 5
4/11/1895 Jachey Murder Aborigin­
al
f 31
4/11/1895 Fe Tinulft Murder Philipp­
ines
H*G* 3?
11/6/1900 W# Broom Murder Aborigin­
al
Pagan 30
13/6/1901 C. Beckman Murder German Lutheran 42
27/4/1901 lañáis Murder South Sea 
Islands
? 27
13/9/1901 J. Bheuben Murder Portuguese R.C. 5 5
3/12/1901 Orifough Murder South Sea 
Islands
t 22
9/12/1901 B*A. Brown Murder U • 3 • A# C, of E. ?
12/1/1903 P* Kenniff Murder B*C# 37
22/6/1903 Sow Too Bow Murder South Sea 
Islands
Pagan T
1 7/4 /19 0 5 Charley alias 
Cosano
Murder Tt «  » Hone 30
17/7/1905 J «Warten Murder English 0. of S. 60
14/5/1906 J ohannes Murder Ceylon Buddhist 39
14/5/1 906 fwadysa Murder South Sea 
Island©
0. of E# 30
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EXBQLflQHS (Contd.)
date IAMB 0ÍÍSH08 SACS OB
H M B B T S rS 5 1
RELIGIOM AGE
31/12/1906 Look Lon Murder Ghinea# Pagan sa
16/12/1907 Af Millewski Murder German Lutheran 52
19/4/1909 Bismark Murder Aborigine
al
lone 23
7/6/1909 Bt HoS3 Murder English Ct of E. 21
13/6/1910 A*J* Bradshaw Murder Qld* C • of E * 28
10/6/1912 G.D* Silva Murder Eurasian
(Qld.)
Salvation
Army
28
5/5/1913 0* Been Murder Ceylon Moslem 48
22/9/1913 E* Austin Murder Tietorla Presby­terian
23
glOUTIOIS
Murder (and aeeessory to) m 65
Hape m 14
Robbery-under-arms with
wounding 2
TOTAL » ♦  ♦ 81
Of FENCE TO?j
RELIGION Of fHOSS EXECUTED 
fTIONS CHRISTIAN BELI CION NOIMMEISTIJUK OR-------------------------------------wrwmrGrm—RELIGIÓN "UNKNOWNâ&S* <?• of S» Other Totals
Murder 65 16 16 10 42 24
Rape 14 1 3 1 5 9
Armed
robbery
with
wounding 2 2 0 0 2 0
TOTALS 31 19 19 11 49 33
AGE Of THOSE EXECUTED
OFFENCE total
EXECUTED
A d  - where known - of those exeouted
tinder 22-24 4§ .and ovet ' Iota:
Murder 65 4 43 7 ' 54
Rape 14 1 $ 0 6
Armed
robbery
with
wounding 2 .. i . 1 0 2
TOTALS 81 62
BACI OR NATIONALITY Of THOSE EXECUTED 
OPFSHOE TOTAL Aborig- S.3.I. Ohlneae Senaan Irish Britiah Others— — fgrgj) l^ «al atOMSitll
Rape 14 10 3 o 0 0 1-looal]
Om &ooe-v ]¡1
0
locali
Capital
Non-Rape
67 5 10 8 6 6 8-looalj12-no»-* 120 b
locali 12
TOTALS 81 15 13 8 6 6 9**local] 12
born 12-non- 321 
looal,
a« Excluding the Irish
b. Including the Queensland b o m  Eurasian Silva.
• adBH JOj snoiq-OiAuoo o
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APPENDIX 2m
Maiêjm MãSã, ,te iMJm ÊúsMm x
TEAR
1863
1870
1880
HAME STATOS OB OCCUPATION
T.S* Warry H*L«A«
Irish ship-mates of the condemned man Mo Guinness 
Edmonstone M.L*A. and butcher 
Fiele J • Businessman
Jordan MtL.A* and Cane Planter
Haussier M.L*C.
Pint Businessman
Beattie
*Brooks
Bruce
M.*L»Á«
lx- and later M.L.A., Late M*L»G* 
Barrister
Bunton Barrister
Coots 
Chubb F.
Journalistf Historian, later concerned 
in Northern Separation Movements
Solicitor
Fitzgerald
Fltzgibbons
Garrick
Helicar
Mellifont
Miller
Itoray
Murray-Prior
EX » M.L*A.
? Hot a professional man
M*L.A*, and Barrister later Agent-General
Barrister, at one time a Town Councillor
Journalist, a former editor of the 
Ipswich Observer
f Hot a prof essional man
? Hot a professional man
Later M«LttC*
#Br, 0*Doherty M.L.C., F.E.C.S,, E*-M.L.A. 
Oliphant ?
YSAB ^NAME STATUS OB OCCUPATION
i860 0*SullÌYan M«L #At
*Rutledge M.L*A* (later Attomey-Gener al and
Barrister)
Sherridsn Barrister
Swanwick M.L*A. t Barrister (till 1883) ex- 
School Teacher» later a J*P*
Thompson ?
T h o m M*L«A*
Wads ?
*Groom
(Toowoomba)
M.L*A* and owner of the Toowoomba 
Chronicle
1884 Annear L-l.L.A.
Bailey M*X*#A«
#Baynes Businessman ex-nart owner of Courier
Boatti« M*L*A#
Bindon
Buchanan
Goo ?
Chubb F. Solicitor
Dunlop •—  
Dunn
^Bishop ** letter of support only
— >
Gayallies Clergyman
Gibson ?
Gignon ?
Graham M*L.C*
*Harden Commission Agent
Hogg
Hooper
YB AH HAMB
!884 Houlbrook
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HAMB STAATS OH OCCUPATIOR
Clergyman
Jackson ?
Kellett M,L*A*
*Keston M.D.
*Klldahl Clergyman - Churoh of Christ
Kingsford Clergyman
Lambert M • L *C «
Larsen Businessman
#Lissner M.L.A.
MaoKenzle 
Mearegor
Captain
Molllwraitb M.L.A*
*M©stoa Bx-M.L*A* Journalist
*Mldgley M.L.A*« ex-Wesleyan preacher
Morehead M.L*A*
0*Doherty M*L#C* and M*D#
^Barker Accountant ln Queen Street
Bott Captain, Army
Power M.L.O.
Robinson
*Russell
Clergyman« Church of England
Sharpnell M.D*
Smythe M.L.C.
*Stewart Clergyman* Presbyterian Churoh
Sutton Clergyman, City Mission
Thorn M.L.A.
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YEAH NAME SffAffHS OH OCQOTAflOK
1884 Thynne M.L*C* and Solicitor, later
Minister for Justice
#Walters
*Widdop Land, Estate and Cernissi on Agent
White Captain, ?
1893 Lady Bell Wife of ex-Lt# Governor and M.L.C*
Mrs# J#Clarke
♦Mi’S# A# McLean
Mrs* 0*Doherty wife of Doctor 0*Doherty
#Osbourn© Clergyman, Church of England
Mrs* Osbourne Wife of Clergyman
#Robinson Major - Salvation Army
*Mrs# J#S* Ex-Sohool Mistress
Hermann Schmidt
Miss K* Daughter of Mrs# J*3* Hermann Schmidt
Hermann Schmidt
*Weedon J*P#f Member of Brisbane Board ofBelief, Superintendent of the Widows 
and Orphans Fund, interested in Sunday Schools
Widdop Land, Estate & Commission Agent
BRISBANE
*Bentley
Bond
Canning Clergyman
* Gannon Ex-M.L*A## Manager of an Inaurano# Company
«Jackson*
Bussell
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YEAR HAME STATUS OH OCCUPATION
1S97 «Ruthning Solicitor
Thompson High School Teacher
Whale
nimm
BEMLEI&H
Clergyman, City Tabernacle
Bacon Insurance Agent
Cahill Hotel owner
Qostia Storekeeper
Death Blacksmith
Harrison
Mann
Auctioneer and Insurance Agent
McArthur
McEvoy
Police Magistrate
Quast storekeeper
Savage Storekeeper
«Sutton M«2)«f and President of Masonic Lodge
Thorsbome Hotel Owner,, soft drink manufact­
urer and President of School of 
Arts
Woolryeh Manager of national Bank
1902-3 0* Davis 
J. Harrington
♦Lesina
«Lloyd
M*L*A*
«Martin Justice of the Peace
0*Keefe Barrister
♦O'Hoil Solicitor
TEAR STATUS OR OOCUPATIOf
MoGratb. Solicitor
0 * Rouke
W, Trapp ( Toowoomba)
Adamson M»L*A*
Boot« Editor of the Worker
Bowman M « L. A«
Brumwell Clergyman
H. Burton
Bunn« Archbishop
Father Flynn Clergyman
Hinoholiffe M.L.C*
Huxman M * L • A.
* J eneo» M»L#C*
Johnson Clergyman
Lennon M.l.A.
Lewis Clergyman
Maughan K.L.A.
Mclachlan 
A* Merry 
Miller
M.L.A,
Morgan M * L, An
Mullan M.L.A,
Reinholt M.L.A,
♦Rowe Clergyman - Methodist
Seymour (later editor of the Worker
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YEAR
*  *
SAMOS
Sumner
♦Willises
Wilson
STATUS OR OCCUPATICI 
M# L« A*
President C.T.U* (Christian 
Temperano® Union)*
Maeror of Brisbane
lost Prominent Participants or Key 
Figures, based chiefly on newspaper reports 
of the various incidents.
who signed the 1884 Petition
M.L.O«. M# L# As *
Alpin Aland Jordan
Box Annear Kater
Forrest, E* Archer Kellett
Forrest, W, Bailey Lalor
Graham Beattie Lissner
Gregory Black MacDonald-Peterson
Hart Buckland MaoFarlare
Haussier Campbell» J• Macroasan
King Campbell, T* Mclllwraith
Lambert Chubb, G• Midgley
MacPherson Ferguson More he ad
McBougall Foote HeIson
Murray-Prior Foxtom Horton
0# Doherty Fraser Palmer
Raff Groom Salkeld
Roberts Higson Scott
Smyth Howlts Stevens, E«
Taylor Isambert Stevenson
Thynne Jeasop Wight
Walsh
Wilson
TOTAL « 21 TOTAL * JS
—mm
mo
1362,3
1379
1335
1892
1396
1399
Zurdan
fm^ s, (as 
E ditor #t
w. BmlUar
J* Isofariana
I* Ii» A# «  Brlsbana, laut Mora ton and 
Brisfean* South in the 1st, 4th#
5til, 9 th, 10tB parliansfitfi#
i.a* 1860-71 $ 1833-93«,
for lib ilo  Landa 30/8/37-43/6/38Later Agent-General 
Editor of Courier* êovsMisat 
Printer, Journalist, l*l*A* -  
Brisbane in the 2nd, 3rd and 4 th 
par Hanen ts 1363-1870
SUL# A* - fid# Bay, ?th, 8th má 9th 
pari isenta* l#e* 1874-88
ìt#L*A* ** Ijwrieà, 7th-11th porlia- 
«onta i . e* 1878-1836
f* Q*Sullivan i*h*A* -  Xpswioh, West Moro ton, Bari: & 3 tenia/ 1st, 3rd, 7th* Sth 
and toth pari Iron ia* i*e* 1360-3f
1367-81 1374-33; 1833-93
A* Midgls/ E*h*JU -  faaaifem, 9th parliament
i*o# 1383-8* En-weal/aa Miniator
Copeland Spode Juror in Molali1« orna#
Mrs*. A. MoLoan
Major Hoblnso.fi Salvation Axagr
J#l* Coatta Juror «ho bold Griffith J*0* that
he could andar no circumo tmoea 
brinf iß a. verdini leading to the 
death sontens# being passed in 
1# V ho agíanla
Lesina M«L*A.# -  Clermont, 13th-18th,
parliattants, |*e# 1399-1112*
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/JPBHfllX.3,
laboy M.^A.'a as of Septaaber. 1899
xaxs E I i E C S O R A T E
D* Bowman Warrego
W#H* Browne + Croydon
A« Dawson * Charters Towers
T* Dibley Woolloongabba
J #H# Lunsford Charters Towers
A#  Fisher + Cympie
C*B* Fitsgerald + Mitchell
3?* Classey Bundaberg
T^Ciyens Cairns
w, Hamilton Gregory
Vv.F, Hardacre ♦ Leichhardt
W.G. Higgs Fortitude Valley
a. Jaekson Kennedy
C# Kerr Barooo
W» Kidston + Rockhampton
V*B»J* Lesina Clermont
w. Maxwell * Burke
C* McDonald Flinders
F* McDonnell Fortitude Valley
H, Reid Bnoggera
£* Hylands Cympie
J.C, Stewart Rockhampton Horth
H* Turley + Brisbane South
Totali 23
D#T* Keogh (Rosewood) had-litt the party prior to the second 
reading of the Criminal Code Bill in 1899 and has not been
210
kw m nx 1 (eontd*)
counted*
+ Members of the first Labor Government, 1899
* Maxwell seconded Lesina1® amendment, but did not speak: 
to it#
.« e  ■tep.iiff.&.A«, fflpmttiiffAte
Metropolitan *«• 5
Provincial Town •«• 8 (including the
two members for 
Charter© Towers)#
Country #** 10 (12 if Charters
Towers is included)
The only ones to indicate any support for Lesina1®
abolition amendment were Lunsford, fitsgerald, Glassey,
Hardacre, Maxwell, and Hylands, although none seem to have
favoured complete abolition (l*e* not for wilful murder)*
Hone of the Brisbane Members (not even Held) gave any
visible support#
-  21 1
APFBIDIX 4*
J * 3 * Coliinga, as the following shows, hold many 
important positions In the labor Movement in Queensland 
and this no doubt greatly assisted the cause of abolition 
of capital punishment within the party*
By profession, he was a boot and shoe manufacturer 
whose business suffered greatly "because of the uncompromising 
stand which (he took) on behalf of the Industrial Unionism 
during the 1912 Strike (and which led to his being viciously 
victimized by certain sections of the Commercial communit/" 
(worker - 16/3/1912)* His company was taken over in 1912 
by the Wattle Co-operative Boot Co*, whose Board of Director® 
comprised leading Union officials, Dave Bowman and Colling* 
himself*
1903 A trustee of the Brisbane Political labor Council*
1904 Secretary and treasurer of the ?*I*C*
Member of the foombul f•P*0.
1905 Bleated at the Convention as a member of the G.P*E*
1906 President of the Social Democratic Vanguard
1908 Unsuccessful candidate for Bulimba
1909 Unsuccessful candidate for Bulimba
Representative of the Bulimba W,P*G* at Prime 
Minister Bisher1e Conference in Gympie
1913 Vice-President of the labor-ln-Politics Convention
Elected to C*P*B,
1915 Unsuccessful candidate for Morilla 
I9I8 Elected at Convention to the C.P.E*
1913-31 State Organiser of labor Party in Queensland
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APPSHDIX 4 (Contd.)
1920-21 liabor Bornia«® in the Legislative Council 
1931 Elected as Senator for Queensland 
He was also a J*P* until 1912 when he was removed from 
the list because of "conduct unbecoming** a J*P*
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